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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Defining Neighborhood Electric Vehicles
The general defining characteristac of NEVs is their speciahzauon for local travel. As such,

they will have hmited range and low top speeds and thus, low energy storage and low power

needs. Consistent with keeping energy and power requirements low, NEVs will be small.

They will likely accommodate two or three persons plus storage space, but some may be

larger so as to accommodate famdies with children. We envision that NEVs will range from

top-end vehicles that are intended to travel on arterial streets at speeds of up to 45rnph, to

bottom-end NEVs, with top speeds of about 25mph.1 Bottom-end NEVs might have separate

riglat-of-ways, only rmxing with other motor vehicles in speclahzed circumstances, such as

stre, ets with stnngent vehlcle speed and slze restrict.tons. We see little reason for the driving

range of NEVs to exceed 40 miles or so, since they will only be driven on sequences of short

trips and can be readily recharged each night.

The Research Tasks and Goals

Under the auspices of the CALSTART Neighborhood Electric Vebacle Program, the Institute

of Transportation Studies at the University of California, Davis conducted neighborhood

electric vehicle (NEV) market assessments and vehicle demonstrations. This report describes

that research and provides descripuons of the potentaal personal, private transportatlon

market niches for NEVs in California. The CALSTART-sponsored NEV market research

and demonstration projects performed by ITS-Davls encompassed the following sub-proJects:

¯ case studies of the "golf cart.communiUes" Sun City, Arizona and Palm
Desert, California;

¯ ride-and-drive clinics in which people drove and reviewed a wide variety of
electric vehacles, including NEVs;

¯ vehicle trials in which households were given use of a NEV for a one-week
period; and

¯ a statewide mail survey of household electric vehicle purchase intentions.

The overalt goal of this research agenda was to determine whether households can imagine

using a NEV, and based on that assessment, whether they would buy one. We wish to

1 Electric-assist bicycles are conmdered by some to be NEVs. We do not include them m this discussion since
there are few pohcy, infrastructure or markeUng issues that differentiate electric-assisted from non-assisted
blc’¢cles In fact, electric-assist b~cycles enjoy the advantage, relative to other NEVs, of already being exphcltly
recogmzed m velucle codes
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understand the possible dynamics of market development Most of the research we report

here was conducted on small samples of households, in highly interactive settings° Our use

of in-person interviews, ride-and-drive clinics, focus groups, travel dla,nes and detailed

surveys was intended to provide detailed images of households’ responses to NEVs. Based

on these, this report provides the basis for developing quantitative estimates for NEV market

niches. We summa_nze the main results of these four research acuvities before providing a

brief description of the theoretical basis for our work and a market overview based on a

synthesis of our results.

Summary of Results

Case Studies of "Golf Cart Communities"
,, Palm Desert, CA and Sun City, AZ represent two alternative pathways to

implementing NEVs. Palm Desert represents an effort to retrofit existing
roadway infrastructure to serve very low speed vehicles° Sun City shows
that in communities intended for low speed vehicles, specialized roadway
infrastructure may not required.

* The demonstration project in Palm Desert shows it wiU be possible ’,~
retrofit some communities to very low speed vehicles° The few con:~,’ialnts
by cart drivers about the golf cart roadway infrastructure deployed in Palm
Desert centered on a few intersections where prior roadway conditions made
it impossible to implement the new ~nfrastructure m a consistent rammer.

o Half the participants in the Sun City focus groups had displaced a gasohne
vehicle from their household vehicle holdings with an electric or gasoline
golf cart. The most common vehtcle ownership pattern among our
participants was one cart and one automobile°

- In Sun City, there has been a shift away from electric golf carts toward
gasoline carts. Our informants indicate this is largely due to the higher top
speed of gasoline carts (reported to be as high as 25 miles per hour as
opposed to 15 to 18 miles per hour for electric carts).

° As this shift to gas carts indicates, top speed was more likely to be a
constraint on cart use than was driving range. In communities designed, or
otherwise intended, for NEVs, 25 miles per hour may be an acceptable top
speed capability.

- While carts mtght be used for any given local trip, trips made by cart tended
to be single purpose trips. Linking together of several activities was
generally not possible because the carts had no locking storage. However,
most households did not appear to link activities, even in their automobiles.

Ride-and-Drive Clinics
¯ Though intended to determine the response of two hypothetical early market

segments--EV hobbyists and envLronmentalists--to NEVs, the ride-and-



drive clinics indicate that activity analysls concepts better Identify possible
NEV buyers than does membershxp m either of the hypothetical segments.

The speed limitation of NEVs created a clear demarcation of vehicle classes.
Those wilhng to buy a NEV hved m locations that allowed access to a
substantial set of their activities by a low speed vehicle.

Across the wider variety of households contained in these sub-samples (than
contained m the sub-samples from "golf cart communities"), velucle size
(that is, passenger and payload capabilities) was an important determinant 
whether households judged NEVs to be practical vehicles.

Vehicle Tdals
The interaclaon between household activity choices, available travel tools,
and the physlcal environment determine whether households judged NEVs
to be pracUcal travel tools. The abihty of a household to construct a
meaningful set of actxviues to which the NEV could prowde access was a
prereqmslte to a favorable NEV purchase retention.

¯ We hypothesized that households had, or would be wilhng to form, distract
sets of actlvmes they accessed by different travel modes. We found this to
be true m those households m Davis that made extensive use of bicycles.
Bikes are not used casually or haphazardly. These households had regular
and well-defined, if occasionally overlapping, sets of activities they accessed
by bike and by automobile

- Households had to distinguish NEVs from some other travel mode (usually
automobiles) m order to form a positive purchase mtentaon. If they saw the
NEV simply as a limited car, they were less hkely to consider buying one.

° Travel by all households was controlled to a very large degree by rouUnes
formed in response to schedules and activity links imposed by authority and
coupling constraints.

¯ NEVs replaced a higher proportion of households’ trips than of males m all
but one of our parUcipant households. Across all households, NEVs
traveled only 19% of the total distance households traveled during their
diary weeks, yet they were driven for 41% of all trips.

° An important tradeoff between whether to drive the NEV or a car centered
around adaptations to driving range. Adaptations included planning to
decide which driver (ff any) would take the NEV, switching vehicles
between drivers during the day, planned changes in trip hnkages, unplanned
interruptions of trip linkages and daytime recharging of the vehicle.

° The experience of almost all the households argues for NEVs with mimmum
ranges of 40 miles, manimum top speeds of 40 miles per hour, and the option
of vehicles capable of seating 2, 3, or 4 persons for NEVs intended to be
used on the existing infrastructure of cities and towns not originally
designed for NEVs.
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Statewide Survey
® The 4.3 percent our sample ho chose a NEV translates into an annual share

of the new car market m California of just under 1 percent. In practice, the
19 households that chose a NEV (of454 households) represent too small 
sample to form a statable basis for market share estimates, so we present the
estimate simply as point of reference from which to make observations
about markets for NEVs and marketing of NEVs.

¯ These households demonstrate that some households living in suburban
communities around the state can visualize that NEVs allow them access to
an important part of their activity space.

° They demonstrate that households are wilhng to construct entirely different
household fleets of vehicles around a NEV, Iendmg credence to our prermse
that household vehicle purchase decisions are based on the vehicles the
household already owns as well as the vehicles they are considering for
purchase.

Thesw households reinforce the conclusion that people who chose EVs and
NEVs regard them as practical transportatton tools first, and as expressions
of envtronmentalism second, if at all.

Household Travel Behavior and the Research Questions

We use the concept of a household activity space to provide a unifying thread throughout our

NEV research. Briefly we describe a household’s activity space as.

° the household members’ activities;
,, the time schedule of those actwities;
¯ the geographic location of those activities;
,, linkages between activities; and.
° the modes and routes used to access those act~wties.

Linkages include both linkages between one person’s series of actiwties (e.g., whether the

female household head makes a trip to her dentist on the way home from work) and linkages

between household members (e.g., whether she then stops at daycare on her way home from

the dentist to pick up one of the family’s children).

The constraints on a household’s activity space include:

° the household structure of relations and responsibdmes;
¯ vehicle ownership and availability of other travel modes;
° time schedules imposed from outside the househoId;
° an income budget; and in the case of electric vehicIes,
¯ a distance budget.

The distance budget is new to households. Gasoline (and diesel) vehicles and their

ubiquitous fuel statmns provide long daily range. But battery EVs and NEVs will have short
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driving ranges and may require a few hours to recharge. Providing the reformation context

for households to competently imagine how they would incorporate a limited range vehicle

into their stocks of vehicles is the core of the designs for all of our studies.

From previous studies of the impact of hmited range on households (Kuram, Turrentme and

Sperling, 1994; Turrentine, Sperhng, and Kurani, 1991), we identafied two elements within

the households’ overall activity spaces that affected their demand for driving range:

¯ The routine ac~vity space is defined by that set of actavities that the
household accesses on a daffy and weekly basis (including all the other
associated dlmens~ons--Iocation, mode and route to access, etc.);

¯ A critical destination is a destination that a household member feels they
must be able to reach even if the "unlimited range" gasohne vehicle is not
available.

As an additional premase for the NEV research we include:

¯ Households have, or can create, sub-spaces of their activity space that are
defined by the choice of travel mode to access those actawties.

Given these, our research questions are:

¯ "’Will households create NEV activity sub-spaces?"

° "Is the existence of these NEV acn’vity sub-spaces a sufficient condition for
households to include NEVs In their choice sets for their next vehicle
purchase decisions?"

Hypothetical Market Niches for NEVs: How we chose our samples

Each of the research tasks was intended to examine the response of real or hypothetical

market niches to NEVs. The case studies of Sun City, Arizona and Palm Desert, California

provide insights into the vehicle purchase and use behavior of households that already own

smzdl, low-speed vehicles. The physical infrastructure of these towns is similar to suburban

developments everywhere; What makes these towns special is the characteristics of the

households. First, most households that own and drive golf carts are made up of retired

persons. They tend to have a great deal more discretion as to the schedules they keep than do

households with children and workers. We conducted focus groups with 35 households in

Sun City and 11 in Palm Desert that own and drive golf carts, but do not necessarily play

golt: We also conducted interviews wlth city and county officials charged with overseeing

traffic safety, and in Palm Desert, with overseeing the golf cart demonstration program that

implemented golf cart infrastructure and cart permit plans.



The ride-and-drive clinics tested the response of small samples of two groups who are often

cited as likely early buyers of electric vehaclesmEV vehicle hobbyists and environmentalists.

EV hobbyists are assumed to be knowledgeable regarding EV technology and the

performance characteristics of the vehicles, and to be habituated to, or accepting of the

shorter range and long recharge time of EVs. This interest and famiharity are hypothesized

to translate into a greater willingness to buy original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM’s)

electric vehicles. Environmentalists are hypothesized to be among the early buyers of EVs

because of their interest m the potential for clean ak. A total of 26 people took part m the

fide-and-drive clinics and the subsequent focus groups.

The week-long NEV trials allowed households to explore they would use a vehicle that is not

intended for highway travel, but intended to fill the specific niche of local travel on surface

streets. By providing a NEV to a household for a week, we allow them to begin to explore

how they would incorporate such a vehicle into their vehicle holdings. Fifteen households

participated in the NEV vetucle trials, seven from Daws and eight from Sacramento. In this

way, we explored differences in household response based on spatlal scale, traffic levels and

speeds, and the prior existence of mode-defined activity sub-spaces within the households’

acUv~ty spaces. Household s~ze ranged from one to four persons. A wide variety of

household types were included in the study: households containing a single adult, two adults

w~thout children at home, two parents w~th a child or children, and single parents of a child

or children. Ages of participants ranged from mid-twenties to mid-fifties.

To test whether households in California are wilhng and able to incorporate a vetucle that is

clearly not a car into their household stock of vehacles, we included NEVs in a study of the

statewide market potentml for electric and natural gas vehicles. In that survey, we formalized

and tested the concept of a hybrid household. Households who buy electric vehicles will be

hybrid households, owrting two very different types of velucles that they use to access

chstinct sets of activities. Hybrid households will create actiwty sub-spaces defined by the

types of vehicles they own. We believe that households who can construct NEV activity sub-

spaces will perceive NEVs as valuable travel tools. Certmn household characteristics

facihtate the formation of this NEV space. These include the presence of additional travel

tools (in suburban cities this primarily means ownership of more than one car) to overcome

potentially binding constraints and a NEV spaces that contains important routine actiwties

located near home or work.

For the statewide survey, we sampled from households whom we believe make up the single

largest group ofpotennal hybrid households. Household selection criteria included: own two
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or more vehicles; buy new vehicles; own one 1989 or newer vehicle and one 1986 or newer

vehicle; and at least one vehicles is not a full-sized vehicle. A total of 454 households from

the San Francisco Bay Area, Sacramento, Fresno, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Diego

returned completed surveys. The response rate of useful surveys was 69 percent.

Because of the samphng scheme, we did not expect many households to choose a NEVo We

did not sample from communities especially designed for NEVs (such as Palm Desert) nor

from places that are otherwise very statable for NEVs (such as Davis), but focused on variety

of urban and suburban towns and cities m whach the vast majority of Californians live. Thus,

the image that the households created of their own activity space during the survey is not

only useful to them in their decision makang, but ~s crucial to our interpretations of these

households’ vehicle choices.

Activity Space and NEV Market Potential

Wc found that NEV purchase and use Is most hkely when:

a high density of the household’s acuvmes are located withm a compact
geographic area around a location at whach the NEV would regularly be
charged, usually home but possibly also work;

these household actiwties are accessible by low speed, or otherwise
appropriate, streets;

the household has few binding authority constraints or binding coupling
constraints associated with its routine activiues; and

the household has a ~gh degree of flexibility in assigning travel tools to
household members (because of high automobde ownership, use of multiple
travel modes, or a compatible structure of links between household
members’ activities).

Households that reject buying a NEV do so for one (or more) of three reasons:

o the small size of NEVs (expressed as a response to passenger occupancy,
cargo capacity or safety perceptions of small vehicles) ruled out NEVs;

¯ the speed limitation of the NEVs created a binding capabihty constraint that
precluded travel on some crucial roadway network links; or

° the NEV- space was not clearly differentiated from the activity sub-space of
some superior (cleaner, cheaper, safer, bigger, etc.) mode or modes.

Markets for Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Of the different market segmentation strategies we employed, the most powerful and

consmtent concept for identifying households amenable to NEV purchases was the household
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activity space. Because it is multi-dlmensional (incluchng not only space and time but also

~ypes of acUvifies, household relaUonslups, and available travel tools) it is difficult to

generalize which elements of activity space determine who will buy NEVs. One useful way

to employ the concept is to describe buyers and users not m terms of thelr personal

characteristics, but in terms of the characteristics of the environments in which the vehicles

would be used.

Described this way, important market niches for NEVs include resort towns and facilities,

new developments of virtually any land use type designed to accommodate low speed

vehicles, smaller cities and towns receptive to NEVs, and persons unable to operate standard

motor vehicles but who could operate a NEV with appropriate assisting technologies. We

also recognize that many households who live m larger cities can construct NEV spaces.

These represent a viable NEV market, but are chfficult to idenufy by conventional market

survey techniques.

As a market development strategy, if the large OEM manufacturers do not step forward to

offer NEVs, then smaller companies may do so. These smaller companies will presumably

be better able to serve smaller, concentrated market areas than larger, dispersed ones. NEV-

friendly resort areas and new developments represent such concentrated markets for NEVs.

In non-resort ciues and towns, greater effort will have to be expended to market NEVs. Ttus

will require providing images of NEVs as practical transportation tools and developing

adequate sales and service networks. Persons who are now unable to drive cars, but could

operate a NEV, are dispersed throughout our cities and towns. To provide them with access

to activities through the adaptaUon of NEVs to their travel needs will require that substantial

resources be committed by either a few large manufacturers or by numerous small,

entrepreneurial fu’rns.

Different types of NEVs are also required for these different markets. Throughout our

studies, households have demonstrated a need for different levels of passenger, payload,

speed and range capabilities. We see "enhanced golf carts" as a viable NEV for many

settings; we see a much higher level of performance NEV as a necessity in others. In the

towns of Palm Desert, California and Sun City, Arizona, we find that vehicles of minimal

performance capabilities can provide valuable transportation services. We see this in Sun

City, even with no specialized infrastructure to accommodate low-speed vehicles. Most

households living in the neighborhoods of Davis and Sacramento, California, found that a

nunimum 45 mph top speed was essential to their use of a NEV. Families with children
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often required more than the two seats available to them in either of the vehicles in our

demonstrations.

We contrast the importance of household actavity space concepts in defining markets for

NEVs with other, less useful, concepts. In developing market segments for gasoline vehicles,

household travel patterns have played a much less important role than other household

ch~a’acteristics. We find, at best, maxed evidence that NEV markets can be identified by

socio-economic, demographic, and attitudinal information about households so often used to

identify and create markets for conventional vehicles.

From the case studies of Sun City and Palm Desert, we learn that it is not the retirement

status of the households that determines golf cart ownership and use, but the specialized

nature of the communiues in which these households live.

We find httle evidence m the fide-and-drive chnics that EV hobbyasts or environmentalists

per se will be among the first buyers of NEVs if they, as any other household, do not first

perceive the NEV as a practical transportation tool. Whether they perceive a NEV to be a

useful transportation tool is not a functaon of technical prowess or env~ronrnentahsm, but is a

function of their activity space. For example, as our environmentaltst sub-sample lives in

Davis, their "neighborhood vehicle" is a bicycle. Within this small city, with its flat terrain

and abundance of bicycle infrastructure, the bicycle is seen as a better environmental vehicle.

Within our small sub-samples of EV hobbyists, those who lived in downtown Sacramento,

closely surrounded by many of their routine activity locations, stated a positive purchase

intention toward NEVs.

Households that chose a NEV in the statewide survey did so because their travel and vehicle

ownership patterns were amenable to NEV use or because they were willing to add the NEV

as ~n additional vehicle. We cannot ignore that NEVs cost less than other vehicle type within

our experimental design. Never the less, a household would not choose a vehicle they could

not use. Households that chose NEVs appear to be no more motivated by environmental

concerns than are the households that chose any other EV, and they are on average no more

likely to believe that large, immediate lifestyle changes are required to address environmental

problems. Thus, to some households in suburban Califorma, NEVs will be seen as entirely

suitable means to maintain the mobility that comes with multiple vehicle ownership, but at a

greatly reduced cost.

The, descriptions of the households that do, and do not, choose NEVs in the statewide survey

mu~;t be interpreted w~th care. While we expect households of middle age parents with



children to be more responsive to EVs (see Turrentme, Sperling and Kurani, 1991), the low

cost of NEVs confounds any expectations we :zay have had based on household income.

The apparent disinterest toward NEVs shown by households made up of retired persons

should not dissuade us from believing that households of reured people will be an important

market for NEVs. These households m particular tughhght the importance of the physical

environment m which the NEV might be used. While it is possible that retired households in

our statewide survey sampte did not choose NEVs because they do not foresee enlarging their

stock of vehicles and may be conservauve regarding new technology, we need only recall the

case studies of Palm Deser~ and Sun City to know that within appropriate environments,

retired households will be important NEV market segments.

Recommendations

Demonstration pro lects

To develop these markets, there ~s no more important task than continued demonstrations of

a variety of NEVs. As a distinct class of vehicles that embodies performance charactensucs

well outslde the bounds consumers usually experience, markets for NEVs will depend on

education, reflecuon and increased famiharity. We have demonstrated that the abdity of a

household to conceptualize a distinct and valued set of activities to wbach a NEV provides

access is central to purchase consideration. Households wall have to examine, and possibly

reconsider, mode choices, route choices, activity choices and a variety of other travel and life

style choices that sunply are not as relevant to the vehicle purchase decisions they now make.

In some communities, such as golf resorts, this process is already underway. If many

households are driving about in golf carts, it Is much easier for others to imagine they can

too. In other communities, greater effort will be required to provide examples and images for

households to use in constructing their own NEV spaces.

Demonstration projects must be designed with clear goals and objectives. Whether

households buy NEVs w~.A depend on NEVs provide access to some substantial subset of

activities. Tlus NEV space is constrained, m part, by the mteracUon between the capability

constraints imposed by the NEV and the objective spatial structures (primarily transportaUon

infrastructure) of the city or town in which the household lives. Matching vehicle

capabiIhies to intended use environments w~ll increase the effectiveness of NEV

demonstrations. Vel~cles with capabdity constraints (performance attributes) that are too

hmitmg may lead to peremptory rejection of NEVs by consumers. Vehicles that are of

greater performance capabihties than required will unnecessarily drive up the cost of NEVs.
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Either error will lead to misguided investments m supporting infrastructures, including

roadway, recharging, and vehicle sales and service.

Ooa#tion buildtng

NEV proponents will need to form coalitons to overcome several key problems. These

include the currently limited variety and limited production of NEVs and barriers to the

acceptance of NEVs by safety regulators. These issues are important to consumer acceptance

beclmse they represent barriers to consumers ever hawng the opportunity to evaluate NEVs.

While legislative approval of spemfic demonstration projects (such as that m Palm Desert)

can be time-consuming, such approval for large-scale demonstrations rmght generate

sufftcaent demand for productaon of NEVs. Though they have chosen to initially invest in

freeway capable EVs, the National Station Car Consortium is one model for a coahtion that

is trying to call forth EV production In order to address safety problems within the existing

institutional structures for transportation safety, coalmons of NEV manufacturers, NEV

users, and communmes and policy makers interested in promoting NEVs should lobby for

changes in existing vehicle definitions to legitimize NEVs in the codes and regulataons

gow’.rning the design, sale, and registration of vebacles and the design of roadway

mfrastructure.

Quantitative market estimates

While the intent of the market research reported here was to understand the dynamacs of

markets for NEVs, it will be beneficial to develop quantitative estimates of the NEV market

niches. Such estimates could also build momentum and legitimacy for continued

development of NEVs. We would caution against analyses based on such simplistac

measures as counts of golf carts, even within golf resort communities. We observe that the

introduction of a variety of NEVs creates fundamentally new dynamics into the market for

household vehicles. A more appropriate starting point is to exmmne the activity spaces of

households living wittun the types of vehicle use environments identified as NEV market

niches m this report.



INTRODUCTION

Tom Wolfe. Kandy*Kolored Tangerine*Flake Streamline Baby. Cited in

Dettelbach.

"To conjure up CahforniaDthat vast sun and smog-blinded country
swaddled in bands of highways and cloverleaves--is to see why cars are
America’s newest gods."

As cars proliferated during this century, people came to rely on them more, creating a

spu ahng dependency. As dependence on cars increased, cars began to dominate land use

patlems and transportation infrastructure. Streets were made wider and sidewalks narrower

or non-existent. Now, most people in suburban neighborhoods often do not consider

walking, bicycling, or even riding transit. Automobility has spiraled upward, creating, in an

iterative fashion, increasingly auto-centric infrastructure and social behavior.

Sorae excesses of automobile dependence can be avoided, but, at least for the U.S. and other

affluent countries, private transportation is here to stay into the foreseeable future (Sperling,

1995)o The growing tensions between demand for greater automobihty and demand for more

environmental quality can be eased, however, with more environmentally bemgn vehicles.

One, strategy is to use very small electric vehicles, for now referred to as neighborhood

electric vehicles (NEVs). Not only will they reduce enwronmental degradation, but they also

could be a catalyst in creating more environmentally benign, human-scale communities.

The Challenge

Motor vehicles of today are capable of carrying 4 or more people, accelerating quickly to 60

mp]a, and cruising comfortably at 75 mph. These attributes are desirable for some trips. As

lonlg as all vehicles are expected to serve all trips, large powerful vehicles will be preferred.

But this all-around capability comes at a cost, not only in terms of the direct costs of vehicles,

fuels, and road space, but also external environmental costs and the indirect costs of

maintaining an auto-cent_de transportation system. Multiple vehicle ownership allows an

increasing number of households the flexibility to specialize their velucles. Almost 40% of

households own 2 vehicles and an additional 20% own 3 or more, comprising a total of 54

mAllion households with 2 or more vehicles (U.S. Federal Highway Admimstration, 1990).

Moreover, for most trips and households, large, full-powered vehicles are not necessary.
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Approximately half of all trips are less than 5 n’nles m length. Further, they are made by a

person traveling alone at a relatively low average speed (EPA, 1992).

The problem is a uniformity of expectations by consumers, government regulators and

highway supphers. All vehlcles are expected to satisfy all purposes; all roads are built to

serve all these multi-purpose vehicles; and all rules are designed to facilitate their movement.

The result is a strong inertia that discourages innovaUon and change.

The time is ripe for change. Continued attachment to such cars holds back policy demands.

Continued attachment to famihar vehicles frustrates efforts to reduce energy consumption,

adopt battery-powered zero emission vehicles, and create more human-scale neighborhoods.

Small cars are one outlet for relieving these pressures. They provide an opportunity not only

to reduce energy and environmental impacts, but also to catalyze the creataon of more

human-scale neighborhoods. Neighborhood vehicles are a compelhng idea that deserves to

be tested and nurtured. The potential drawbacksmpfimary among them, the safety of vehicle

occupantsmare few and can be mitigated. The potential social, econormc, environmental and

private benefits are hugely positive. But realizing those benefits requires overcoming the

hegemony of large vehicles.

The variety of vehicles to Much the name "neighborhood elecu~ic vehicle" (NEV) has been

given ranges from electric-assist bicycles to small, hghtweight, freeway capable electric

vehicles. The purpose of all these vehicles is to substatute a clean, effiment vehicle for the

most polluUng, least efficient raps made by full-size, internal combustion engine vehicles

(ICEVs). These trips are characterized by short distances, low average speeds and frequent

speed changes and stops. Further, these trips may often link severn stops and activities

together increasing ICEV emissions through multiple cold start/warm soak cycles.

Under the auspices of the CALSTART Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Program, the Institute

of Transportation Studies at the Umverslty of California, Davis has conducted a variety of

NEV market assessments and vehicle demonstrations. This report describes that research and

the potential personal, private transportation market for NEVs in California.

Overview of the NEV Market Research and Vehicle Demonstrations

The market studies and demonstrataons described in this report include the enttre spectrum of

NEV types, with the exception of electric-assist cycles. The vehicles that were part of the

NEV market research and demonstrations are summarized m Table 1.1. Each NEV type is



stated to different applications, and thus different market segments. The demonstratmn

projects and marketing studies conducted by the Instltute of Transportation Studies at UC

Davis focused on household market niches for NEVs, rather than fleet market niches. While

we developed infrastructure and policy studies that include new, NEV-friendly land use

development, we focused our demonstration projects and market assessments primarily on

whether NEVs (and which of them) would fit into the existing urban structure of Califorma.

Our primary intent was to explore household adaptations to NEVs, to illuminate hkely

market dynamics for these novel transportation options, and to exanune the responses of

market segments that be hypothesized to be early buyers of NEVs.

Table 1.1: NEVs Evaluated in Market Research and Demonstration Projects

NEV Types Vehtcle Descriptlons

Research Element Seating Top Speed1 Driving Rangel,2

Ca:~e studies of Golf carts All carts: 2 Electric: Electric:

Sun City, AZ and 15 mph 15 to 25 rmles

Palm Desert, CA. Gasohne: Gasoline:

25 mph > 200 miles

Ride-and-Drive City Com City-El I 35 mph 20 to 30 miles

Clinics Kewet El-Jet 2 40 mph 25 to 30 miles

Horlacher City 2 60 mph 45 to 60 miles

Horlacher Sport 2 75 mph 55 to 90 miles

Esoro 2+2 75 mph 55 to 90 miles

Solectria 2 60 mph 80 males

Household NEV City-E1 1 35 mph 20 to 30 miles

Trials Kewet 2 40 mph 25 to 30 males

Survey of multi-car Shown images of

households who Kewet El-Jet as an 2,3 or4 40 mph 40 miles
buy new vehicles. example NEV.
1 "Fop speed and driving range for the Caty-El and Kewet are based on our actual ex ~enence. Data for the
Horlachers, the Esoro and the Solectria are based on published specifieataons. Speed and ranges for golf carts
were reported by cart owners m our case studms m Sun City and Palm Desert

2 JMI ranges are based on lead-acid batteries. Longer ranges are offered by Nickel-Cadmium batteries
avatlable on atl these velucles except the Caty-EI and the golf carts
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The CALSTART-sponsored NEV market research and demonstration projects performed by

ITS-Davis included:

case studies of the "golf cart communities" Sun City, Arizona and Palm
Desert, Califorma;

fide-and-drive chnics m winch people drove and reviewed a wide variety of
electric vehicles, including NEVs;

vehicle trials m winch households were given use of a NEV for a one-week
period; and

a statewide survey of household vehicle purchase intentions based on
existing household vehicle holdings, veincle purchase retentions, household
travel diaries and maps of household activity locations.

In our market research we exan-aned both existing commumties where NEV-like vehicles are

in use today and used a variety of techmques to create information contexts in winch people

unfamihar with NEVs could competently imagine how such a velucle might fit into their

household’s stock of vehicles. We exatmned the response of market segments def’med both

by dominant urban development patterns and by characteristics of the respondents

themselves. Davis, a small umversity town m Cahfornia~s Sacramento Valley and already

widely known for its extensive bicycle infrastructure, served as one research setting. The

nearby city of Sacramento provided a setting that contrasts with Davis in urban scale and

transportation networks. Two groups of hypothetical "innovators"--EV hobbylsts and

environmentalists--assessed NEVs. A wide variety of household types participated in the

different studies--single person, single parent, unrelated adults, nuclear famihes, retired

couples and more

Market Study and Demonstration Project Goals

The overall goal of this research agenda was too determine whether households can imagine

using a NEV, and based on that assessment, whether they would buy one. We wish to

understand the possible dynamics of market development. Most of the research we report

here was conducted on small samples of households m highly interactwe settings. Our use of

in-person interviews, ride-and-drive chnics, focus groups, extensive travel diaries and

detailed surveys was intended provide detailed images of households’ responses to NEVs. It

was not our intent to develop quantitative estimates of the market. Rather, this report

provides a sound basis for subsequent estimates of the size of identified market niches.

We do not suggest that the level of reflection and testing that our survey participants put into

thexr evaluation of NEVs is sxmiiar to that which they apply to their purchase of gasoline



vehicles, but neither are we trying to sell them just another car. Electric vehicles and

neighborhood electric vehicles will change more than just the mix of cars, they will change

the basis upon which cars are bought and sold. One trend that these vehicles will reinforce is

SlX’.clalization. Increased vehicle ownership by households allows for the specialization of

vehicles to specific tasks.

Vehicle and urban infrastructure attributes likely to affect the marketability of NEVs were

ex,mained. Reduced driving range, possible restrictions on access to public roads, smaller

load-carrying capacity, new maintenance regimes, uncertain consumer safety perceptions,

elimination of vehicle emissions, and home recharging were evaluated for near-term markets

Longer term issues examined included the effects of family structure, vehicle ownersb.ip

arrangements, neighborhood morphology, and land use patterns on NEV market potential.

Each of the four specific market assessment elements listed above emphasizes one or more of

these goals. The Sun City and Palm Desert case studies focus on safety, accessibility to

activities, and vehicle, road, and neighborhood attributes that cannot be evaluated within the

context of a single household’s vehicle and travel choices. Additionally the case studies

include interviews with planners, designers, developers and engineers responsible for the

physical construction of neighborhoods, policy actions to accommodate NEVs and support

infrastructure. They also suggest a potential historical dynamic for the development of land

use forms and density that will affect the marketability of NEVs.

Initial perceptions of NEVs, their attributes and their usefulness are ascertained in the vehicle

tn,ds and drive clinics. Street infrastructure, accessibihty to activities, transportation control

measures (TCMs) and transportation demand management (TDM) were treated in greater

det all in the household vehicle trials. Lastly, a sense of the relative attractiveness of NEVs to

the’, larger population of new vehicle buyers was assessed in the statewide survey.

Each of these main research elements is described independently in subsequent chapters of

this report. A synthesis of results and overall conclusions and recommendations are

presented in the final chapter. First though, this introduction provides an overview of the

theoretical approach to travel analysis that provided the unifying structure to the variety of

market assessments and demonstrations.

Unifying Theoretical Concepts

The variety of NEV types and the differences between implementing NEVs in existing urban

development and in urban structures specifically designed for them presents a potentially



confusing array of research possibihtles. We use the concept of a household acnvity space to

provide a unifying thread throughout our NEV research This concept and its apphcation to

each of the market study and demonstration elements will be described in detail later, but

briefly we describe a household’s activity space as:

- the household members’ actavittes;
¯ the time schedule of those activities;

the geographic location of those activities;

,, linkages between acuvities; and

the modes and routes used to access those activities.

L~nkages include both those between one person’s series of activities (e.g., whether the

female household head makes a trip to her dentist on the way home from work) and those

between household members (e.g., whether she then stops at daycare on her way home from

the dentast to pick up one of the fan~ly’s children).

The constraints on a household’s activity space include:

the household structure of relations and responslbilit~es;

vebacIe ownership and availabiIity of other travel modes;

time schedules imposed from outside the household;

an income budget; and in the case of electric vehicles,

a distance budget.

The &stance budget is new to households. Gasoline (and &esel) vehicles and their

ubiquitous fuel stations provide very long daily range--the distance one can travel in a day

hrrfited by time constraints (and speed 1Lrnits), not the total amount of energy that can 

stored onboard the vehicle or the rate at which that energy can be replemshed. But battery

EVs, and NEVs in particular, will have short driving ranges and may require a few hours to

recharge. Providing the information context for households to competently imagine how

they would incorporate a vehicle of limited range into their stocks of vehicles is the core of

the designs for all of our studies. In the case of golf cart case studies, we examine

households that have already incorporated limited range (and tow speed) vehicles into their

fleet.

In previous studies of the impact of limited range on households (Kurani, Turrenfine and

Sperling, 1994), we identified two elements within the households’ overall activity spaces

that affected their demand for driving range:



the routine activity space is defined by that set of activities that the
household accesses on a daily and weekly basis (including all the other
associated dimensions--location, mode and route to access, etc.); and

a critical destination that a household member feels they must be able to
reach even if the "unlimited range" gasoline vehicle is not available.

As an additional premise for the NEV research we include:

¯ households have, or can create, sub-spaces of their activity space that are
defined by the choice of travel mode used to access those activities.

Given these, our initial research questions are:

° "Will households create NEV activity sub-spaces?"

° "Is the existence of these NEV acttvity sub-spaces a sufficient condition for
households to mclude NEVs in their choice sets for their next vehicle
purchase decisions?"

The remainder of this report is devoted to answering these questions. In the following

sectton we develop the concepts from the activity analysis paradigm that we use throughout

our NEV research. In particular, we present our rataonale for focusing on the new da:Iy

disl:ance constraint posed by NEVs and for discussing neighborhood electnc vehicles m

terms of the access they provide to a local activity space that we define as the NEV activity

sub-space.

What is Activity Analysis?

Activity analysis is distinguished from other transportauon research paradlgms by its

emphasis on travel as a derived demand that exhibits daily and multi-day patterns, related to

and derived from differences in life style and activity participation across the population

(Jones, et al, 1990). Individual households and their members are the behaworal units that

are the source of activity participataon. Individual household members’ choice of activlty

and location are mediated by systems of constraints that include the structure of family

relationships within the household. Travel is derived from changes of acttvlty type by

household members that result in a change of activity location. Practitioners of activity

an~Llysis map activities in time and space and trace the interdependencies and constraints that

define acfiwty choice Further, transportation researchers are concerned about choices of

travel mode and timing, duration, and distance of the trips that link activities.

The intellectual roots of activity analysis are studies in geography that delineated systems of

constraints on activity part~cipatlon m time-space (H~igerstrand, 1970) and Identified patterns
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of behavior across time and space (Chapm, 1974), and psychological studies of why people

participate in actavities and how those motivations are mediated by social structure (Fried, et

al, 1977). While later writers (e.g., Koppelman and Townsend, 1987; Salomon and

Koppelman, 1988) have incorporated elements of sociological and econormc theory, the

research reported here hearkens back to the early geographical roots of activity analysis to

define the new travel constraints and tools that NEVs might represent. Once we have defined

the new constraints and tools, their effects on household travel behavior are explored in the

market research and vehicle demonstrations described m the following chapters.

The Eady Geographical Roots of Actwity Analysis
In his presidential address to the members of the Regional Sclence Association in 1970,

H~igerstr~,;~d made what is often cited as the seminal statement both of the need to examine

spatial relauonships as expressions of human behavior and of a set of organizing principals

around which to begin such an exanunauon (H~gerstrand, 1970). He called for models 

spataal behavior based on an exan~nation of mdwiduals rather than statistical aggregates of

people. To do so, he introduced the concept of time-space przsms --bounded areas of time

and space in which it is possible for a person to exist. Discontinumes of existence m time are

not allowed and a person’s possible locations m space at one point in time are determined in

part by their locations in space at preceding points in time and anticzpated locations in the

future. Within these prisms of allowable tame-space, individuals follow paths of actual tune-

space iocaUons.

Central to defining the shapes and stzes of these prisms and the paths through them,

H~igerstrand proposed a typology of constraints: capability constraints, coupling constraints,

and authority constraints. Capability constraints arise from biological requirements and the

tools available to an individual. Some capability constraints, notably biological constraints

such as sleep and sustenance, follow the individual throughout theh" time-space path, but are

typically satasfied at a single, home location and require a certain minimum amount of time.

How Capability Constraints Subdivide the Time-Space Pnsm

We stated above the premise that households have, or will construct, portions of their time-

sp~ ;rlsm that they access by different travel modes. The origin of this premise lies in the

fac Jt different travel modes Impose different capability constraints on our ability to move

through space and time. Distances between activity locations can be mediated by movement

(of people or goods) or commumcation by either inherent physical abilities or the use 

tools. Thus we travel by a combination of certain physical funcuons and tools--walking,



bicycles, buses, autos, etc. We communicate either directly through our senses or by

communications technology. Thus the time-space prism through which an individual moves

can be divided into regions of varying accessibihty, depending on her physical capabilmes

and the availabslity to her of different travel and communication tools.

The; NEV is a new tool to medsate distancembut it is a bruited tool compared to the

capabilittes of a full-size ICEV. Because a NEV can only be driven a relatively short

distance before requiring a lengthy recharge time, it accesses only a hmited part of the time-

space prism in which the household members can exsst. Whether a household will consider

buying a NEV will depend m part on whether that household can access desired paths

through its ume-space prism using a NEV in conjunction with other travel tools available to

the household.

While capability constraints define the extent of our time-space prism, our path inslde that

prism is determined in large part by coupling and authority constraints. Coupling constraints

"define where, when, and for how long, the indsvidual has to join other individuals, tools, and

materials in order to produce, consume and transact" 0bid.) To get a haircut, we must amve

at tl’le barber shop during the hours st is open, and if we are particular, on a day our favorite

barber is working. Employment usually requires that we interact with other people and tools

on a particular schedule at one or more locations. Authority constraints define domains

wstban the time-space prism to which an mdlvsdual esther controls the access of other

indtviduals or to which his access is controlled by others.

Empirical research has shown that household travel can be explained by ttus framework of

constraints. For example, Kitamura, Nishl and Gouhas (1990) show that choices of timing

and location for non-work activities by commuters are consistent with a set of hypotheses

based on the constraints Hagerstrand proposes. Those authors found that coupling

con straints (shop opening times) and authority constraints (work start times) severely limit

the number of non-work trips made before work. Because of authority constraints and

capability constraints, non-work activities made during work-time are tightly clustered in

space around the work location and tend to be either work-related trips or trips to eat. Non-

work trips made after work access a wider variety of activities, and though clustered around

home, are not as tightly clustered as esther before- or during-work trips.

Time-Space Prisms and Household Actiwty Space

Our use of the phrase activity space to describe the sets of actsvmes that households access ss

based on definitions used by Horton and Reynolds (I 971) in thesr initial development of 
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analytical framework to examine the effects of u-ban spatial structure on individual behavior.

If Hiigerstrand defined the limits of the tame-spat:, prism, then Horton and Reynolds provide

addltional insight into how households choose paths within the prism. They define objective

spatial structures as the location of a household relative to the objective locations of potentaal

activities and their associated objective levels of attractiveness° By "objective" they mean

that relative locations are measured by some standard meter, such as miles of separation or

changes in degrees of latitude and longitude, that is applied to all locations. This objective

spatial structure contains linear features (e.g., transportation networks, commercial "strips"),

nodes (e.g. shopping centers, individual residences or manufacturing plants) and surfaces

(e.g., residential population densities)° Further, the household’s action space is defined as that

group of all locations or nodes within the objective spatial structure about which the

household has information and the subjective utihty the household associates with those

known locations. This subjective utility may be a function of linear features connected to the

node (e.g., how accessible is the location by various transportation networks) and surfaces 

which the node is embedded (e.g., whether the location is perceived to be located in a safe

area). Finally, the household actlvlty space is defined as the subset of all locations m the

action space with which the household has d~rect contact as the result of day-to-day activities.

Thus a household’s activity space is a set of realized paths through H~igerstrand’s time-space

prism. The home location, as the point from which all else in the activity space is perceived,

is ~tself part of the activity space.

Horton and Reynolds go on to postulate a theory of learning that directs activity space

formation and change. The salient point here is tha~ :~anges do occur in objective spatial

structures, action spaces and activity spaces. While a household may reach a point where ~ts

activity space remains relatively stable, all that is required to produce a change in the activity

space is for the household to add one location to its actavity space from its current action

space or delete one location from its existing activity space. A change in the action space

itself requires learning of a new location and forming an imtial assessment of its subjecuve

utility. Changes in the objective spatial structure typically take place outside the control of a

single household. Such changes are typically Iong-hved additions or removal of nodes (e.g.,

newly installed EV recharging at a mall already in the household’s action space), linear

features (e.g., a new NEV-only lane), and surfaces (e.g., agricultural land newly incorporated

into a city for urban development).

Upon this largely geographical foundation, some transportation researchers are building

models of personal travel and goods transport. Transportation research is fundamentally

concerned with changes of activity location that require the consumption of resources outside
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the individual or the household. Much of tins work has dealt with identifying patterns of

travel in an effort to plan transportauon infrastructure and services. Daniels and Wames

(19’80) observe that

"...it remams true that for most of the time, most of the population exhibit
spatial behavior which m its main elements is both repeated and
conventional The point is illustrated by drawing the dastinctlon between
our relatively ingh ability to predict the daily volume of demand or flow on
a particular road, bus or train service.., and our much weaker ability to
predict which individuals would constitute that flow."

It i.,; our retention to take on this more difficult problem; to identify who will buy NEVs

before concerning ourselves with how many people will buy NEVs. To achieve this aim we

explore how individual households respond to constramts--a distance budget, a speed limit

and a vehicle size limit--on their activity space. Adaptations may take the form of rejection

of ,t vehicle that embodies the constraint (refusal to consider buying a limited range veincle),

changes in their activity space (including those that require changes in their action space) 

other adjustments. Only with tins background, built up through ride-and-drive clinics,

vehicle trials and case studies, do we attempt draw conclusions about vehicle ownership

choices that will determine the market for NEVs.

NEVs: New Travel Constraints, New Travel Tools
NEVs, because of their short daily range, low top speeds and small payload and passenger

capacities, represent a new travel tool with many potential capability constraints. These

constraints may act to restrict the choice of activities that could be accessed in a NEV. We

hypothesize NEV purchase decisions will be predicated on households’ assessment of how

tightly a NEV restricts activity choice. Whether a household is willing to include a NEV in

the set of vehicles it will potentially buy will depend in large part on whether the NEV is

seen to provide access to some meaningful set of activities. This set of activities we call the

NEV activity sub-space or more simply, the NEV space.

There has been an overwhelming pre-occupataon with the effect that limited range will have

on the market for electric vehicles. We have explored this pre-occupation elsewhere and

greatly discounted the impact of a daily range limit on households that own more than one

vehicle. Driving range limits on one vehicle appear to cause insurmountable problems in

only a few of the increasing proportion of multi-vehicle households (Kurani, Turrentine and

Sperling, 1994; Turrentine and Kurani, 1995). Yet, driving range limits may be relevant to

analyses of the market for NEVs because these vehicles will have even shorter ranges than

their larger, freeway-capable electric brethren. NEVs also represent a possible new time
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constraint because of their limited top speed. The choice of actlvlties accessed in a NEV may

be cn’curnscribed by how long it takes to get places as well as how far those places are from

home or each other. These two constraints act to reduce the sxze of the time-space prism m

which it is possible for an individual to exist. They hrmt the activity locations that can be

accessed m a NEV.

If the payload and passenger capabihty constraints do not allow a driver to provide needed or

expected transportation services to another household member (or carpool member or some

other person dependent on that driver), thus creates conflicts through the coupling constraints

to those dependent travelers. Further, these capability constraints--range, speed and size

llmats--may produce conflicts with authority constraints. For example, perhaps the only way

an adult in the household could drive a NEV to work would be to leave earlier to be sure of

arriving on time (workplace authority constraint and speed capability constraint causes earlier

departure from home). Now suppose tlus person is also responsible for delivering children to

daycare (a coupling constraint) However, the daycare center may not open in time (an

authorlty constraant) for the adult household member to both leave early enough to arrive at

work on Ume and yet leave late enough to deliver the children to daycare as it opens. In this

hypothetical case, the new capablhty constraint on vebacle speed, the existence of a coupling

constraint to another household member, and the conflict between authority constraints

imposed by work place schedules renders a tame-space path via a NEV unfeasible.

Despite such possible hmits, we should not lose sight of the fact that, especially in multi-

vehicle households, a NEV may represent a highly valued travel tool. If the household can

construct a NEV space, then the vehicle may be seen as a way to maintain the ~gh

accessibility and mobility of multi-vehicle ownersbap at a much reduced cost over owning

and operating yet another ICEV. Thus in multi-vehicle households we expect NEVs might

be accepted as either additional vehtcles or replacements for exdsting vebacles. Further,

because of their low initial cost and operating expenses, NEVs may draw one-vehicle

households into the market for EVs.

The activity analysis framework demonstrates that trips cannot be treated as single, divisible

units. Each single trip ~s dependent on choices made about previous trips and on trips still to

come. Tiffs point is central to the choice of the activity analysis framework for our NEV

market research. Activity analysis provides a structure m which to exptore the meariing of

travel constraints within a household’s entare set of actavifies and travel tools. With ttus

background, we proceed to a discussion of the specific market assessment and vehicle

demonstration tasks.
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CASE STUDIES OF "NEV" COMMUNITIES:

Palm Desert, California and Sun City, Arizona

Excerpt from California State Assembly Bill I229.

"’It is the further intent of the Legtslature that this [golf cart] transportation system
be designed and developed to best serve the functional commuting needs of the
employee, student, businessperson, shopper, and sportsperson .... "

Elex:tric golf carts are a challenge to those who seek to develop and sell electric vehicles

and neighborhood electric vehicles. To many people, electric golf carts symbolize electric

vetutclesmslow, small, toy-like novelties. Electric vebacles will never be regarded as serious

transportation tools unless this perception is overcome. Yet in some communities, an electric

golf cart is a nearly 1deal neighborhood electric vehicle--simple, inexpensive, clean, qmet, and

functional. Golf resort towns and other adult retirement commumtaes are examples of such

places. We visited two such locationsmPalm Desert, Califorma and Sun City, Arizona.

Our purpose in visiting these communities m May 1993 was to compare and contrast two very

different approaches to using golf carts as general purpose transportation vehicles. Palm

Desert had recently mstttuted a Golf Cart Transportauon Demonstratton Program. The

prot~am continues to involve a directed effort by the Qty of Palm Desert to facilitate and

legitimize the use of electric golf carts as a general purpose travel mode. The laissez-faire

approach of government to the w~despread use of golf carts m Sun City is in stark contrast

to that in Palm Desert. Many of these differences can be attributed to forms of governance

(booth state and local) and differences in taming and patterns of urban development within the

bastorical process of vehicle technology development and air quahty Ieglslation. However,

these sources of differences are not the primary focus of this analysis.

Our primary focus is to observe vehicle ownership and use patterns within these locations and

to observe whether households in these communities had constructed an activity sub-space that

the ~, access by golf cart. In each town, we conducted focus groups with people who use their

golf carts for varying amounts of their daily travel. Some people use their cart as they might

use a second car making local trips to any of a variety of activities. Others primarily use them

to travel to and from important recreataonal activity locations, i.e., golf courses. Many of the

differences in these NEV spaces were explored in focus groups with golf cart drivers. These

focus groups and interviews with local and regional officials were used to discover chfferences

in the contexts in which residents of each town were making decisions about NEV spaces. The
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context includes the types of carts, availabihty of special~ed infrastructure, l~story of cart use

for general travel purposes, and insurance and registration requirements

The basic land use patterns and roadway infrastructure designs of the two towns are similar.

Both have networks of wide residential streets that can provide generally good access for golf

carts to a variety of activities° In both towns though, certain locauons can only be accessed by

crossing a few major, high-speed roads. However, Sun City was built by private developers

as a rettrement, golf resort. From the day the first homes were sold, golf carts were allowed

on the streets. Automobile and cart drivers have always shared the roads. In contrast, Palm

Desert is attemptang to produce a cart-friendly network in the midst of existing roadway

infrastructure that is perceived as hostile to carts.

While golf carts may operate in an atmosphere of latssez fake m Sun City, the types of

households that may live there are tightly controlled. Sun City is exclusively an adult,

rettrement community. Palm Desert features a wider variety of households hying wltlun the

city hmits. Thus it has many activity locations absent from Sun City--notably facilities for

children such as daycare centers, schools and parks. Still, Palm Desert’s economy is

dependent on the recreation opportunities afforded by its golf courses and while its population

is not entirely dominated by retired households as is Sun City, Palm Desert does have a large

population of households made up of retired persons. Palm Desert and Sun City represent two

different paths to building communities around NEVs. We do not examine them because

electric golf carts are our model NEVs, but because the experience of people who use these

small, low speed vebacles on a daily basis to access a wide variety of activities mforrns us of

the possibilities for such vehicles eIsewhere.

Palm Desert, California

This section examines the efforts of Palm Desert, CA to tmplement its golf cart demonstration

program. Researchers from ITS-Davis traveled to Palm Desert in May 1993 to interview city

personnel and golf cart drivers and to observe the infrastructure developments. Electric golf

cart owners have been able to obtain permits to use their carts throughout the approved golf cart

street and path network since January 14, 1993. By May 1993, some 80 cart owners had

obtained permits for theh" carts. The installation of the cart-specific physical infrastructure--

routes, lanes, paths and signsmhad begun in April 1993. The Palm Desert experience is

examined as a relevant example of the types of roadway infrastructure changes locahties may

have to make to assist the market entry of small, light-weight, non-freeway capable vehicles.



Physical barriers to the likely entry by neighborhood electric velucles (NEVs) into urban

communiues are suggested by this recent urban experience with golf carts.
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The Golf Cart Demonstration Program

In January 1993, the City of Palm Desert, California implemented a golf can demonstration

project. Previous to that time, a survey of city residents had indicated that many people in this

coramunity would use their golf carts for local travel if they were allowed to do so. Until

recently in California, golf carts were only allowed on public streets that had speed limits of 25

mph or less and that were wlthin 1.5 miles of a golf course. The California Attorney General

issued an opinion in 1992 stating golf carts could drive on any street with a speed limit of 25

mph or lower regardless of proximity to a golf course, but could neither drive on, nor cross,

any streets with a posted speed limit higher than 25 mph.

Bex:ause of the Attorney General’s opinion and opposition from the California Highway

Pat~rol (CHP) and the California State Department of Transportation (Caltrans), an act of 

California State Legislature (Assembly Bill 1229, circa 1992) was required to authorize the

Palm Desert demonstration project and to define the limits under which golf carts would be

allowed to travel on public streets in Palm Desert. The bill was introduced by Assemblyperson

Tricia Hunter and was supported by the South Coast Air Quality Management District

(SCAQMD). As stated in the quote at the top of this chapter, the bill is clear in its intent 

expand the use of golf carts to general purpose, local travel. To achieve this end, the bill

creates Chapter 5 of Division 2.5, Sections 1930-1941 of the Streets and Highway Code,

Cahfornia Vehicle Code Section 21115.5 and amends California Vehicle Code Section 21716.

In ~tddition to these changes to these Codes, AB 1229 stipulates the city’s responsibilities to

plan and develop golf cart specific infrastructure, golf cart safety standards and operating

limits. The bill includes this specific definition of a golf cart:

""Golf cart’ means an electric motor vehicle having not less than three wheels m
contact with the ground and an unladen weight less than 1,300 pounds which is
designed to be and is operated at not more than 15 miles per hour and is designed
to carry golf eqmpment and not more than two persons, including the driver."

An oversight committee---the Golf Cart Transportation Commtttee--monitors the progress of

the demonstration project. The agencies represented on the Committee are: City of Palm

De.,~rt, California Energy Commission, California State Assembly, Caltrans, South Coast Air

Quality Management District, California Highway Patrol, Raverside County Sheriff, Southern

California Edison, Automobile Club of Southern California, Palm Desert Town Center, the

Program engineenng consultants and local electric golf cart retailers
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Specific golf cart and driver criteria for pamcipafion ha the demonstration project were

developed, as specified by AB 1229. Because the project is intended to explore the potential of

small, low speed velucles to improve an" quahty, only electric golf carts can be approved for

use, not gasohne-powered carts. The carts must be equipped with basic safety equipment--

horn, head fights, brake lights, front and rear turn signals, rear view mirrors, reflectors,

parking brake, wmdsl’ueld, seat belts, and a cart locking device Each cart must pass a City

haspecfion of these features. The cart owner must take part in an orient.at.ton at the time the

permit is issued. Drivers of t.he cart must hold a valid driver’s license or be cemfied as

physlcaUy &sabled, yet capable of operating an electric golf cart. The cart operator must

provide proof they and then" cart are insured for use on streets. The permit expressly limits the

time that carts may be on the streets to the period between one hour before sunrise to one hour

after sunset. Further, the permit expressly provides for operatton of the cart on designated golf

cart routes, paths, and lanes

A hierarchy of right-of-ways for golf carts with city permits is described in AB 1229. Fast,

Class I golf cart paths are separated from the motor vehicle right-of-way and are intended for

the sole use of golf carts. Class II lanes define legal right-of-ways for golf carts on some

streets w~th speed limits higher than 25 mph. In some places, these lanes are shared use lanes

for golf carts and b~cycles As per the Attorney General’s opinion, Class ]2/cart paths are

those streets wlth a speed hmit of 25 mph or less, on which carts may travel m mixed traffic.

Special traffic slgns and signals continue to be developed to inform and educate golf cart and

motor vehicle drivers ahke of the new infrastructure. All these improvements--paths, lanes,

signs, parking spaces, etc.Dwere developed according to the exisUng guidelines by which all

other roadway infrastructure is designed. These guidelines are contained in the Manual of

Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the American Association of State Highway

Traffic Organizataons (AASHTO) Design Manual. Detailed descriptions of the golf cart lanes

and paths are provided in Appendix A. The guldehnes and procedures are described in greater

detail in a companion report on NEV infrastructure completed as part of our overall evaluation

of the NEV concept for CALSTART (Stein, et al, 1994).

Results of Focus Group with Golf Cart Drivers

At the time of our case study, approximately eighty golf cart drivers had gone through the golf

cart permit process in Palm Desert. Eleven of these people participated in our focus group.

The outline for this group is in Appendix B. Briefly, participants were asked to describe their

carts, to talk about how they used them other than to play golf, how the Demonstration Project



had affected their use of their carts and to suggest any changes in their carts, the developing

infrastructure or institutions that would assist them m making greater use of their carts.

Resort towns experience large seasonal changes m population. One distinguishing feature of

our focus group participants is that they are permanent residents of Palm Desert. By early

May, most non-permanent residents had moved back to cooler chines for the summer months.

As permanent residents, our focus group participants expressed a greater sense of commitment

to the local coimnurtity than they were willing to attribute to seasonal residents. It should be

kept in rrund that the responses to new golf cart infrastructure of seasonal resldents may differ

from those of permanent resldents.
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Characteristics of the Electric Carts

It was the observation of both City staff and our focus group participants that virtually all the

goIf carts in Palm Desert are electric. The reason given for this was the qmet they afford on the

goIf course The State of California’s motor vehicle descriptions proscribes the top speed of a

golf cart to 15 miles per hour. Most of our discussants felt the top speed of their cart was

about 15 miles per hour on level ground and perhaps 20 rnph on a down hill. Some concern

was expressed about this limited speed capability. In mixed traffic or m lanes crossing or next

to faster moving traffic many drivers indicated concern about motor vehicle drivers seeing

slower moving carts. Yet the group was emphatic that carts not be designed to travel faster

w:thout other improvements also being made, such as improved brakes, suspensions and

pas,,;enger protectton. The vehicles were viewed as too light and too open to the elements to be

travehng faster. Concern with vehicle speed was related to dafferences in speed between carts

and motor vehicles and the inherent safety of the golf cart itself.

The driving range between charges of the carts was not well known for two reasons: carts

were not equipped with odometers and most discussants never drive their carts anywhere near

the ]point of complete discharge. Driving range estimates varied from ten miles (including 

miles on a grass golf course) to forty miles on asphalt in a cart with new batteries. Two

methods for arriving at these estimates were common--reference to the owners manual or

some other expert opinion ("The manual says 30 miles.") or a summaUon of estamates for

corrtrnon trips ("From Portola near the wash, twice across town. Five or six miles each round

L,’ip so at least twelve, fifteen miles.").

All paruc~pants agreed that age of the batteries was an important determinant of driving range,

but none could provide details from their own experience as to how much it mattered. While it

is quite true that battery age and the number of charge-discharge cycles are Important to battery
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performance, none of the discussants’ carts was equipped with odometers and only two

owners (of new carts) had state-of-charge meters on their can No one had separate kWh

meters on then- rechargers. Most subscribed to a rule-of-thumb mat called for the battenes to

be replaced on a time schedule (approramately every 3 years), rather than according to the

number of discharge cycles, males or other measure of battery life or performance.

This ignorance of specific details of range and battery hfe was related to the manner m which

the carts were used and recharged:

"Thirty miles is a safe distance. You run around all day and very few people
travel anywhere near that far. You always put it on charge at night anyhow. It
isn’t hke an automobde where you fill up at the least convement ume."

This statement reflects the use of the cart, its recharging and the ease of home recharging

compared to refueling a gasoline velucle at a service station. It showed that the carts could be

used for much of the in-town travel. Almost every one of the dlscussants plugs the cart into its

charger every ume they come home, regardless of how far they have driven. Of the two cart

owners who had state-of-charge meters in their cart, one would wait for the batteries to be

discharged 50 percent before recharging. All felt that recharging at home was easy and

convenient. All the carts were recharged at home and the recharging appliance was left at

homemno one carned it with them to facilitate away-from-home recharging. The lack of a

uniform plug type was the overwhelming reason for not recharging away from home.

Cart maintenance required minimal time and attention. The batteries required the most frequent

maintenance: monthly checks of the water level. Most owners had their carts inspected and

serviced once a year. These inspecUons included steering, brake and wheel checks and battery

maintenance. All the cart owners had replaced batteries in their carts (if not in the cart they now

own, then m previous carts). The cost of six batteries for these carts is about $300, and as

noted above, the batteries are generally replaced every three years.

All told, the cost of owning and operating a golf cart was perceived as much less than that of

owning and operatkng a car. Maintenance costs and frequency were minimal, and again, much

less so than for any of their motor vehicles. Insurance was carried as part of a homeowner’s or

business policy, not an automobile policy. The cost of this insurance was hidden in the cost of

the homeowner’s policymnone of the respondents knew the cost to insure their cart.

Electric Cart Use: Formation of a Goff Cart Space

Despite the new infrastructure, most respondents still used their carts primarily to access golf

courses and to play golf. However, two people used the carts for business-related errands all
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over town. In one of these cases, the golf cart was purchased to replace a car. This person

typtcaUy makes two trips a day around town to run business-related errands. Because he

drives the cart so often, he made the most extensive exploration of the cart network of any of

our focus group partacipants. His familiarity wlth the cart lane network and his extensive use

of the cart translated into the most extensive and diverse golf cart space of any of the focus

group participants. The activity locations m his golf-cart space included his home, bank, post

office, office supply stores and personal business locations; It does not include golf courses as

he does not play golf.

The greatest impediments to increased use of the carts by the other participants were confusion

about the new golf cart lane and path infrastructure, a perceived threat of theft of personal items

from an unlocked (and unlockable) cart, and concerns about the safety of the cart in traffic.

Most participants were still concerned with Finding a safe, comfortable route to their favorite

golf courses. All had driven some parts of the network that lead to other activity locations,

suc]a as the reglonal mall or the shops on E1 Paseo (a retail shopping chstrict), but they were

cle~a’ly not yet comfortable connecting activity locatlons using only the golf cart network

Routes they would typically take in their cars were not always feasible m then" carts. The

carts have no locking storage, so that hnking errands, which often requn"ed leaving items m

the cart while engaging in another actiwty, was viewed as less feasible m a cart than in a car.

Uniarmliarity with new routes heightened the unease that these people felt when driving then"

carts m traffic.

Effect of Golf Cart Infrastructure on Cart Use

Virtually all the chscussants were stall learning the network of golf cart lanes, paths and streets.

Unfamiliarity with the network is a source of chscomfort, but may not have been as Iimmng a

factor as was their unease with driving the cart in traffic. The two people who drive then- carts

throughout a large part of the network expressed the greatest familiarity with the network and

the greatest comfort with driving their carts. Thus a period of leammg and familianzauon

may ease both problems, but specific problems were expressed that may requn"e further

infrastructure development.

El Paseo and State Highway 111 run parallel to each other for several blocks and contain the

town’s major retatI and commercial developments along their lengths. Though separated by

one short block, they represent two extremes of golf cart accessibihty and each, in its own

way, represents a barrier to cart use. E1 Paseo is a busy, crowded, relatwely low speed street

bordered mostly by small retad stores and boutiques. There are two traffic lanes and a parking
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lane in each dn’ection, separated by a planted median strip. (See Figure 2.1.) E1 Paseo 

designated as a Class I]I Permitted Golf Cart Street, that is, it is considered acceptable for golf

carts to drive ha the traffic lanes as it is a low speed street (posted speed limit _< 25 rnph).

contrast, State Highway 111 ~s a much w~der route, with much faster moving traffic, bounded

by larger retail and commercial businesses. Not only are golf carts not permitted to travel along

SH 111, but there are ordy three locations, separated by rouglaly tbxee-quarters of a mile,

where crossing between the north and south s~des of the highway ~s permitted in a cart.

Figure 2.1: Cross-Section of El Paseo. Paim Desert, California
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While ~t is a Class I~I route, El Paseo was very much a psychological barrier to cart use.

Discussants were near unanimous in the opinion that the crowded traffic conditaons made cart

use uncomfortable° The presence of parked cars along the curb made drivers feel hemmed

and increased the traffic hazard as cars pulled ha and out of parking spaces. Despite the low

posted speed and high traffic levels, the disparities between the speed of golf carts and the

speed of motor vehicles was seen as too large. One respondent described his experience thus:
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"We [cart drivers] have no cart lanes and they [automobile drivers] drive very,
very fast on there. There is parking on street, so it [the travel lane] is very
narrow. No place for the cart but to travel in one of the auto lanes. And boy
I’ll tell you, they are vex3, impauent."

Stale Highway 111 is one of three routes that are significant physical barriers because of cart

cro,;sing restrictions. The other two are State Highway 74 and Fred Waxing Drive. Cart

cro,;sings of State tgAghway 111 are specifically proscribed by the enabling legislation. Carts

may only cross SH111 at "intersections that are either controlled by traffic signals or are grade

separated." These physical impediments can cause cart users to either take different, more

circuitous routes in their carts than they would take in then" automobdes or to make crossings at

unauthorized intersections. In particular, SH 74 creates small residential enclaves from which

residents must either travel well out of then" way or make an illegal crossing of the highway in

order to use their cart to connect with the rest of the cart network. Of the twelve intersectaons

that discussants identified as either feeling unsafe or creating uncertamty about what were

permitted movements, eight were on SH 111, SH74 or Fred Waring Drive. Four others are on

Portola Avenue. A list of these perceived "hazardous" or "uncertain" intersections is provided

m Appendix C.

The City of Palm Desert is well aware of the physical barner that SH 74 represents and has

plans to provide a legal crossing at a signahzed intersection (SH 74 and Haystack Road).

Problems at the other intersections listed in Appendix C have to do with lane widths, lane

contintuty, and signal timing. One cart driver insists that the currently illegal crossing of SH

111 at Deep Canyon Road was safer than the permitted crossing at the east end of E1 Paseo

becwase he believed the green time was longer at the signal at Deep Canyon Road.

(2,art Driver Evaluation of City of Palm Desert’s Efforts

Despite complaints about specific routes and intersections, the majonty of discussants view the

City’s efforts favorably and appear willing to support continued efforts to expand golf cart

transportation. Several commended the city’s efforts and the progress made in a short period

of thee. Rather than expanded or redesigned infrastructure, many discussants suggested that

education and publicity should be a higher priority at ttus point. It was suggested that these

efforts would overcome two of the main impediments to increased cart use--safety perceptions

and ]knowledge of the network. A great deal of the dascomfort expressed by discussants

resulted from the perceived ignorance and inattention of automobile drivers. Publiclzing the

golf cart demonstration program and educating all residents as to the increased presence of carts

on the road, the vulnerability of cart occupants, and the rights of carts to be in designated
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places was viewed as more important than more lanes and signs. Also, better mformauon

~bout the extent of the network would encourage people to u.~e their carts for more locai travel.

implementation issues

Interviews with city staff focused primarily on issues around the golf cart permit process, the

enforcement of permit requirements and the golf cart specific infrastructure. Permits were

required by the enabling legislation and were intended both to msure carts met the safety

requirements established by the City and that cart drivers obtained informauon about the

program and the network of cart paths. The cart path network and its assocmted infrastructure

went through a lengthy process to identify desired cart network hnks and design appropriate

lanes, paths and signs.

As the physical infrastructure for carts was still very new, the initial feedback from automobile

driversmwho indicated some initial confusion--was not unexpected. Questions regarding

proper positioning of the automobile on the road (is the golf cart lane simply a narrow

automobile lane?) and the presence of golf carts in the "automobile" lane (in particular along the

Class KI route on E1 Paseo) appeared to be the most sigmficant problems.

The development of cart specific signs was undertaken according to established procedures for

developing such new signs° The City of Palm Desert has worked with Caltrans and the

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to develop a new symbol for golf carts and other

sxgns and sign elements specific to golf carts. The vehicle symbol is of special importance

because it is a basic element for many other traffic control devices. In accordance with the

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (1988 Edition), the City of Palm Desert sent 

formal "Request to Experknent" to Caltrans District 8. Tiffs request was then forwarded to the

Federal Highway Administration. This request stated the City of Palrn Desert would conduct

surveys of golf cart symbol recognition by both residents and non-residents of Palm Desert and

golf cart sign size and legibility to motor vehicle drivers, summarize and analyze the survey

data, and report results and make recommendations. The surveys of symbol recognition have

been completed. Recognition that the symbol represented a golf cart was high: 91 percent

among residents of Palm Desert and 97 percent among residents of a non-golf resort town in a

neighboring county.

The issues of cart permat and travel restncuon enforcement were raised both in the focus

group and in the Golf Cart Transportation Oversight Committee meeting. Two focus group

discussants complained of neighbors driving then" carts wlthout f’n.st obtaining permits. In

response to a question in the Oversight Committee meeting, the Pdverside County Shenffs
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office indicated that at this early stage of the Demonstration Program, citing non-complying

earls was a low priority. Tacit assent from the remaining committee members indicates that all

interested parties recognized the need for flexibility during this early stage of the program.

Driving In Palm Desert

Three tours of the golf cart infrastructure, one of them in a golf cart, proved instructave

regarding the accessibihty provided by the network and provided experience operating a golf

cart in mixed traffic. Our golf cart tour included Class II and Ill lanes, crossings of both Fred

Wadng Drive and State Highway 111 and t_rips in each dn’ection along the entare length of El

Paseo. The automobile tours demonstrated the spatial extent of the network and allowed us to

observe a variety of lane aligmnents, the full range of Class I, II and IZI lanes, and the varied

situations in which information must be conveyed to cart and automobile drivers.

Irataal impressions from the golf cart tour indicated that lanes and routes are well marked

and easily distmgmshable from the cart The slow travel speed of the cart aids in timely

ldentificaUon and comprehension of signs, lane stripes and stencils. Travel along E1 Paseo

reinforced the comments of our focus group discussants. Both the high level of traffic on this

street and the position of the cart in the traffic lane made both driver and passenger very aware

of the fact we were in a cart and not an automobile. Tlus feeling was increased by the fact we

were in the only cart we saw during this tour. An increased number of carts on the road may

provide a very different experience. In addition to other traffic calming measures that could be

Implemented, a larger number of carts would themselves insure a slower flow of traffic and

reinforce the right of carts to travel this, and other, routes.

When crossing State Route 111 at El Paseo, the cart was unable to clear the intersection in the

allolled green time, though it was well clear of the intersecuon before the amber time expired.

Crossing an intersection during the amber time is not an unusual experience in aa automobile.

That the event is worthy of mention when traveling in the cart is a reflection of similar events

described by focus group participants. Those who crossed SH 111 in their cart also remarked

that if their cart was the only vehicle waiting to cross, they could not cross before the green

time expired. The perceived note-worthiness of this event, when none could recall the last time

they’ had crossed an intersection on amber in a car, might be attributed to a heightened

sensitivity while driving the cart. Such an increased awareness, if It does exist, may decline as

cart and automobile drivers become habituated to carts driving throughout town. Yet tiffs

awareness is probably a good thingmlt does not appear to be an actual barrier to cart use and

probably serves to help insure the safety of cart drivers.
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The automobile tours of the clty allowed us to see the extent of the entire golf cart network,

catalog the various instances m which uniform signs and lane widths were apphed to create the

cart network, and to observe the few locations (listed m Appendix C) that focus group

respondents in&coted were unclear or poorly marked. It is apparent the City has created a

network that provides a high level of accessibihty to potential cart drivers. At the same time,

the few locations where problems do remain offer insights into the &fficulty of retrofitting a

new set of lanes to existing roads. The intersection of Portola Avenue and Haystack Road

provides one example. The class II cart lanes d~sappear as they approach the intersection from

the West on Haystack. Eastbound, Haystack Road narrows dramatically as the 14 feet

dedicated to a paved shoulder and golf cart lane disappear enurely, leaving only the 12 foot

automobile lane. The southbound class 1I cart lane on Portola Avenue disappears at this

intersection as the left hand turn lane (onto Haystack Road) forces the through automobile lane

over toward the curb. The solid white stripe separating the automobile lane from the cart lane

pinches off the cart lane and no clear directions are provided to cart drivers: should they stay as

far right as possible or merge into the automobile lane?

Situations such as these raise quesnons in the minds of cart drivers. Our focus group

participants indicated a strong destre to follow the roles and regulations to which they had

agreed. Ambiguous implementation of these rules created a sense of frustration and anxiety.

The onus, in situations such as the one cited here, appears to be on the City to alleviate this

frustration by making changes to the infrastructure or providing clear infonnanon.

Palrn Desert Summary

The Palm Desert Golf Cart Demonstration Program illustrates one passible path toward

development of a local transportation system that accommodates small, low-speed electric

vehicles. We observe in Pak, n Desert institutional and physical elements necessary to allow

residents to use electric golf carts for local travel. The infrastructure developments, oversight

committee and State enablir~g legislation are all necessary because golf carts are currently

prohibited from traveling along, or crossing, streets with posted speed limits higher than 25

miles per hour. Following existing procedures and guidelines for transportation infrastructure

development, the City has created a three tier system of cart routes, lanes and paths. In

addition to this system, signs and lane stencils have been developed and submitted to the

Federal Highway Administration for approval as urnform golf cart symbols. The procedures

followed by the City are generally applicable to any new infrastructure development regardless

of vehicle type. Golf carts and other vehicles characterized by low speeds and a virtual absence

of crash protection for occupants clearly reqmre careful attention, as has been given in Palm
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cle Safety Standards may only require signs and stencils indicating travel

~itions from existing tugh-speed lughways and expressways. A precedent

tion of bicycles and power-driven cycles from high-speed facilities.

aim Desert highlights the extent to whtch existing roadway infrastructure

to accommodate small, low-speed vehicles. Much of the town is now

c golf cart. It also highlights the perceived importance of even small non-

Lpphcation of new infrastructure. Though we did not ask them directly

s likely our focus group respondents have driven through the intersection of

Haystack Road in their automobiles any number of tames without paying

:o the narrowing of both roads as they approach the intersection. Now that

ts though, that narrowing puts them in a more precarious position. The

nity only became a problem with their shift of perspective from car to cart.

This does not mean the problem is not tmportant. It does mean that surveys of existing driving

conditions conducted before the implementataon of programs such as Palm Desert’s may not

reveal these types of problems. This highlights the need for interaction, feedback and

experimentation m demonstration settings in which implementation issues can be addressed and

generalizable solutions to specific problems developed.

At least one issue, with ramifications for insurance, safety and liability, is left unresolved by

the Palm Desert Golf Cart Demonstration Project. The enabling legislation for the Palm Desert

project does not allow for the carts to registered and licensed as are any other vehicles. Penmts

are t~anted by the City of Palm Desert, not the State of California. In the long run, the merits

of uniform state licensing versus city-specific permits for such vehtcles must be resolved.

Sun City, Arizona

We were not the first to travel to Sun City, Arizona looking for non-freeway vehicles.

Garrison and Clarke (1977) conducted case studies of Sun City and four other towns

throughout the United States in their evaluation of"aid-to-walking" (ATW) vehicles. Changes

to Sun City during the intervening 15 years were largely of scale, not of substance. In 1993,

Sun City was much as Clarke described it in 1977, but Sun City West, Youngstown and other

reth°ement communities had grown up around it. These communities were similar to Sun City:

private, residential developments complete with their own fu’e districts, homeowner

associations, recreational facilities and concormtant governing boards. These private towns
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have resisted suburban influx from the nearby clty of Phoemx, while conunumg to welcome

retarees from colder chines.

These towns developed since the early 1960s in a laissez fake atmosphere. Neither state

nor local governments have intruded upon the development process m such a way as to limit

the widespread use of golf carts by residents for general travel purposes. We found, as did

Clarke in 1977, no speciahzed roadway infrastructure to accommodate either golf carts or

bicycles. With the excepuon of a probabltaon against impeding the flow of traffic, golf carts are

free to drive on, and cross, any street irrespective of speed limits. Thus, while it is rare to see

a cart driving along the high-speed thoroughfares, one does occasionally see carts on these

roads and such roads do not serve as legal barriers to cart travel.

This laissez faire approach extends to the treatment of the carts and then" drivers. Golf carts

driven by resldents of Sun City are registered as recreational vehicles and carry the same State

of Arizona license plates as do motorcycles. A driver’s hcense is required, but all respondents

knew people who drove carts without a valid license. Tins illustrates the general hands-off

attitude taken by federal, state and local authofittes. The carts do not meet federal vehicle safety

standards, yet freely use pubhc roads. State vehicle license plates are issued in a way that

renders cart records indistinguishable from those of markedly different vehicles. Barring an

actual traffic incident, local traffic enforcement appears to be administered with a light hand.

Among the stronger conclusions Clarke drew from his 1977 study was that:

"’Our earlier thinking tended to assume that substarmal road space differentmtion
and adaptation would be required for safe and attractave use of the ATW mode.
But the Sun City example dramatically demonstrates that traffic mix is quite
possible assuming that street networks have been designed to impede thru [sic]
traffic, broad streets have been provided, and speed is effectavely controlled
through traffic regulation and street design." (ibid., p. ] 2)

In short, the more all vehicles are made to drive at low speeds and the more room there is for

informal space buffers between travel modes, the more amenable the roadway infrastructure is

to low speed vehicles. We return to this point in the conclusions to this chapter.

Results Of Focus Groups With Golf Cart Drivers

We held three focus groups with a total of 32 residents of Sun City and Sun City West. The

focus group outline was nearly identical to that for Palm Desert (Appendix B). Unlike Palm

Desert though, most of the golf carts in the Sun City area were gas-powered, not electric. But

this had not always been the case. Golf cart retailers indicated that in the past ten to fifteen

years sales of carts swung from predormnately electric to predon~nately gas. To explore the
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advantages and disadvantages of both cart types, one focus group consisted only of electric cart

owners, another of only gas cart owners and the third was a mzxed group.

Characteristics of the Golf Carts: Choices between Electric and Gas Carts
All three focus groups concurred on the basic distinctions between electric and gas carts.

El~:tric carts are quiet and fume-free; gas carts go faster and farther. Just how fast and how

far either type of cart would travel were points of considerable discussion. No carts were

equipped with odometers. Drivers estimate driving range by summing known trip distances.

A U]p across town, the chstance between home and a certain golf course, the distance of a

rou:ld of 18 holes of golf on a particular course, and other such trips were used to construct

driving range estimates. The driving range of electric carts was not measured on a scale of

distance so much as a scale of activities. When asked how far they can drive on a charge,

respondents told us what they can do before they have to recharge. Gas cart owners were

likely to measure "distance" m umts of time, e.g., the number of weeks between trips to a

gasoline station.

Owners of electric golf carts preferred them for their quietness and lack of emissions and

fumes. The driving range limit did not prevent them from making all the use of the cart they

desired. Owners of gas carts emphasized their greater speed. This was particularly important

for accessing more distant golf courses as a gas cart could nearly halve round-trip travel times.

A round-trip between home and a golf course on the opposite side of town might take 40

minutes in an electric cart, but only 25 minutes in a gas cart.

Golf Cart Purchase and Use: Formation of a Goff Cart Space

The fn-st-dme visitor to Sun City is immediately struck by the number of golf carts on the road;

evidence of the large number of residents in this community who have constructed golf cart

spaces. According to our focus group participants, their carts provided them access to a wide

variety of activities with only minor adjustments in route choice and actwity linkages° More

so tAaan in Palm Desert, Sun City residents used their carts as general purpose transportatmn

vebJtcles rather than simply a means to access golf courses. Some of the focus group

participants had either quit playing golf or never had played, ~,et used golf carts to access

many activities throughout Sun City.

Few indicated that the cart changed whether they hnked errands or took single-purpose trips.

This was due m large part to an apparent propenslty for households to make single-purpose

trips regardless of mode choice. Yet there did appear to be some relationship between the type
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of activity, its distance from home, and the preferred travel mode. Cart drivers who would

drive five miles m their cart to play a round of golf would not drive that far m the cart to do

errands, shopping or other non-golf activities The cart was used to access non-golf actavlUes

only if they were located within a mile or so of home. Also, non-golf activities were not

usually linked with golf itself. As the carts have no locking compartment to store golf

eqmpment, people tended to return &rectly home from playing golf. They then removed

their golf equipment from the cart if they used it to run non-golf errands later.

In half the households that participated m the Sun City focus groups, a golf cart had replaced

an automobile. The following are typical comments from these households:

* "I don’t play golf, but I use a cart for local traveL"

- "I use it for everything except going to Phoenix."
° "I put as many miles on my cart as I do my car."

Newer arrivals to Sun City recounted how they had owned two motor vehicles when they

moved to Sun City. Witban one to two years, they had sold one car and purchased a golf cart.

None complained of being cut off from their desired activities as a result of tbas choice. All

acknowledged that within the speciahzed setting in which they lived, the golf cart was an

inexpensive and desirable transportation tool.

Effect of Golf Cart Infrastructure on Cart Use and Safety

As there was no specialized roadway infrastructure for golf carts m Sun City, the discussion

of whether these cart drivers would hke to see certain types of infrastructure was necessarily

hypothetical. They were asked m particular to consider special lane designations for golf carts.

The idea for special golf cart lanes was universally unpopular. None of the respondents

wanted to see such lanes if it meant removing a motor vehicle lane. Such cart lanes would give

them no access they did not already enjoy; many expressed the fear they might be restricted to

driving only in such lanes.

Since cart drivers face no prohibitions on where they can drive, special infrastructure was

viewed more as a possible safety improvement. Driving through intersections, not driving

along a waffle lane, was viewed as the primary safety hazard. This perception is supported by

a traffic safety study performed by the Mancopa County Department of Transportation The

county reviewed all reported traffic accidents involving golf carts in the unincorporated parts

of the County (which includes Sun City and all other private communities in the county) for the

years 1991 and 1992. Twenty of the 29 accidents occurred at intersections. Ln nearly half the

accident reports, the golf cart driver was reported to have failed to yield the fight-of-way. This
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corttradicts the focus group participants statements that they were more careful when driving

thetr cart and that the primary hazard was inattentive motor vehicle drivers. The County’s

report supports our sample’s belief that the winter months, when the population swells with

part-tame residents, were more hazardous than the summer. Eighty-two percent of the

accidents occurred between the dates of October 1 and April 30. Thus with the possible

exception of their own culpability, the traffic safety perceptions of our participants coincided

witJa the hmited official statistics.

Bex:ause their golf carts were perceived as less safe than their cars, most cart drivers indicated

they were more circumspect in thetr choice of travel routes when they drove their carts than

when they drove their cars. In their carts, they would avoid higher speed streets. Most would

choose to cross high speed streets at signalized intersections. Wide streets, almost all of which

have left turn lanes, eased golf cart use. There is ample space for faster cars to pass and the

carl driver is less exposed to traffic approaching from behind while making left turns.

Sun City Summary

Within the context of the historical development of golf cart use m Sun City, infrastructure and

safety issues do not themselves prevent or limit access to non-golf activities m golf carts.

Minor adjustments in route selection and real or imagined increases in attention to traffic suffice

to allow golf cart drivers to access non-golf activities. The limits on activity choice appear to

be the specialized nature of the vehicle. A payload capability constraint (i.e., the absence of

locl’dng storage) precludes hnking several activities and the speed capability constraint hmits

access to more distant activity locations. As proxies for NEV drivers, the shift from electric to

gas powered carts in Sun City suggests that a mmimum top speed capability of 25 mph is

desirable for NEVs. A driving range of 30 miles may bring a few more activities within the

NEVspace than the 20 to 25 mile range of electric carts, but the real limit on the spatial extent

of this space is travel time, not distance. We echo Clarke’s conclusion from 15 years ago: if all

traffic can be made to move at a lower speed and there exists ample road space, then specialized

inflastructure for low-speed modes may not be required. We speculate though, that travel

speeds mad traffic levels have increased since 1977, making carts comparatively less safe than

the,y were then. Even in Sun City, golf cart drivers would benefit from infrastructure

improvements to protect them at intersections.

Lessons from Golf Communities
In the towns of Palm Desert, Cahfornia and Sun City, Arizona, we find that vehicles of

mirfimal performance capabihties can provide valuable transportation services. We see this is
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true in Sun City, even with no speciahzed infrastructure to accommodate low-speed vehicles.

The two towns share similar roadway infrastructure networks. At least as important, the

households who drive golf carts in both towns are subject to few authority or coupling

constraints--as retired adults without children at home, they are subject to few of the work,

school and social schedules that jobs and children impose on household travel.

Due in large part to this lack of authority and coupling constraints, golf cart dnvers in both case

study towns have constructed golf cart activtty sub-spaces : sets of activities that they regularly

access by golf cart. In some of these households, this activity space is quite simple and is

limited to two types of activity locauonsmhome and golf courses. (This does not mean golf is

the only activity accessed by golf cart. Golf courses often serve as the center of other social

and recreational activities for these households.) But in many other households, including

those who do not play golf at all, the golf cart provides access to a wide variety of activities,

e.g., social, shopping, personal and professional business. The existence of a set of activities

regularly accessed by golf cart and the purchase of a golf cart to replace a car both argue for the

existence of mode-specific activity sub-spaces m these households.

The hrnits of those golf’cart spaces are determined by attributes of the vehicles, the

transportation infrastructure, and the activity choices of the household. The capability

constraints on speed, distance and payload restrict the distance people are willing to travel and

their sequences of activities. The more important constraint on how far people will travel in

their carts is speed and not driving range. Distance (driving range) is less relevant to travel

choices in these commumties where all the daily activity locations are within a few miles of

home The specialized design of these pamcular vehicles makes linking several activities more

difficult of the absence of lockable storage makes them a target for theft.

The households in these case studies are almost all households of retired persons. They have

fewer coupling constraints with other household members than we expect to find in households

with children. They also face far fewer authority constraints, especially activity scheduling

constraints. As their time and activities are more discretionary, we do not see cases in winch

the capability, coupling and authority constraints eliminate a desired or required time-space

path. Some of these households elmainated an ICEV and replaced it with a golf cart because

the combination of an ICEV and cart is a better set of travel tons for these households than are

two ICEVs.

Palm Desert is developing special infrastructure to facilitate goff cart travel. Golf cart drivers in

Sun City wanted no special infrastructure. In Palm Desert, golf cart infrastructure is seen as
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en~bhng golf cart travel. In Sun City, carts have nearly unlinuted access to the transportation

network, and special infrastructure was viewed as potentially limiting this access. The

difference in perceptions is linked to the historical process of development m the two regions

and speaks to the chfferences between retrofitUng NEV infrastructure in existing communiues

versus building new communities for NEVs.

As we compare Palm Desert and Sun City, keep in mind Clarke’s conclusion from his 1977

cast: study m Sun City He and Garrison had assumed that substantial roadway development

would be required to make ATW velucles practical. The process of route, lane, path and sign

development in Palm Desert reflects tins assumption. We found in Sun City in 1993 what

Clarke found in 1977: golf carts co-exist with cars and trucks in a setting of informal traffic

separation, limited through traffic m neighborhoods, arid effective speed regulation.

Still, it is possible that Sun City does not disprove the assumption of the need for speciahzed

infrastructure for different travel modes. Sun City developed from the start as a community in

wbach golf carts were an expected part of the traffic mix; thus its lessons may apply best to new

developments in which NEVs are also an expected part of the traffic mix. Palm Desert’s

program was designed in response to specific legal and institutional requirements imposed at

the behest of state transportation and safety agencies. Palm Desert may be an appropriate

model for retrofitting NEV infrastructure m existing communities. But we should recall that

the golf cart infrastructure in Palm Desert is being developed In response to constraints on the

town’s objective spatial structure imposed by agencies charged with designing roadways and

enfigrcing traffic and vehacle safety laws and regulations, not solely in response to requests by

drivers of electric golf carts.
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111. RIDE-AND-DRIVE

HOBBYISTS

Hypothetical

Electric and

CLINICS WiTH EV

AND ENVIRONMENTALISTS:

Early Market Segments for

Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Everett Rogers. The Diffusion of Innovations.
"...the innovator plays an important role in the diffusion process: that of
launching the new idea in the social system by importing the innovation from
outside of the system’s boundaries. "’

This is a study of the percepaons and reacUons of hypothetical early market segments to a

variety of NEVs. The hterature on the diffusion of innovations hypothesizes that the growth

of the market for new products can be broken down into the sequential adoption of the

innovation by distanct groups of people (See Rogers (1983) for an extensive review of 

diffusion of innovations literature.) EV hobbyists and environmentalists are frequently

discussed as likely early buyers of EVs. EV hobbyists are assumed to be knowledgeable

regarding EV technology and the performance characteristics of the vehicles, and to be

habituated to, or accepting of the shorter range and long recharge time of EVs. This interest

and familiarity are hypothesLzed to translate into a greater willingness to buy original equipment

manufacturer’s (OEM’s) electric vehicles. Environmentalists are hypothesized to be among

the early buyers of EVs because of their interest m the potential for clean air.

To test these hypotheses and to assess how these groups perceive NEVs compared to small,

freeway-capable EVs, members of the Sacramento chapter of the Electric Automobile

Association (EAA) and recrmts from attendees at the Whole Earth Festival (WEF) held on 

UC Davis campus, were given the opportunity to see, ride, and drive a variety of EVs and

NEVs. At the drive clinics, participants completed a pre-survey, were conducted through a

tour of the vebacles by an interviewer who recorded their responses to the vehicles, and then

fiUed out a post-test drive questionnaire and scheduled a time to return for a focus group.

Ade-and-dnve clinics focused on participants’ evaluations of vehicle attributes, while the

focus groups explored the effects of these attributes on participants’ ability to access desired

activities and to form a NEV space or an EV space. In the focus groups, participants were

guided through a series of questions on how each of the types of vehicles they had seen at the
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drive clinic would, or would not, fit into their lives. Each group then &scussed in a more

general way the advantages and disadvantages of EVs. EV and NEV purchase intentions were

explored last.

The question of whether the members of these two groups would ever buy an EV, much less

be among the fast buyers, was asked in an information context that provided the participants

the opportunity to reflect on and confront vehicle attributes with which they are largely

unf~mfiliar; in particular driving range, rechargmg regxmes and the inability to travel on

freeways. The four EAA members who now drive their own EVs are well informed regarding

mo.,;t of these attributes. Despite their interest in EVs, the remmning EAA members do not

hawe direct experience by which to judge the effect of say, Imaited range, on their ability to

acc~ss desired activities. Thus they may not have the reqmsite inforrnataon to assess their

vehicle purchase intention. The WEF recruits are even further removed from this information

context. The drive clinics, questionnaires and focus groups were designed to: allow for the

tim.J,ted testing of a variety of vehicles and ehcit initial impressions; allow a few days for

reflection upon this experience; and engage participants in discussion of the vehicles within a

soc~tal setting. In this way the information context Is enriched by each person’s experience and

the experience of the other people in the focus group. Only at the end of this process are

people asked to discuss their purchase intention.

The Ride and Drive Setting

The Vehicles

The’, vehicles represented a broad spectrum of performance and body styles. EAA members

revI,ewed and evaluated the following vehicles:

¯ City Corn City-El;
¯ Kewet El-Jet;
¯ Solectria Geo Metro conversion;
¯ Horlacher City and Sport prototypes; and the
¯ Esoro prototype.

WEF recruits reviewed the same vehicles with the exception of the Kewet which was

un~vailable for that clinic. As presented to participants in these clinics, the basic attributes of

the vehicles were somewhat different from those described in Table 1.1. The top speed and

driving range of the Horlacher and Esoro vehacles were described to the participants in this

study as being higher than those given in Table 1.1. This was done to create a clear &stinctaon

between the non-freeway capable City-El and Kewet and the other, freeway capable vebacles.
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The C~ty-El represents the lowest performance vehicle on several scales: ~t seats only one

person, has a top speed of 30 to 35 miles per hour, a driving range of 20 to 30 miles and a

limited payload capaclty. The Kewet offers two seats, a more tradittonal, upright driving

position, a tOp speed of 40 miles per hour and a driving range of 40 rmles1. The remaining

vehicles are all freeway capable, with top speeds between 65 and 75 mph and driving ranges of

60 to 80 miles. All the freeway capable vehicles (the Solectria, Esoro and both Hoflachers)

seat at least two people; only the Esoro offers 2+2 seating. All the vehicles charge from a

standard 110 volt outlet; the Hoflachers and the Esoro can also recharge from a 220 volt outlet.

The Participants

EV hobbyists were drawn from the members of the Sacramento chapter of the EAA. They

were reformed at their meeting on 22 May 1993 that they would be afforded the opportumty

after the meeting to ride and drive several EVs. They simply had to be wilhng to spend the

time that afternoon to attend the clinic and attend a focus group on the evening of 25 May.

Twenty EAA members stayed for the drive chmc and 17 of these attended the focus groups.

The sample of EAA members included four persons who now own EVs they had converted or

built themselves. All the other EAA members had joined wlthin the prewous 18 months.

These newer members had jomeA the EAA to Inform themselves about EVs. Some had joined

because they wished to convert a vehicle themselves, but most had joined simply to learn more

about EV technology in hopes of making more informed choices about a future EV purchase.

A group of enwronmentahsts was recruited at the 1993 Whole Earth Festival (WEF) held May

7-9 on the Umversity of California, Davis campus. ITS-Davis staff put a City-E1 on &splay

and collected names of persons interested in driving ~t and other small EVs. The recruits filled

out a brief questionnaire designed to ~dennfy those who were most concerned w~th air quality

and active in environmental organizanons. The "green market" was assumed to be made up of

those people who agreed with the following statements:

° air quahty is an important problem in my community;

® reducing petroleurrl consumption will benefit the environment;

- actions taken by individuals can affect air quality;

I donated time or money to an environmental organization in the past year.

Nine WEF recruits completed the "’green market" drive clinic and focus group.

1 Tl-us range is longer than that shown m Table 1 1 It is based on published figures. The data m Table 1 1 is
based on our actual experience with the vehicle
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The Test Drives

The test drives were conducted on a three-tenths mile course on the local streets at the

Sax:ramento Municipal Utihty District headquarters in Sacramento for EAA members and on a

half mile course on the UCD campus for the WEF recruits. All participants drove a City-El.

EAA members also drove the Solectna or the Kewet. WEF recruits also drove the Solectria.

A!l participants chose one of the two Horlacher vehicles or the Esoro in which they wished to

ride. Vehicles in which pai’ticipants rode or drove were given stationary and dynamic

evaluations. All vehicles m both clinics were given stationary evaluations by each participant.

Stationary evaluations included entry and egress, styhng, and instrumentation. Dynamic

evaluations included acceleration, braking, sound, steering, and safety perceptaons.

Who is Likely to Buy EVs and NEVs?

There is a great deal of enthusiasm for OEM EVs, especially among the newer EAA members.

However, all participants expressed purchase intentions that were sensitive to the ability of the

various vehicles to provide adequate access to desired activities, personal desires to continue

"tinkering" with EV technology, and purchase price. Long term members of the EAA were not

interested in buying an OEM vebacle because they wanted to contmue to build and modify their

own EVs. Differences in the response to EVs and NEVs between the environmentalists and

hobbyists had more to do with where they lived than with characteristics of the people

themselves. There is line evidence to suggest either EAA members or WEF recruits are

wiUing to pay a premium price to be among the first owners of new OEM electric vehicles, but

stro~ag evidence they will buy EVs if they are offered at prices that are competitive with prices

of gasoline vehicles.

During the focus groups, respondents made three choices from the EVs and NEVs they had

seen at the test drive clinics. First, each chose the vehicle he or she would select if it were

offered to them free of charge. Next, each chose a "second best" free EV, as if their first

choice was not available. They were asked to explain the differences between the vehicles that

led Io this priority of choices. Finally, each group was asked to make a hypothetical purchase

decision. The vehicles were offered at a variety of prices. The absolute price levels were

changed from group to group to observe choices made at different price levels. In each group,

the rank order of prices was maintained. The price order from least to most expensive was:

City-El, Kewet, Solectria conversion, Horlacher City, and Horlacher Sport and Esoro (tie).

Tabl[e 3.1 shows all the vehicle choices for each focus group pamcipant.
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Table 3.1’ Transition Table of EV Choices during the Focus Groups
Sample to which the Fu’st Choice ,,f a Second Choice of a EV Choice to Purchase
respondent belonged Free EV Free EV at Offered Prices

i,

F_AA Esoro Solectna Esoro

EAA Esoro Solectria Soteetria

EAA Esoro Horlacher Sport none

F_AA Esoro Horlacher Sport Solecma

EAA Esoro Horlacher Sport City

F_AA Esoro Solectria Solecma

EAA Esoro Horlaeher Sport none

EAA Esoro Horlaeher Sport none

KAA Esoro Solectna none

EAA Esoro Horlacher City City-El

EAA Esoro Solectna Solectna

EAA Esoro Horlacher Sport Solectria

EAA Solectria Esoro City

F.AA Solectria none none

EAA Solectria Horlacher City Solectria

EAA Horlacher Sport Esoro none

EAA Kewet none Kewet

WEF Esoro Horlacher Sport none

WEF Esoro Solectria Solectria

WEF Esoro Horlacher City Solectria

WEF Esoro Horlacher City Esoro

WEF Esoro Horlacher Sport none

WEF Esoro Horlacher Sport Esoro

WEF Esoro none none

WEF Solectria Horlacher Sport none

WEF Horlacher Sport none none
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As shown m the right-hand column of Table 3.1, 11 of the 26 focus group participants chose

not to buy any EV at the offered prices. Some of these people expressed a desire to convert

their own vehicle rather than buy a completed conversion or an OEM vehicle. Seven people

chose to buy the Solectria conversion, one person chose to buy a City-E1, and one a Kewet.

Only five people opted to buy the other EV prototypes at the prices offered.

The choices of EAA members reflect their current EV ownership status. Three of the four

members who now own EVs chose to do their own conversion rather than purchase an OEM

EV. No price was specified as this choice was volunteered by these participants. The fourth

EV owner chose the Solectria conversion as his fast choice of a free vehicle because he felt flee

to modify it. Two other EAA members who chose to buy the Solectria expressed tins desire to

modify the vehicle. The Horlacher and Esoro vehicles were viewed as finished products, less

amenable to modification.

More than half the WEF recmlts rejected the purchase of any EV they reviewed at the drive

clintc; none were interested in the NEVs. All of our environmentalist sub-sample lives m

Davm. Davis is separated from other towns by 8 to 10 miles of agricultural land. A primary

reason for these Davis residents to drive any car was to travel out-of-town. Bicycling and

walJdng suffices for much of their in-town travel. Owmng a vehicle such as the City-E1 and

Kewet for local travel was not viewed favorably. The rejection of the freeway capable vehicles

was linked to vehicle price, current household vehicle ownership patterns and the percepUon

that better options than EVs exist for them to express their address air quality concerns. More

of the WEF recruits live in households that own only one car or in households of unrelated

adultts who each own their own vehicles. Thus to own an EV (subject to the assumption the

household always retains ownership of one ICEV) meant adding cars to the household fleet.

Shwe buying any new car was viewed as unlikely, buying an EV or a NEV was also unlikely.

Thus the participants in both sub-samples do not appear to belong to market segments that

are :go strongly motivated to be among the In’st owners of OEM EVs and NEVs that they are

willing to pay pren~um prices over those of gasoline vehicles. An examinauon of each sample

both separately and m contrast to each other provides some explanations for this.

Characteristics Of The Hobbyist And Green Market Samples

Perceptions of Electric Vehicles

Innovators for specific products are usually identified well after markets for the new product

have matured° Retrospective analyses of sales of new products distinguish the earhest buyers,
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who by definition are the renovators, from later buyers° These early buyers may be motivated

by a particular knowledge of, or interest in, the new product "hey may be able to derive

especlally large benefits from the new product. Socioeconomic and attitudinal measures may

be used to differentmte earlier from later buyers. Also, the information sources used by earhest

buyers are likely to be different from those used by later buyers.

Such differences as appear between early and later adopters may also appear between different

early market segments. If EAA members do possess advanced knowledge regarding EVs, we

expect they may hold different percepttons of EVs than do the WEF recruits. To test this

hypothesis, both groups were asked to compare their perceptions of EVs to the cars and trucks

they now drive on scales that measured perceptions of: size, speed, safety, pollution,

convenience, cost to ran, cost to buy, practicahty, and styhslmess.

We find very few differences in the general perceptions of EVs between the two groups. The

only difference in group means occurs on the perception of the cost to run EVs compared to

gasoline vehicles. Figure 3.1 shows that while both groups beheve EVs are cheaper to run,

EAA members believe EVs are much cheaper to run. On average, members of both groups

believe EVs are: smaller, slower, much less polluting; as safe, convenient, and practical; and

somewhat more expensive to buy, more stylish and more futuristic than the gasohne vehicles

they are now driving.

When asked about the impact of EVs on air quality, a few subtle differences emerge between

the groups. Hobbyists are more likely to believe that EVs are an effective means to address air

quality issues. Regarding the preparedness of EVs to replace gasoline fueled vehicles, EAA

members on average are more likely to disagree with the statement "EVs are not yet practical to

replace gasoline fueled vehicles" than are WEF recruits. When asked to agree or disagree with

the statement "EVs are the key to solving air pollution in the Davis-Sacramento area," no EAA

member and only one WEF recruit disagreed with this statement. However among those who

agreed, a greater percentage of EAA members strongly agreeA than did WEF recruits, so that

the average level of agreement that EVs are the key to solving air quahty problems was

significantly higher among EAA members (Figure 3.2)0
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Scale from -12 to 12. -12 m&cates strongest behef that EVs are cheaper to run than ICEVs.

The e~timate of the mean for all respondents is shown by the gray line across the wldth of the chart Esumates
of the group means are shown by the solid black dots. The verucal bars through the means dots in&cate the
standard error of each esUmate. The top and bottom points of the &amonds show the 95 percent confidence
interval around the means estimates The short gray bars above and below the &amonds m&cate one standard
devlataon above and below the means estimates.

The values of the group means are shown below The t-test indicates the means are s~gmfieantly &fferent at a
significance level of cx = 0.0168.

Group Mean Std Error t-test DF Prob.>ltl
EAA -8 30 1.1587 2.537 29 0.0168
WEF -3 36 1.5624

Immediately following their test drives, both groups were asked again to agree or chsagree

whether EVs are not yet practical to replace gasoline vehicles. The changes in responses before

and ~ffter the drive clinics measure the impact of the drive chnic experience on this important

bulldog block of purchase retention. The WEF recruits showed a statistically significant shift

toward disagreement with the statement, while EAA members on average showed no change

(Figure 3.3). The distributions reveal that half the WEF recruits remained unchanged In their
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Figure 3.2: EVs are the-Key to SNving Air Pollution By Sample

4.0--

SAMPLE

Scale from 1 to 5 1 = strongly agrees that EVs are key to solving mr pollution 5 = strongly dmagree.
Level Mean Std Error t-Test DF Prob Mtl
EA.A 1.40 0 149 2406 29 00227
WET 2 00 0 200

assessment of the practicality of EVs, but the other half shifted 1, 2 or 3 points toward

disagreeing with the statement the EVs are not yet practical on the 5-point scale. Among EAA

members, half showed no change. Among the other half, some indicated the drive clinics led

them to believe EVs were more practical, but some EAA members came away from the drive

clinic w~th worse assessments of ready EVs are to replace gasoline vehicles.

information Sources

Simply by their membership in the EAA, the sample of hobbyists was expected to have used

different information sources regarding EVs than did the WEF recruits. The distribution of

information sources in Figure 3.4 shows this is true. "’Electric vehicle clubs" were listed as a

primary informataon source by 18 of the 20 EAA members; ordy one WEF recruit mentioned

electric vehicle clubs. SMUD’s involvement with the Sacramento chapter of the EAA likely

explains the high number of EAA members who listed then" electric utility as an important
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information source. Only a few WEF recruits cited their electric utility. Among the WEF

recruits the most important sources were mass media such as television news and specials and

new,,;papers. They were also more likely than EV hobbylsts to cite environmental

organizauons. The fact that a market for EVs does not yet exist is reflected by the fact that

almost no one cltes either EV manufacturers or major automotive manufacturers as important

sources of information.

Figure 3.3: Change in Evaluation of whether EVs are Practical By Sample

-2-

-3-

I

-4- "i
EVA ~rEEt

SAMPLE

Note The variable "ChangePraclacar’ is the &fference between each respondenfs evaluauon of whether EVs are
pracuc al to replace gasoline vehicles lmme&ately before and after the nde-and-dfive chmc. The variable can
range from -4 (much less pracucal) to 4 (much more praclacal). Actual range of scores is from -1 to 

Level number Mean Std Error
EAA 1 9 0.263 0.252
WEF 10 1 100 0347
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Figure 3.4: Sources of EV informatfon by Sample
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The difference in the types of information sources used by the two samples m&cates

&f-fi’~rences in then" movement through a simple innovation-decision model. In this model,

people move through several stages: initial awareness of a new technology or idea; formation

of an initial evaluation; decision whether to adopt; implementation; and confirmation. Certain

feedback loops are observed in the model, in particular an initial implementation decision is

often an experimental trial which can lead to a re-evaluation of the adoption decision

Our environmentalists indicate most of their information regarding EVs came from mass media

sources. Such sources provide general informauon and create miUal awareness of a new

technology or idea. Thus our sample of environmentalists appears to be in a state of imtial

awa~reness of EVs. They may not yet have idenUfied a problem that they beheve EVs will

solve. The EV hobbyists on the other hand, cite sources of specific and detailed information.

They have moved beyond awareness and are seeking information that wtll allow them to act to

adopt EVs.

These interpretataons are substantiated by the focus group results. The WEF groups spent

more time debating the merits of EVs to address environmental problems and had less specific

information about EVs. The members of the EAA group who did not already own an EV had

joinod the group specifically to gather mformanon about how to do their own conversions and

to keep abreast of breal~ng developments m OEM vehicles.

Give.n the differences in information sources, the similarity in pre-test drive electric vehicle

perceptions of the two groups is all the more remarkable. One explanation may be mass media

sources of information are portraying EVs m a manner that is consistent with the more specific

infomaation available to EAA members through the Association and SMUD.

Personal and Household Characteristics

The two samples show few differences on personal and household characteristzcs. All but one

EA/I member described themselves as particularly handy in a way that makes them more

adaptable to owning and using EVs. WEF recruits were also more likely than not to describe

themselves as handy. There is no substantive difference in the average number of vehicles per

driver in the households; there is one vehicle per driver in most households in both groups.

Despite this, and the fact noted above that the WEF sample contains a higher number of

households of unrelated adults, WEF households are only slightly less likely to engage in

vehicle swapping than are EAA households. Vehicle swapping is an important adaptive

behavior to linuted range identified in other studies at ITS-Davis (Kurani, Turrentine and

Spetling, 1994a). Household incomes were similar and the median and modal income groups
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were $25,000- $40,000. The environmentalists who pamcipated in the drive chnic were all

Davis residents with one exception. As a group, they were younger than the EAA group.

The two groups do show differences in employment and residential tenure. Whereas 75

percent of the EAA sample was employed either in or out of their home, 60 percent of the WEF

sample were students. EAA members have hved in their current home for an average of 8.6

years, but this average Is inflated by two households whose residential tenure is 31 and 40

years. The student population in the WEF group is largely responsible for the shorter

residential tenure of 4.4 years. The average time each group has Iived in the Sacramento-Dav~s

areas was even more disparate. On average, EAA members had lived in the area for 20.7

years; WEF recruits, 5.I years. Members of both groups plan on remaining in the area

identifying A Green Market

An imtial premise of this study w: ~at a group of environmentalists could be identified who

are likely to be among the f’n’st buyers of EVs and NEVs. The WEF sample was intended to

represent this green market segment. Given the difficulty of identifying green markets for EVs

in other studies (see for example Buist, 1993), the xssue of how the WEF sample chffers from

the EAA sample warrants some attention.

Based on the attitudes mad actions used to select the V~rEF recruits as environmentalists, there

was little chfference between the two samples. Nearly identical proportions of both samples

identify themselves as belonging to, or working for, environmental groups. More than 75% of

both groups agree or strongly agree that air quahty is an tmportant problem in then- community.

Ninety percent of each group agrees or strongly agrees that reducing petroleum consumption

will benefit the environment° Both groups believe motor vehicles are a significant source of air

pollution. More than 80% agree or strongly agree that they buy environmentally "friendly"

products whenever possible. Last, every person in both groups agrees or strongly agrees that

actions taken by individuals can affect air quality. In short, these two samples are virtually

indistinguishable on these measures of environmentalisrr, We concIude that our sample of EV

hobbyists consisted of people who were themselves env~lonmentalists.

Why is an "environmentalist" market segment so difficult to differentiate? The answer lies at

least in part the definition of environmentalism. In a 1989 Roper poll, 75 percent of Americans

identified themselves as environmentalists. Thus self identification as an environmentalist no

longer distinguishes Americans, one from another The answer in this study may lie partly in

the fact our sample of hobbyists contains so many environmentalists° This conclusion does

not invalidate the findings of this report. It simply means that the differences reported here
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between the two samples have to do with membership status in the EAA and land use features

of the city of residence, not &stinctions between hobbyists and environmentahsts.

Attributes Affecting Specific Vehicle Choices

It seems plausible given the results of these chmcs that the market for EVs and NEVs will

fu’sl’, be segmented by household responses to new vehicle attributes--limited daily range,

low top speed, small passenger and payload capacity, and environmental benefits. Responses

to other new attributes of EVs--home recharging, new maintenance regimes, and new cost

schedules--will likely affect the market too, but these were not explored in the 6de-and-dnve

clinics. The attributes that determined choices between vehicles were of two basic types--

those that determined classes of vehicles and those that determined a choice within a given

class. The most important attributes to defining classes of vehicles were speed, range and load

carrying capacity. The City-El and Kewet were distinguished from other vehicles primarily by

their exclusion from freeways and highways because of their lower top speeds. Last, the City-

E1 in particular was viewed as far too limited in its passenger and load carrying capaclty. The

interaction between passenger capacity and the coupling constraints Imposed by household

roles and social contacts made the City-E1 unusable to all but one of the participants.

The four freeway capable vehicles~the Solectria Metro conversion, Horlacher City and

Sport, and Esoro were chosen by half the respondents as the vehicles they would buy at

prices offered at the end of each focus group. These vehicles meet expectatmns of a vehicle

this person would be willing to buy. Even within this class, the extreme limits of capabihty--

the highest top speed and longest range--determined the choices of some respondents. More

generally though, once the participants had determined they could use a vehicle of the minimum

spex’A (60mph) and range (50 miles) capabilities of these vehicles, their choice between

vehtcles was determaned by driver comfort, exterior and interior styling, and colormin short,
0

many of the same attributes by which they already choose cars.

Purchase price primarily affected the choice whether to "buy" any of the EVs. Choices

between the freeway capable vehicles were typically based on the driving range and styhng

features of the vehicles and the attitudes toward, and experience with, vehicle conversions of

the respondent. Seven of the 19 people who chose the Esoro as their fLrst choice of a free EV

switched to the Solectria when asked to express a purchase choice, and 7 more of those 19

chose none of the vehicles.

Ove, rall hfestyle choices determine consumers’ vehicle body style choices (and will affect

con:~umers’ choices between NEVs, EVs and ICEVs). Once these choices have been made,
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individual vehicle features, brand loyalty, dealer reputauon and brand experience determine

choices of a specific vehicle of the general vebacle types° Approxamately half the participants in

the study rode or drove an electric vehicle that appears to saUsfy their lifestyle demands. The

choice of vehicles based on lifestyle considerations was expressed repeatedly in the focus

groups. Several participants expressed their choice of vehicles would be the Horlacher Sport,

if they were still single. But the presence of spouses and children influenced choices toward

the Esoro, with its 2+2 seating or toward the desire for a modified Solectria with a back seat.

Conclusions

This study attempts to answer three questions. First, can we idendfy members of early market

segments for electric vehicles prior to the existence of markets for vehicles? Second, do these

potential early buyers express positive purchase intentions when presented with the opportunity

to ride and drive a variety of electric vehicles? Lastly, what attributes of either the vehicles or

the participants’ activity spaces determine choices between the vehicles?

The first question is of fundamental importance because most studies of the diffusion of

innovations are based on retrospecuve analyses. This study of innovators differs in that it

hypothesizes the exastence of two market segments for a product not yet widely available. The

only definitive answer to the fu,st question is that, as the terms "renovator" and "early adopter"

are used in the diffusion of innovation literature, members of these groups cannot be identified

a priori because the very definition depends on comparisons of persons in these groups m later

buyers of the product.

This circular reasoning highlights the importance of the type of market analysis performed in

this study. Hypotheucal early adopters must be idenUfied, their responses to electric vehicles

assessed, and adjustments made to either or both our hypotheses or the product. Acceptance of

the NEV concept and a wilhngness to promote it, to become an innovator in the sense of

fostering the Idea and importing into one’s own social setting, first requires the recognition of

NEVs as an appropriate solution to a pressing problem. In these clinics, the persons who

chose to be NEV innovators were those for whom NEVs could provide access to an important

set of their rout.me activities.

It should be noted that the group of environmentalists cannot be distinguished from the EV

hobbyists on several attributes. Notably, both samples are very similar on precisely those

characteristics used to identify environmentalists. Tiffs fact indicates that concert, with air

quality, and the desire to do something about ~t, has become a part of a more general social

fabric of Sacramento and Davis than just our sub-sample of envirorartentahsts.
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Who calls themselves envlronmentahsts? Rice growers who belong to Ducks Unlimited,

contribute to maintatmng the western flyway for migratory waterfowl and drive full size

sports/utillty vehicles and pickup trucks may identify themselves as environmentalists.

Traveling artisans leading semi-nomadic hfestyles, while keeping aging VW campers and

Volvo stauon wagons running may identify themselves as environmentalists. Young, urban

professionals who hike, bike, and ski m the mountains on weekends and carry their gear on

roof racks on top of their BMWs and Acuras may identify themselves as environmentalists.

Little is common to all these people, certainly not the lifestyle choices that determine vehicle

choices. What will distinguish these people into market segments for EVs and NEVs will be

their response to the capability constraints of the vehicles: a distance budget imposed by limited

vehicle range~ low top speed, and hmited passenger and cargo payload. The search for early

buyers of electric vehicles will have to find new ways to segment the market based on these

new vehicle capability constraints (See Kurani and Turrentme, 1995, for an expanded

discussion of EV market segments.)

The answer to the second question is yes, and no. The participants in this study are ambivalent

concerning choices of electric vehicles they rode and drove. Some strong, positive purchase

intentions are expressed. Fifteen of the 26 participants chose one of the vehicles they had

tested in a hypothetical purchase dectsion. However, eight of these 15 chose the Solectria

conversion, not an OEM vehicle. Further, 11 participants chose none of the vehicles. With

respect to NEVs, only two participants selected these vehicles from the variety of EVs

pre,;ented to them.

Concerning the last question, the vehicle attributes that determined choices were top speed,

driving range, price, and styling. Vehicle price detemuned whether any EV was considered for

pur, zhase, and to a lesser degree, choices between vehicles. Top speed and driving range

separated the smaller, slower City-El and Kewet from the freeway capable Solectria, Esoro and

Horlacherso The two NEV "buyers" both lived in downtown Sacramento. The non-freeway

capable vehicles could access a large number of their activities because of the dense distribution

of activity locations near their homes, connected by a dense network of lower speed streets.

Low speed, lirmted range and low cost NEVs were perceived to be a superior transportation

option to freeway capable, but more expensive, EVs. Within the group of respondents who

in&lcated they would prefer to buy a freeway capable vehicle, their vehicle choices tended to

ma:dmize either top speed or driving range, and then to select for specific styling features.

Compared to larger, faster EVs, the City-E1 and El-Jet were perceived to eliminate deslred or

required time-space paths between activities by most EAA members. Our sub-sample of EV
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hobbyists were mostly residents of Sacramento, where higher speeds and lon~, distances are

more typical of the transportation system and the urban structure than in Davi- In Davis, the

WEF recruits perceived that the NEVs neither sufficiently increased their time-space prisrns nor

allowed sufficient access to new activities within their existing prisms. Because the NEVs did

not allow for a new NEV space that could not be accessed by bicycle, the greater expense of

NEVs compared to bicycles could not be justified. The next chapter, on the household NEV

trials, further examines the difference in responses to NEVs in Sacramento and Davis and

provides the most in-depth assessment of the effect of NEVs on households’ activity spaces.
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IV,. HOUSEHOLD NEV ACTIVITY SPACE:

Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Trials

Charles O/son. Call Me Ishmael. Quoted in Dettelbach.

"’I take SPACE to be the central fact to [people] born in America...I spell it
large because it comes large here. Large and without mercy...a hell of a
wide land from the beginmng."

Results from the household NEV trials illustrate the use of the activity space concept and the

processes through which households learn how vehicle range, speed and size constraints shape

the~ NEV space and ultimately their NEV purchase intentions. These trials explore how

households use a vehicle that is not intended for highway travel, but intended to flU the specific

niche of local travel on surface streets. By providing a NEV to a household for a week, we

allow them to begin to explore how they would incorporate such a velucle into their vehicle

holdings. Changes in vehicle assignments to drivers and trips, changes m routes to acUvity

locauons, and changes in timing and sequences of actavities are all examined. This study

mal~,es the most detailed use of the activity space concepts developed in the mtroductory chapter

of thas report. It is also the study in winch we make the most m-depth examination of the basic

premise outlined theremthat households must be able to construct a NEVspace--a useful set

of activities to which the NEV allows them access--before they will consider buying such a

vehicle. These households inform us about whether they can overcome space with a set of

specialized travel tools that includes a NEV.

The test drive and interview process uncover the households’ routine activity space, critical

dest,ination(s) and mode-defined activity sub-spaces. Recall we defined the routine activity

space as that set of activities that the household accesses on a daily and weeny basts (including

all the other associated activity space dimensions---location, mode and route to access, etc.).

The critical destination is a destination that a household member feels they must be able to reach

even if the "unlimited range" gasoline vehicle is not available. We hypothesized that mode-

defined activity sub-spaces exist within each household’s overall activlty space.

The vehicle trials allow households to answer for themselves our central research questions:

"Will households create NEV actiwty sub-spaces?"

"Is the existence of a NEV activity sub-space a sufficient condition for those
households to include NEVs in the set of vehicles they consider when making
vehicle purchase decisions?"
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We assume that households’ choices of activities and activity locations will not change within

the trial week. In the longer run, it is quite likely that ~ouseholds will change some activities or

locations in response to a NEV. However, we assume that households not would explore such

changes in a one week real. The household interviews supported tins assumption. We also

constructed this study around households’ actual experience with the NEV rather than have

them speculate about some future state. Only If a household volunteered such a speculation,

did we ask them to elaborate on their possible actions in a world where NEVs are more

common. Thas restriction appears to have the strongest implications for interpreting safety

perceptions related to relative vehicle size and speed. If future traffic mixes contain many more

NEVs, some of our NEV drivers speculated they would feel more comfortable m traffic. The

implications of these perceptions for a transition from the present (zero) levels of NEV traffic 

the future are explored in the concluding chapter of this report.

Study Design

Each household in the study progressed through three phases: recruitment, vehicle trials, and

interviews. Once a household was selected and a trial week scheduled, travel diaries were

prepared for each driver in the household. For the trials, households were given either a City-

Corn City-El or a Kewet El-Jet to use for a one week period. Each driver in the household

maintained a travel diary for that week and the household particlpated in an interview

afterward. For each trip, drivers recorded all dimensions of the activity space: trap purposes

(activities), travel modes (including alternatives to the NEV if it was used), trip times, routes,

trip sequence, and actiwty links with other household members. Respondents recorded their

routes on maps for each trip. The charies served as the basis for the interview that explored the

households’ travel, assessment of the NEV, and NEV purchase intentions.

Participants

Fifteen households participated in the NEV vehicle trials, seven from Davis and eight from

Sacramento. Since the UC Davls Medical Center is in Sacramento and the UC Davis campus is

in Davis, we placed vehicles in households in both cities. In thi,, way, we explored differences

in household response based on spatial scale, traffic levels and speeds, and the prior existence

of mode-defined activity sub-spaces within the households’ activity space. Household size

ranged from one to four persons. A wide variety of household types were included in the

study: households containing one adult, two adults without children at home, two parents with

a child or chaldren, and single parents of a c~Id or children. Ages of pa:’acipants ranged from

mad-twenties to mid-fifues.
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All households had at least one member who was an employee of the University of California

at Davis (UCD) or the UCD Medical Center (UCDMC). The UC employee and their spouse

and children (if they held a driver’s hcense) were perrmtted to drive the NEVs. This selection

crite1:ion was required by the University for habihty purposes. While all UCD and UCDMC

employees were eligible to take part in the study, partaclpants were not randomly selected.

Names for potential Davis area participants were collected from interested parties at the Whole

Earth Festival in May 1993 on the UCD campus. Names for potential Sacramento area

paraclpants were obtained through surveys distributed at the Medical Center. Recruitment

forms for both groups asked for information on vehicle and home ownershap, home location,

basic daily travel patterns and environmental attitudes.

Potential participants were selected based on 1) residential location, 2) ownership of at least

one working automobile, 3) availability of a logical place to charge the NEV at their place of

residence, and 4) the presence of a second car or second driver in the household. Potential

participants were telephoned in the order of their priority and selected based on wilhngness to

complete the travel diaries and interviews. Participants were asked specifically if they would

like Io drive the City-El or the Kewet. Thirteen households chose to dnve the Kewet. Two

factors contributed to this overwhelming preference. Fast, many households made peremptory

judgments that the City-E1 was too small or too slow to be attractive. Second, the City-El was

not avadable for the entire study period.

Limits on the study conclusions given the recruiting process

The ]kighly selective nature and small size of our sample have several implications for the

appropriate inferences that may be drawn from this study. Self-selection and sample size are

concerns if we wish to make generahzations about some population from which our sample is

drawn, i.e., if we wished to make NEV market size estimates based on this study. It is not our

intention to make any such estimates based on these trials alone.

Of ~rmch greater concern is the requirement that at least one household member be an employee

of the University of California and the effect of this requirement on the variety of travel that we

are able (or unable) to observe. All our households have one member whose travel 

dominated by travel to the UC campus in Davis or to the UCD Medical Center in Sacramento.

In Sacramento, one of our primary selection criteria was that the household had to live close

enough to the Medical Center that travel between home and the Medical center in the NEV was

at least a possibility. All households in Davis satisfy this criterion with respect to the campus.

Thus the nature of the households’ activities and their locations within each of the study areas
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are not representative of the whole populatmn of those areas. In particular, households who

live in the same neighborhoods as our participants, but do not make work trips to the UC Davis

campus or the UCD Medical Center, will have very different activity spaces. The extension of

the results from these 15 case studies to other households and other regions will be quahtafive.

These extensions w111 point to the exmtence of market segments based on general~able

characteristics of households, vehicles and urban infrastructure. However, these extensions

must be regarded as hypohheses to be evaluated elsewhere. Some of them are tested in the

following chapter that reports the results of our statewide survey.

Participant Responsibilities

Households selected to participate in the test drives were given either a Kewet Ei-Jet or a City-

Corn City-E1 to drive for a week. In adchtion, all participants signed waivers of responsibility

indicating that they understood the hmits of the vehicles. Particip~ts completed dmries of all

daily trips (both in the electric vebacle and by other modes-car, bus, bike, etc.) for alt drivers

in the participant’s household. A two hour interview was conducted with the household during

the week following the test drive.

The Travel Diaries

Each driver in the household received a map-based travel diary1. Each map included a small

table to record trip beginning and end times, travel mode, EV recharging reformation and other

trip information. Davis participants received diaries with maps of the entire city of Davxs.

Maps were custom made for households in Sacramento. Their maN included the household’s

most-frequently visited destinations such as home, work, shops and stores, religious sites,

homes of family and friends, etc. The need for custom maps in Sacramento arose from the

larger size of the city and the need to keep the maps legible. Maps were reproduced such that

individual street names could be read.

Pamcipants were instructed to keep a record of every trip he or she made during the week. A

trip was defined as leaving point A and arriving at point B, even if point B was only a brief

I In an activity chary respondents record all actavities, in a travel diary they only record acuvmes that require a

change of locauon. There ~s some evidence that activity diaries describe ~’avel more accurately than do travel
charles, apparently because people more accurately recall what they have done than where they have been (Jones
et al, 1983). However, we chose a travel diary format for two reasons. First, since travel diaries require
recording fewer actavitaes, the burden on respondents is reduced. Our travel diary is more complex than most
because we ask respondents to draw their travel routes on maps m adchtmn to recording the usual detmls of trip
purpose, travel mode, trip tame and chstance, etc. Second, we knew we would have the opportunity to recover
forgotten trips during the household mtervlewo
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stopover en route to point C. Thus, travehng from home to the post office and from the post

office to work was considered to be two trips and required the use of two maps in the diary.

The specific route for each trap was highlighted on the map with a fluorescent pen.

We have travel records for the licensed drivers m each household. Travel by other household

members only appears in our data if it affects the use of the household’s vehicles or the travel

of one of the hcensed &avers. For example, trips to school by ctuldren do not appear m our

data if they traveled by themselves by walking or biking, but those trips do appear in our data

set if the children were chauffeured to school by one of the diary keepers.

The Interview

Partk:lpants were interviewed within two weeks of the NEV trial week (usually within one

week). Before the interview, all travel in the household’s diaries were transferred to a single,

large, composite map. The trips were color-coded according to the mode of travel. Routes

were drawn wlth hnes weighted to show frequency of travel along them. The composite

map serves two purposes. First, it is an aide-memoire for households to d~scuss the details

of the dmry week. Second, the map serves as the basis for the household to assess likely

hypodaetical changes in travel due to hypothesized changes in characteristics of the NEV, the

household’s vehicle fleet, and the household’s activmes. The note-taking forms for the

inter~few are included in Appendix E. Briefly, each interview moved through four main parts:

An orientation in which the map was explained to the household and the
household’s travel was reviewed. This included an assessment of how
representative the diary week was of the household’s activities. Travel that
may be regular, but not weekly, e.g., vacation, holiday or weekend travel,
was discussed. Occasional use of travel modes not represented in the diary
were identified. An account of the household’s last car purchase and gasoline
refueling behavior were included in this section too.

The second part explored how the household used the NEV and how the
NEV did or did not meet travel needs. How the NEV changed the households
travel, which trips were made in the NEV, what mode would have been used
if not the NEV, whether the NEV caused any changes in route choice, trip
timing or other trip characteristics were all discussed. The household was
asked to identify specific trips and locations on their composite map to
iUustrate each point.

Third, a NEV purchase decision was discussed with the household. At this
point a defining or limiting attribute of the NEV or the household’s travel
was often identified. Households were asked to identify the specific activities
that were excluded by the NEV, that is, were outside the NEV space. For
example, it was not enough for the household to tell us the vehicle did
not have adequate space for passengers. They needed to identify specific
activities or sequences of actaviues that required adchtlonal room. The vehicle
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and travel characteristics identified m this phase often determined whether the
NEV would be considered for purchase.

Last, a short series of open-ended "debriefing" questions concluded the
interview. These included questions about the impact of the diary process
on the households travel and subsequent responses m the interview.

The Study Settings: Davis and Sacramento

Davis and Sacramento offer &stinct settings for testing household response to NEVs. Both

cities are located near each other in California’s Central Valley. They share mild winters,

hot summers and flat terrain. However, Davis is separated from the western edge of the

Sacramento conurbation by the Yolo By-pass, a permanent agricultural preserve and flood

plain for the Sacramento Raver. The only roads that provide year-muM access across the by-

pass are elevated sections of Interstates 5 and 80. This physical separation ehrninates travel

between the two cities by NEVs as they do not have the speed or range to travel between the

two caries. Yet travel between the two is common, especially for households living m Davis.

Travel within Daws is characterized by short, low speed trips. It is a small city of some

50,000 people It is roughly rectangular in shape and measures some 5 miles east to west and

3 miles north to south. The predominant activity Iocatmns are the contiguous university

campus and downtown. Streets with speed limits in excess of 30 mph are few and tend to be

located around the periphery of town. Since the early 1970s, Davis has fostered bicycle use, m

part through a system of bicycle specific roadway infrastructure. It has been aided in this effort

by th,~ Umversity of Cahfomia campus. The central campus is closed to public motor vehicle

traffic, creating an enclave for over 30,000 students, staff arid faculty in which walking and

cycling are the most convenient ways to travel. This enclave is open to the local, university

operated transit service.

Sacramento retains a distract and important downtown due in large part to the location of the

state capitol and other government buildings. Still, the city has grown rapidly to the east

and south m a series of suburban communities stitched together by four major interstate

highways and several high speed arterial roads. The regional transit district provides bus

and hght rail service. The light rail system competes with two freeways to provide access to

the downtown. The metropolitan area contains over one million residents, whose travel, if

our small sample is an accurate representation, is dominated by automobiles and automobLle-

centrie infrastructure. Within the cities and neighborhoods that make up the urban area is a rich

mosaic of development patterns and types. By exploring some of this variety, we uncover the
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Summary Evaluations of Changes in Travel due to the NEVs

We present summary evaluations of the households’ use of the NEVs in this section. Because

of the small sample size, these relationships are treated as hypotheses for further research.

Never the less, this section provides an overview suitable for a discussion of the impacts of

NEY’s on household travel. We begin with a general exploranon of the aggregate effect of the

new constraints imposed by NEVs on our sample of households. The most readily ldennfied

of these constramts are the capability constraints imposed by the vehicles lmuted range and

speeA. As we wilI discuss in the following secnons though, passenger capacity is an equally

important constraint in some households. While speed and range may restrict the acnvitles of

the NEV driver, ltmited passenger seating may create conflicts through the couphng constramts

that exist to other household members.

The Impact of Authority and Coupling Constraints on Travel

Much of tiffs chapter discusses the impact of new capability constraints imposed by NEVs on

household travel and the role of range, recharging and speed constraints in producing the mode

choices we will discuss in the next section. Before proceeding to that discussion however, we

briefly examine the effects of authority and coupling constraints on travel by our households.

As p~u’t of their travel diary, households recorded whether each trip could have been made at a

different time and how long they had known they would be making this trip. Trips were also

coded to incttcate whether they were made solely to provide transportation service to another

person, i.e., the driver would not have made the trip at all if not for the need to deliver another

person to an activity. By examining the answers to these questions, we can summarize how

the authority and coupling constraints imposed on households shape their travel choices.

To provide an overall sense of how much of the travel by our sample was subject to authority

and coupling constraints, we summarize responses to the question whether trips could have

been taken at another time in Figure 4.1. Two-thirds of all trips were either themselves

constrained to the particular time at which they were made, or linked to another trip that was

constrained to the time at which it was made. While this figure does not summarize all the

reasons why these trips could not be made another time, it does illustrate that within our

sample, most travel takes place under authority and coupling constraints that require that most

trips ’be made within small windows of time, and that the constraints on these trtps can affect

other trips made in sequence w~th the constrained trip.
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Figure 4.1: Can trip be made at another time?
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When we examine the Ume for whach people had known they would be making specific trips,

we see that a great deai of travel was planned far in advance (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2). Forty-

four percent of all trips had been scheduled to take place for many days. Also, there was a

relataonship between how long trips have been expected and the flexibihty of their timing.

Figure 4.2 Is a mosaic plot of the data on flexibihty of trip time and how long the trip had been

anticipated. Fifty-five percent of all trips that could not be made at another tame had been

anticipated for several days. In contrast, forty-five percent of all trips that could have been

made at another time were made at the last minute.

Table 4.1: Length of Time for which Trip had been Expected to be Made

How long has trip Count Probability Cumulative

been expected? Probability

1= many days 33I 0.440 0.440

2 = last night 99 0.131 0.571

3 = earlier today 113 0.150 0.721

4 = last mlr~:~e 210 0.279 1.000

To~l 753 ]
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Figure 4.2: Flexibility of Trip Times by Length of Time Trip had been Expected
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Note The horizontal axis is proporuonal to the number of trips that could, or could not, be made at another
time. The vemcal axis measures the proporuon of trips that fall into each of the four categories of trip
anticipation. The column on the nght represents the proportion of trips m each category of "Planned" across the
whole sample This Is the same as the proportions in the "Probabihty" column m Table 4 1 Thus, we seee
that approximately three-fourths of all trips could not be made at another time and sixty percent of these had
been antacipated for several days.

Authority constraints lead to routines in household behavior. These routines are manifested

by ttavel that is known and scheduled far in advance. These relationships are explored fmther

in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The relationship between whether a trip could have been made at a

different time and the time for which the trip had been expected is summarized in Table 4.2.

(This is the data in the mosaic plot in Figure 4.2.) It allows us to test the null hypothesis

that there is no relationship between the two measures of trip flexibility. A chi-square test

pertSormed on the data in Table 4.2 rejects the null hypothesis. Among trips that had been

exlx;cted for many days, the number of trips that could not be made at another time far

exce,ded what we would expect under our null hypothesis. This is statistical conf’trmation

of the apparent relationship in Figure 4.2mtrips that are inflexible in their timing tend to be

expected m advance.
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Table 4.2: How Long Trip Had Been Expected By Whether Tri::. Could be Made at

Another Time

Trip Amlcipated Can trip be made at some other time? Total

Observed Count No Yes Observed Row Total

Expected Count

days before 292 38 330

221.03 108.97

last night 58 41 99

66.31 32.69

today, earlier 50 63 113

75 68 37.32

today, last minute 103 106 209

139.98 69.02

503 248 !1 751
Chi-Square Test Chi-square Prob.>ehi.square
Likelihood Ratio 137.902 0 00013
Pearson 128.151 0 0O00

The role of authority and coupling constraints imposed by work and school is highlighted in

Table 4.3. The number of trips to different destination types is cross-tabulated by how long

the trips to those destinations had been expected. Below each count of observed trips is the
number of expected trips under the null hypothesis of independence. Almost twice as many

trips to work or school had been anticipated for several days than expected under the null

hypothesis. Further, three-fom’ths of all work and school trips had been anticipated for many

days. In contrast, only 2 of 4I trips made to dine had been expected ;’-~r many days, far fewer

than the expected 17.52 trips.
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Table 4.2: How Long Trip Had Been Expected By Whether Trip Could be Made at

Another Time

Trip Anticipated Can trip be made at some other time? Total

Observed Count No Yes Observed Row Total

Expected Count
ii

days before 292 38 330

221.03 108.97

last night 58 4I 99

66.31 32.69

today, earlier 50 63 113

75.68 37.32

today, last minute 103 106 209

139.98 69.02

11
Total 503 248 il 751

CM-Square Test Chi-square Prob.>chi-square
Likehhood Ratio 137 902 0.0000
Pearson 128.151 0.0000

The role of authority and coupling constraints imposed by work and school is highlighted in

Table 4.3. The number of trips to different destination types is cross-tabulated by how long

the trips to those destinations had been expected. Below each count of observed trips is the

number of expected trips under the null hypothesis of independence. Almost twice as many

trips to work or school had been anticipated for several days than expected under the null

hypothesis. Further, three-fourths of all work and school trips had been anticipated for many

days. In contrast, only 2 of 41 trips made to dine had been expected f~r many days, far fewer

than file expected 17.52 trips.
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Figure 4.2: Flexibility of Tdp Times by Length of Time Trip had been Expected
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Note The horizontal axis Is proportional to the number of trips that could, or could not, be made at another
time. The vemcal ax~s measures the proporuon of trips that fall into each of the four categories of mp
anticlpaUon. The column on the right represents the proporuon of trips m each category of"Planned" across the
whole sample. This is the same as the proportions in the "Probabflxty" column in Table 4.1 Thus, we seee
that approxtmately three-fourths of all trips could not be made at another ~me and sixty percent of these had
been antac~pated for several days.

Authority constraints lead to routines in household behavior. These routines are manifested

by travel that is known and scheduled far in advance. These relationships are explored further

in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The relationship between whether a trip could have been made at a

different time and the time for which the trip had been expected is summarized in Table 4.2.

(This is the data in the mosaic plot in Figure 4.2.) It allows us to test the nttll hypothesis

that there is no relationship between the two measures of trip flexibility. A chi-square test

performed on the data in Table 4.2 rejects the null hypothesis. Among trips that had been

expected for many days, the number of trips that could not be made at another time far

exceeded what we would expect under our null hypothesis. This is statistical comC’wmation

of the apparent relationship in Figure 4.2--h’ips that are inflexible in their timing tend to be

expected in advance.
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Figure 4.1" Can trip be made at another time?
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When we exarmne the time for winch people had known they would be making specific trips,

we see that a great deal of travel was planned far m advance (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2). Forty-

four percent of all trips had been scheduled to take place for many days. Also, there was a

relataonship between how long trips have been expected and the flexibility of their tirning.

Figtue 4.2 Is a mosaic plot of the data on flexibility of trip time and how long the trip had been

anticJpated. Fifty-five percent of all trips that could not be made at another time had been

anticipated for several days. In contrast, forty-five percent of alI trips that could have been

made at another time were made at the last minute.

Table 4.1" Length of Time for which Trip had been Expected to be Made

How long has trip Count Probability Cumulative

been expected? Probability

1 = many days 331 0.440 0.440

2 = last night 99 0.131 0.571

3 = earlier today 113 0.150 0.721

4 = last " ~ ’~ 210 0.279 1.000

Total 753 [
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Summary Evaluations of Changes in Travel due to the NEVs

We present sun’u’nary evaluations of the households’ use of the NEVs in this section. Because

of the small sarnple size, these relationships are treated as hypotheses for further research.

Never the less, this secdon provides an overview suitable for a discussion of the impacts of

NEVs on household travel We begin with a general exploration of the aggregate effect of the

new constraints imposed by NEVs on our sample of households. The most readily identified

of these constraints are the capability constraints imposed by the vehicles limited range and

speed. As we will discuss in the following sections though, passenger capacity is an equally

important constraint in some households. While speed and range may restrict the activities of

the NEV driver, limited passenger seating may create conflicts through the coupling constraints

that exist to other household members.

The Impact of Authority and Coupling Constraints on Trave|

Much of this chapter discusses the impact of new capability constraints imposed by NEVs on

household travel and the role of range, rechargSng and speed constraints in producing the mode

choices we will discuss in the next section. Before proceeding to that discussion however, we

briefly examine the effects of authority and coupling constraints on travel by our households.

As part of their travel diary, households recorded whether each trip could have been made at a

different time and how long they had known they would be making this trip. Trips were also

coded to indicate whether they were made solely to provide transportation service to another

person, i.e., the driver would not have made the trip at all if not for the need to deliver another

person to an activity. By examining the answers to these questions, we can summarize how

the authority and coupling constraints imposed on households shar~e their travel choices.

To provide an overall sense of how much of the travel by our sample was subject to authority

and coupling constraints, we summarize responses to the question whether trips could have

been taken at another time in Figure 4.1. Two-thirds of all trips were either themselves

constrained to the particular time at which they were made, or linked to another trip that was

constrained to the time at which it was made. While this figure does not summarize all the

reasons why these trips could not be made another time, it does illustrate that within our

san~le, most travel takes place under authority and coupling constraints that require that most

tnps be made within small windows of time, and that the constraints on these trips can affect

other trips made in sequence with the constrained trip.
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and travel characteristics identified in this phase often determined whether the
NEV would be considered for purchase.

Last, a short series of open-ended "debriefing" questions concluded the
interview. These included questions about the impact of the diary process
on the households travel and subsequent responses in the interview.

The Study Settings: Davis and Sacramento

Davis and Sacramento offer distinct settings for testing household response to NEVs. Both

clties are located near each other in California’s Central Valley. They share mild winters,

hot summers and flat terrain. However, Davis is separated from the western edge of the

Sacramento conurbation by the Yolo By-pass, a permanent agricultural preserve and flood

plain for the Sacramento River. The only roads that provide year-round access across the by-

pass are elevated sections of Interstates 5 and 80. This physical separation eliminates travel

between the two cities by NEVs as they do not have the speed or range to travel between the

two cities. Yet travel between the two is common, especially for households living in Davis.

Travel within Davis is characterized by short, low speed trips. It is a small city of some

50,000 people. It is roughly rectangular in shape and measures some 5 miles east to west and

3 miles north to south. The predominant activity locataons are the contiguous university

campus and downtown. Streets with speed limits in excess of 30 mph are few and tend to be

located around the periphery of town. Since the early 1970s, Davis has fostered bicycle use, in

part through a system of bicycle specific roadway infrastructure. It has been aided in this effort

by th,: University of California campus. The central campus is dosed to public motor vehicle

traffic, creating an enclave for over 30,000 students, staff and faculty in which walking and

cycling are the most convenient ways to travel. This enclave is open to the local, university

operated transit service.

Sacr~anento retains a distinct and important downtown due in large part to the location of the

state capitol and other government buildings. Still, the city has grown rapidly to the east

and south in a series of suburban communities stitched together by four major interstate

highways and several high speed arterial roads. The regional transit district provides bus

and light rail service. The light rail system competes with two freeways to provide access to

the downtown. The metropolitan area contains over one million residents, whose travel, if

our small sample is an accurate representation, is dominated by automobiles and automobile-

centric infrastructure. Within the cities and neighborhoods that make up the urban area is a rich

mosaic of development patterns and types. By exploring some of this variety, we uncover the
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stopover en route to point C. Thus, traveling from home to the post office and from the post

office to work was considered to be two trips and required the use of two maps in the diary.

The specific route for each trip was highlighted on the map with a fluorescent pen

We have travel records for the licensed drivers in each household. Travel by other household

members only appears in our data if it affects the use of the household’s vehicles or the travel

of one of the hcensed drivers. For example, raps to school by children do not appear m our

data if they traveled by themselves by wallang or biking, but those raps do appear in our data

set if the children were chauffeured to school by one of the diary keepers.

The Interview

Participants were interviewed within two weeks of the NEV ~al week (usually within one

week). Before the interview, all travel in the household’s diaries were transferred to a single,

large, corn tmsite map. The trips were color-coded according to the mode of travel. Routes

were drawn with lines weighted to show frequency of travel along them. The composite

map serves two purposes. Ftrst, it is an aide-memoire for households to discuss the details

of the chary week. Second, the map serves as the basis for the household to assess likely

hypothetical changes in travel due to hypothesized changes in characteristics of the NEV, the

household’s vehicle fleet, and the household’s activities. The note-taking forms for the

interview are included in Appendix E. Briefly, each intervmw moved through four main parts:

An orientation in which the map was explained to the household and the
household’s travel was reviewed. This included an assessment of how
rcprcsentatNe the diary week was of the household’s activities. Travel that
may bc regular, but not weekly, e.g., vacation, holiday or weekend travel,
was discussed. Occasional use of travel modes not represented in the diary
were identified. An account of the houschold’s last car purchase and gasoline
refaelmg behavior were included in this section too.

The second part explored how the household used the NEV and how the
NEV did or did not meet travel needs. How the NEV changed the households
travel, which trips were made in the NEV, what mode would have been used
if not the N-EV, whether the NEV caused any changes in route choice, trip
timing or other trip characteristics were all discussed. The household was
asked to identify specific trips and locations on their composite map to
illustrate each point.

Third, a NEV purchase decision was discussed with the household. At this
point a defining or limiting attribute of the NEV or the household’s travel
was often identified. Households were asked to identify the specific activities
that were excluded by the NEV, that is, were outside the NEV space. For
example, it was not enough for the household to tell us the vehicle did
not have adequate space for passengers. They needed to identify specific
activities or sequences of acuvities that required adchtional room. The vehicle
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are not representative of the whole population of those areas. In particular, households who

live in the same neighborhoods as our participants, but do not make work trips to the UC Davis

campus or the UCD Medical Center, will have very different activity spaces. The extension of

the results from these 15 case studies to other households and other regions will be qualitative

These extensions will point to the existence of market segments based on generalizable

ch~acteristics of households, vehicles and urban infrastructure. However, these extensions

musl be regarded as hypotheses to be evaluated elsewhere. Some of them are tested in the

following chapter that reports the results of our statewide survey.

Participant Responsibilities

Hou,,;eholds selected to participate in the test drives were given either a Kewet EI-Jet or a City-

Corn City-El to drive for a week. In addition, all participants signed wmvers of responsibility

indicating that they understood the limits of the vehicles. Participants completed diaries of all

daily trips (both in the electric vehicle and by other modes---car, bus, bike, etc.) for all drivers

in the participant’s household. A two hour interview was conducted with the household during

the week following the test drive.

The Travel Diaries

Each driver in the household received a map-based travel diary]. Each map included a small

table to record trip beginning and end times, travel mode, EV recharging information and other

trip information. Davis participants received diaries with maps of the entire city of Davis.

Maps were custom made for households in Sacramento. Their maps included the household’s

most-frequently visited destinations such as home, work, shops and stores, religious sites,

homes of family and friends, etc. The need for custom maps in Sacramento arose from the

larger size of the city and the need to keep the maps legible. Maps were reproduced such that

individual street names could be read.

Par’dcipants were instructed to keep a record of every tr/p he or she made during the week. A

trip was defined as leaving point A and arriving at point B, even if point B was only a brief

1 In a~ activity diary respondents record all activities, in a travel diary they only record activities that require a
change of location. There is some evidence that activity diaries describe travel more accurately than do travel
diarie~, apparently because people more accurately reeaU what they have done than where they have been (Jones
et al, 1983). However, we chose a travel diary format for two reasons. F~rst, since travel diaries require
recording fewer activiues, the burden on respondents is reduced. Our travel dmry ~s more complex than most
because we ask respondents to draw their travel routes on maps in addition to recording the usual details of trip
purpose, travel mode, trip time and distance, etc. Second, we knew we would have the opportunity to recover
forgolten trips dunng the household interview.
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All households had at least one member who was an employee of the Umversity of California

at Davis (UCD) or the UCD Medical Center (UCDMC). The UC empIoyee and their spouse

and children (if they held a driver’s license) were permitted to drive the NEVs. This selection

criterion was required by the University for liability purposes° While all UCD and UCDMC

employees were eligible to take part in the study, participants were not randomly selected.

Names for potential Davis area participants were collected from interested parties at the Whole

Earth Festival in May 1993 on the UCD campus. Names for potential Sacramento area

participants were obtained through surveys distributed at the Medical Center. Recruitment

forms for both groups asked for information on vehicle and home ownersbap, home location,

basic daffy travel patterns and envtronmental attitudes.

Potential participants were selected based on 1) residential location, 2) ownership of at least

one working automobile, 3) availability of a logical place to charge the NEV at their place of

residence, and 4) the presence of a second car or second driver in the household. Potential

participants were telephoned in the order of their priority and selected based on willingness to

complete the travel diaries and interviews. Participants were asked specifically if they would

like to drive the City-E1 or the Kewet. Thirteen households chose to drive the Kewet. Two

factors contributed to this overwhelming preference. First, many households made peremptory

judgments that the City-El was too small or too slow to be attractive. Second, the City-E1 was

not available for the entire study period.

Limits on the study conclusions given the recruiting process

The highly selective nature and small size of our sample have several implications for the

appropriate inferences that may be drawn from this study. Self-selection and sample size are

concerns if we wish to make generalizations about some population from which our sample is

drawn, i.e., if we wished to make NEV market size estimates based on this study. It is not our

intention to make any such estimates based on these trials alone.

Of much greater concern is the requirement that at least one household member be an employee

of the University of California and the effect of this requirement on the variety of travel that we

are able (or unable) to observe. All our households have one member whose travel 

dominated by travel to the UC campus in Davis or to the UCD Medical Center in Sacramento.

In Sacramento, one of our primary selection criteria was that the household had to live close

enough to the Medical Center that travel between home and the Medical center in the NEV was

at least a possibility. All households in Davis satisfy this criterion with respect to the campus.

Thus the nature of the households’ activities and their locations within each of the study areas
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Table 4.3: THp Destination by How Long Trip Had Been Expected

Trip anticipated Destination Total
for !how long?

Observed Count Dining Personal Shopping Social or Work or Observed

Expected Count Business Recreation School !Row Total

days before 2 51 8 39 91 191

17.52 47.86 25.64 45.29 54.69

last night 4 16 14 15 12 61

5.60 15.28 8.19 14.47 17.47

earlier today 7 17 13 17 13 67

6.15 16.79 8.99 15.89 19.19

last rainute 28 28 25 35 12 128

11.74 32.07 17.18 30.35 36.65

[
ir

4, ,,2 60 106 ,28 il.7
Test Chl-square Prob.>chi-square
Lzkehho<~ Ratao 1 I3.049 0.0000
Pearson I05 2"73 0 0000

Serve Passenger Trips--a Coupling Constraint

"Serve passenger" trips are trips made by one person solely to provide transportation services

for another person. These trips most often arise out of household responsibilities that are a

form of coupling constraint. For example, adult household members who, on their way to

work, deliver children to school or daycare, are making a serve passenger trip---they would not

be &iving to the school or daycare center unless they were providing a ride for the children.

The effects of these coupling constraints are summarized in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.

MoslL "serve passenger" trips are subject to rigid time constraints. Table 4.4 cross-tabulates

whelher a particular trip was a "serve passenger" trip by whether the trip could have been

made at another time. A total of 14I "serve passenger" trips were made. Of these, 128 trips

couh:l not have been made at another Ume; only 94 are expected under the null hypothesis of

inde]~ndence. Thirteen of the "serve passenger" trips could have been made at another time;
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47 would be expected. The chi-square test on this data is sigmficant. When coupling

constraints result in one household member providing transportatmn services to others, the

transportation provider becomes subject to the authority and coupling constraints of the travel-

dependent person.

Table 4.4: Serve Passenger Trips by Whether Trip Could Be Made Another Time

Serve Passenger: Could trip be made at another time? Total:

Observed Count No Yes Observed Row Total

Expected

No 387 244 631

420.94 210.06

Yes 128 13 141

94.06 46.94

II 515 257 II 772
Test Chi-square Prob.>chi-square

Llkehhood Rauo 53.512 0 0000
Pearson 45.005 0 0000

Data on whether a trip was a serve passenger trip and how long the trip had been expected

to be made are cross-tabulated in Table 4.5. The chi-square test on these data rejects the

null hypothesis of independence. Rather, serve passenger trips tend to be expected well in

advance. The coupling constraints that result in serve passenger trips tend to produce routines

in which those trips are anticipated for severn days.
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Table 4.5: Serve Passenger Trips by How Lon9 Trip has been Expected

Serve Passenger: How long as trip been expected? Total:

Observed Count Many Last Early Last Observed

Expected Days Night Today Minute Row Total

No 256 81 100 186 623

273.43 81.05 94.15 174.37

Ycs 78 18 15 27 138

60.57 17.95 20.85 38.63

Total 334 99 115 213 il 761
Chi-Sqttare Test Chl-square Prob.>ehi-square
Llkehhood RaUo 12.584 0.0056
Pearson 12 410 0.0061

T~ravel by NEVs and other Modes

Here ’we explore the impact of the NEVs’ capability constraints on the households’ ablhty to

access desired activities. We examine the total amount of travel by our sample and how ttus

travel was apportioned to different travel modes. In this way, we begin to assess households’

abihties to form NEV spaces.

Trips and Miles Traveled in the NEVs

As expected based on their limited speed and range, NEVs replaced a greater proportion of

trips than of miles in almost every household. Across all households, the Kewet and City-El

accounted for an average of 19% of the total distance households traveled during their diary

week, yet they were driven, on average, for 41% of all trips. The percentage of household

trips for which a NEV substituted ranged from a low of 10% to a high of 72%. The percentage

of miles for which a NEV substituted ranged from a low of 6% to a high of 43%. The number

of miles traveled by a household in a NEV during its chary week ranged from a low of 12 miles

to a high of 106o As we expect, there is a moderately strong statistical correlation between the

number of trips and the number of miles. However, there is no such associatton between the

propomon of trips and the proportion of miles. That is, the households move through such

different activity spaces, that the subsutution of a NEV for a given proportion of trips does not

lead to a predictable proportion of miles the NEV travels.
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chfference m the proportion of travel assigned to different modes is within the effect of NEVs

on bicycle use. Since there are no bike trips in Sacramento, the NEV replaced no bike trips,

but in Davis, 48 of the 242 (20%) of the NEV trips replaced bike trips

Table 4.7: Travel Mode for which the NEV Substituted by City

Mode for which the City

NEV Substituted

Observed Count Davis Sacramento Total

ICEV 151 93 244

NEV 34 26 60

Bicycle 48 0 48

Walk 9 7 16

Total 242 126 1t 368

Note ICEV1 and ICEV2 combined into a single category

Table 4.8 shows the near complete dominance of automobiles in Sacramento. This dominance

demonstrates itself both in the higher proportion of travel accomplished in motor vehicles and

the hrnited number of different travel modes used by households in Sacramento. Even with the

NEV, households m Sacramento relied on their own gasoline cars for 61% of their trips, while

households in Davis used their own motor vehicles for only 28% of trips. While Davis

residents used a total of 7 different modes, Sacramento residents used only 3. The modes that

were used in Davis, but not in Sacramento, were used relatively infrequently compared to

motor vehicles. However, coUectlvely they accounted for 18% of trips made by our Davis

households.
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Table 4.8: Total Travel Mode Frequencies by C ~’

Davis Sacramento

Mode Count Probability Cumulative Count Probability Cumulative

Probability Probability

ICEV 1 114 0.24 0.24 174 0.49 0.49

ICEV 2 18 0.04 0.28 42 0.12 0.61

NEV 240 0.51 0.79 124 0.35 0.97

Bicycle 67 0.14 0.93 0 0.00 0.97

Carpool 12 0.03 0.96 0 0.00 0.97

Other 2 0.00 0.96 0 0 00 0.97

Tran.sit 3 0.01 0.97 0 0.00 0.97

Walk 16 0.03 1.00 I2 0.03 1.00

Total [1472 352

Note Cumulauve probabdmes may not sum due to rounding

Ultimately, these differences in mode choices represent differences in travel networks and land

use. A wider variety of modes are used m Davls because the travel networks and land use are

more amenable to non-motorized travel. Recall though our caveat about the effect of using

only UC employees an the study. Especially m Davxs, we have selected households with at

least one member who travels daily to the UC campus. The campus is the central hub of the

town’s transit system and IS specifically designed to encourage bicycle and pedestrian access,

while excluding automobiles. With this reminder, we note that the NEVs were used for 51%

of alJ, trips in Davxs. In contrast, in Sacramento the NEVs were used for 35% of all trips.

Household Response to the NEVs: Overall Impressions

For the most part, impressions of the NEVs were remarkably consistent across households and

between the two cities. Virtually all the households found the NEVs to be quiet, easy to handle

and park, and enjoyed knowing that driving a NEV was less polluting than driving their car.

Charging the vehicles at home was an easy task and a convenience for most households. Most

participants felt the NEVs have tremendous potential, but that at the state of development

represented by the Kewet and Cxty-Com vehicles, NEVs were inadequate to provide for many

dally needs. Some concerns had to do with vebacle attributes that households already consider
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m their vehicle purchases: body style vehicle stz~ and r ~mpact on safety and payload. Other

concerns had to do with new attribgk -- short, .’rag range, low top speed, and home

recharging. The week trial allowed the household to begin to learn what these new attributes

may mean to their vehicle purchase decisions.

Our respondents expressed several reservations regarding the NEVs they drove. Safety was a

concern Poor acceleration and slow top speeds made participants feel unsafe in fast moving

traffic. In a few households, the short range and long recharging time combined to hmit travel

m the vehicle. Several participants noted that during their trial week they tended not to combine

trips in the NEVs out of fear of running out of charge. Finally, virtually all households with

children felt that the passenger room m both vehicles was inadequate for their family.

This excerpt from the notes of the interview with AC (a household made up of a single adult,

who owns one car) summarizes common responses to two of the capablhty constraints (speed

mad range) imposed by the NEV:

"AC thought the Kewet was fun, but overall she found it was not very useful for
her daily travel. One round trip between home and work exhausted the NEV’s
range. If she took it to work, she couldn’t make any additional work-related or
personal trips that day without returning home to get her gasoline car. She did
not look for a place to recharge the vehicle at work to extend the vetucles daily
range. In addition, she makes regular, weekly trips to visit family that require
longer range. The driving range constraint required too much advanced planning
for her lifestyle.

"’The slow speed of the vehicle forced her to take a new, non-freeway route to
work. She often felt that she was holding up traffic, that other drivers were
impatient with her and that she might get hit.

"On the positive side, AC liked the fact that the Kewet was non-polluting and
quiet. She felt she would need 50 miles of range and 40 mph top speed for her to
consider buying it. Even then, it could not be her only vehicle."

The interview with AC also highlighted social processes in the early market for NEVs. Her

week-long trial was a neighborhood event. On several evenings she was questioned at length

by her neighbors about the vehicle and she gave children from the neighborhood short rides

around the block, too.

AC was not able to create a NEV space because of the range and speed constraints imposed by

the NE¥. The round trip distance between her home and work was at the limit of the NEVs

driving range. Thus the NEV would have to be a commute only vehicle; her workplace would

be the only destination in her routine (weekday) activity space° Conversely, if she did not

commute to work in the NEV, then her usual after-work destinations could be m her NEV
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explore how households constructed, or failed to construct, a NEV space. We also explore

how a NrEV might be incorporated into the households’ vetucle holdings.
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Changes in Household’s Activity Space

The previous section examined changes in travel across the whole sample of households to

highlight aggregate changes in travel. We saw that the NEVs replaced a higher proportion of

trips than of miles. We determined that acttvities that impose strict scheduling requirements

through authority and couphng constraints result in travel that tends to be inflexible in its timing

and regular in its occurrence. In tins sectton, we treat the households more as single entities.

We use them as case studies to dlustrate the extstence of mode specific activity sub-spaces, to

discuss the variety of adaptive strategies to driving range, to highlight the interaction between

travet mode choice, infrastructure and land use, and to explore how these households might

incorporate a NEV into their vehicle holdings.

Mode Defined Activity Sub-Spaces

In D~Lvis, we find evidence of activity sub-spaces accessed by different travel modes. In

Sacramento, we do not find these sub-spaces. Our small sample of Sacramento households

uniformly and regularly accesses virtually all out-of-home activities by automobile. Thus,

the Iunds of trips the NEV was used for, and the modes of travel that it replaced, differed

systematically between the two locations as we saw in Table 4.8. Most participants in

Sacramento rarely left home by any means other than their cars. They did not have mode-

defined activity sub-spaces; their activity spaces were almost entirely accessed by private

passenger cars. In contrast, some of our sample households in Davis used bikes extensively.

These households consistently access a distinct set of activities by bicycle than they access by

car. "[’heir bicycle and automobile activity spaces have regular and well-def’med (if sometimes

overlapping) boundaries. The existence of mode-defined activity sub-spaces does appear to be

an organizing principle for travel in some Davis households.

Trave,1 in Sacramento was dominated by a single mode--the automobile. Only one UCDMC

participant walked regularly (to work) and no one biked regularly (to travel to some activity 

as an activity itself). Public transit was perceived as being directed toward locations outside

the hcmseholds’ activity spaces and as maposing too strict scheduling constraints. This was

especially true regarding trips to workplaces. Transit was rarely used by any participant, even

when available near home or work. Specific problems included redirect routes and multiple
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transfers required to get to work and transit schedules ~a~ did not meet work schedules. The

NEV almost exclusively replaced automobile trips in Sat qento.

Residents in Davis were more likely than those :n Sacramento to already have mode-defined

activity sub-spaces. Bicycles provide access to work~ ~’e University campus), grocery and

other shopping, especially to the university campus and downtown. Trips to run errands

during the day before returning home were made on foot or bike, if bike was the mode taken to

work. Cars and bikes were used for local trips, but only cars were used for out-of-town

travel. In addition, many Davis households noted they had altered their hfestyle to reduce the

number of local automobile trips and had consciously chosen to cycle as much as possible.

E and G made a conscious decision to sell three of their four cars and remain a one car

household. J and K noted that if they expected their son to get around town on his bike, they

had to be willing to do the same. Public transportation was rarely used by any of the Davis

participants, although one household had a member who carpooled to work ha Sacramento.

Therefore, in Davis, the NEV replaced both bike and car trips. These trips included trips to

UCD, downtown, some shopping, the post office, bank and other local activitaes. Trips out of

town, trips within town that required travel on high speed streets (speed hrmts in excess of 35

mph), and trips with more than one passenger could not be made in the NEVs.

The NEV most often replaced bike trips when the main reason for tiding a bike was

environmental, not convenience. Participants perceived that the NEVs prowded "guilt-free"

driving, an opportunity to take a "car" without worrying about polluting the environment. If

the bike was used for a specific trip because it was more convenient than a car, households

speculated that bikes would be chosen over NEVs t~ven if the NEV was a permanent part

of their repertoire of travel tools. For example, the UCD campus does not allow motor vehicle

traffic in the campus core. For UCD employees who live in Davis and work in the campus

core, travel to work by bicycle is generally faster than by car and parking is easier and much

less expensive (free for a bike). Under these conditions, the NEV is unlikely to be substituted

for their bike.

Several subjects noted that the Kewet felt like a cross between a bike and a car: it had larger

cargo area and protection from the elements like a car, but the slower speed and perceived

vulnerab,.::ry of a bike. J and K felt the City-E1 was so small so vulnerable and so limited in

storage space that they simply stopped driving it by the end of their trial week. They preferred

to ride their bikes along off-road paths and quiet streets.
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The specific existence of a "bicycle acuvity space" does indicate that households will create

actrcxty sub-spaces distinguished by travel modes, but does not itself appear to be posmvely

associated with desire to buy a NEV. The NEV must sufficiently distinguish itself from a

bicycle to trigger a purchase intentaon. In several households this means the vehicle must be

sufficiently larger and faster than a bicycle, while remaining sufficiently less expensive than an

automobile. For many of our Davis households, a velucle must have the requisite performance

to reach nearby towns before it is sufficiently distinguished from a bicycle to be senously

considered for purchase. This performance level is well beyond the NEV examples that these

households drove. This echoes the response of the Davis residents who took part in the ride-

and-drive clinic, as reported in the previous chapter.

NEV Space and the Routine Activity Space

Capabihty constraints (vehicle range, speed and payload), as well as coupling and authority

constraants, deternuned the boundaries of the NEV space and the overlap of this space with

other mode sub-spaces. We identify four types of aclavitles important to mode-defined activity

sub-spaces:

1) Activities that define the boundaries of each mode defined sub-space;

2) Activities within the sub-space;

3) Activities outside the sub-space; and

4) Activities that belong to more than one mode-defined sub-space.

The acUvIties at the boundaries between sub-spaces highlight important constraints. The other

threx,’ types of actlvities determine the value a household might place on the travel mode that

defines the space. They determine the activities to which each mode allows access, those

activities to which another mode must be taken (or the activity rescheduled or forgone), and

whether each mode clearly differentiates itself from other modes.

Almost every person in Davis who drove the Kewet indicated the entire town was accessible to

them in that vehicle, but any activity location outside town was not accessible because of the

capabihty constraints imposed by the NEVs driving range and top speed. Parts of town to

which they chd not travel in the Kewet were seldom visited by any mode. The question

remains, to what extent do the boundaries of Davis, which formed the boundary of the

objective spatzal structure that can be accessed in a NEV, coincide with the boundaries of the

household’s routine activity space? That is, we expect the bomadary of the NEV space of

Davis residents to be no larger than the city limits. What we must determine is:
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the importance of trips beyond the town’s boundary to the hfestyle choices of
the households;

whether they construct a set of travel tools that includes a NEV; and

how they differentiate the use of NEVs, cars, and bikes within the town limits

Our sample of households in Davls contains some households that leave Davis less than

weekly and others that travel beyond the city hrmts daily. However, this simple distanction

alone does not determine which households construct a useful NEVspace from those that do

not. The frequency of such raps, the usual travel mode, the activity for which the trip was

being made and the household’s vehicle holdings all contributed to whether a vehicle that was

hrnited to in-town travel alone would be seriously considered.

Within the spatial boundaries of their routine activity space, almost every household discovered

acfiviues for which some capability constraint other than driving range eliminated some

activities from their NEV space. The hmifing constraant was almost always the passenger or

payload capacity. Serve passenger raps to chauffeur children or other family members, trips

that linked chauffeuring and shopping, and trips to haul bulky items could not be made in the

NEVs. In multi-car households, another vehicle was available to make these trips and the

possibihty erasts a NEV could displace one of the vehicles in the households’ current holdings.

In households who own one car, the NEV would have to be an additional vehtcle.

Of the activities within Davis to which the NEV did provide access, it competed with cars and

bikes. Distinguishing the NEV from these two modes was often difficult for households, and

even after a week, most were still weighing the tradeoffs. The NEV offered a travel mode that

some households described as "guilt free" compared to driving their car. But the NEV was

also perceived as less safe than automobiles by almost aU the drivers in Davis. Safety concerns

were expressed both with vehicle size and acceleration capability. Compared to a bike, the

NEV was more comfortable and could carry larger loads, but only inclement weather rendered

the NEV superior to a bicycle for many households. Bicycles were often more convenient

because NEVs were subject to the same restrictions as cars, especially on parking. Bicycles

were certainly perceived as less expensive. There was no consensus perceptton of the relative

safety of the NEVs and bikes. Some people felt much safer in the NEV, others felt safer on

their bikes.

The important distinctaon between in-town and out-of-town trips and the inability of NEVs to

access out-of-town trips meant three households in Davis would not now buy a NEV. Two of

the three speculated that as children came of driving age, a NEV might be the vehicle they
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would add to their vehicle holdings to accommodate increased demand for a ve~cle One

household speculated that if NEVs were offered as compact pickup trucks, they might buy one.

However, since this would be a vehicle for hauhng materials for home, garden and art projects,

the possibility existed that the locations of the supplies might be outside the range and speed

capability of a NEV. The household that drove the Qty-E1 was simply unable to construct a

meaningful NEV-space. They concluded a bicycle was a superior travel mode for virtually any

trip for which they might use this particular NEV.

Two of the households constructed "large" NEV spaces. They accessed many acUvities on a

daily basis in the NEVs, and these activities included a substanUal portion of all activities in

which the households engaged. In both cases, most activities accessed by the NEV had

prewously been accessed by automobile. In one household, the NEV would be an additional

vehicle. In the other, the NEV would exactly replace the travel of an ICEV already assigned

only to in-town trips.

Respondents in Sacramento could not access the entire objective spatial structure of the

conurbation in wtuch they hve (the enttre metropolitan Sacramento area) in a NEV. The

dastinction between in-town or out-of-town trips did not determine the practical limits of the

NEV space as it dad in Davis. Rather the interplay between vebacle performance capabiliUes

and roadway infrastructure define the ILrrtits of households’ NEV-spaces in Sacramento. In

tlus ~etting, coupling or authority constraints (most commonly associated with trips to work

and ,,;erve passenger trips, but also some social and recreaUon trips) played a more important

role m determining the boundaries of the NEV space.

WbiJe changes to roadway infrastructure and laud use patterns in Davis might enhance the

operating environment for NEVs, the existing conditions are not prohibitive to NEVs. In

cont~ast, so much of the existing infrastructure and land use in Sacramento is not amenable to

NEVs that changes to some elements of the objective spatial structure may be necessary to

make NEVs attractive to many households. In the absence of these changes, NEVs may have

to be selectively marketed m specific neighborhoods. We could always build bigger, faster

NEVs, but at some point the vehicle ceases to be a neighborhood vehicle. We explore the

imp~tct of roadway infrastructure and land use on NEV travel in the foUowing sections.

Changing Routes to Activities

The inability of NEVs to travel on freeways, urban expressways and other high speed roads

required several participants to search for altematwe routes to activities that were otherwise

within the driving range of the NEV. Whether an acceptable alternatxve could be found was
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crucial to households’ abihty to create z, EV-space. Finding such routes was typically more

difficult m Sacramento than in Daws.

In an attempt to deal with the NEV’s speed hrmtat~ons, many Sacramento participants altered

their regular routes, leaving the freeway to drive on surface streets. For example, CL had to

drive a very different route to UCDMC from her North Sacramento home to find a safe bridge

to cross the American Raver. Her usual commute route was almost entirely along Interstates 5

and 80. She made an active search for a new NEV-route to UCDMC. Tins involved extenswe

driving through the grid-like network of low speed downtown streets to access one of the two

bridges across the A.rnencan River on which the NEV could be driven. Any of these alternative

routes added time, but little &stance, to her commute trip.

In addition to searching for entirely new routes, households switched to alternate routes that

were already used occasionally. YC often commutes to work on surface streets, but commutes

home on the freeway because it takes her past one of her usual grocery stores. In the Kewet,

she commuted both to and from work on her usual surface street route. Thus she changed her

route home from work and to the grocery store to a route she sometimes used anyway.

Land Use and Infrastructure Limits on Route Ghoiee

A household’s ability to find an alternative route was heavily influenced by the types of roads

available and the speed and acceleration capabilities of the NEV. In Sacramento in particular,

we see the effects of existing urban infrastructure on households’ ability to create a useful NEV

space. Some households were located in residenlaal enclaves surrounded by high-speed roads.

The high-speed streets served as barriers to access to all but a limited number of activities.

Even the larger, higher speed EI-Jet (as compared to the City-El) was not a comfortable

vehicle for many households to use. Unfortunately, these land use and transportation

infrastructure patterns are typical of the majority of the suburban communitaes surrounding

downtown and madtown Sacramento. Indeed, this land use pattern is typical of suburbs

throughout California and the nation.

Household 15 lives in a suburb typical of these residential enclaves surrounded by high-speed

roads. Virtually all retail and commercial acttvity near this neighborhood can only be accessed

by entrances from these As. Within this land use pattern, this household was almost

completely unable to cot -’act a meaningful NEVspace with the City-El. To access almost

any activity, they had to travel on at least one of these high-speed streets. After a few

ext)erimental trips, the City-E1 was largely relegated to visitang garage sales and other trips

w~tban the neighborhood. Its one substantive use was for the work commute of the female
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head of household, but as ttus trip is usually made by walkang or carpooling, using the NEV

for this trip was not viewed as a use that would trigger a NEV purchase.

Household 15 faced patterns of land use and roadways hostile to NEVs, but such ublqultous

patterns were not required for barriers to exast to NEV use. A single roadway or geographic

feature can represent a sufficient barrier to a household creating a useful NEV-space. We saw

examples of this in Davis and Sacramento. To access the university campus and downtown

Davis, residents of west Davis must cross State Highway 113, to access the Me&cal Center

and downtown Sacramento, residents of north Sacramento must cross the American River. In

both cases, only a limited number of options are avadable to make the crossing. The City-E1

was judged to be a poor replacement for a bicycle in one west Davis household because the

choice of routes across Highway 113 dictated that the City-E1 be driven on a busy street with

several traffic signals, whereas a bicycle allowed access to the rest of town by way of quiet,

residential streets and a pedestrian and bicycle over-crossing of the highway. S~milarly, the

American River represents a linear element of the objective spanal structure of Sacramento

across which traffic flow is restricted to a few bridges. As discussed above, this affected CL’s

ability to access UCDMC from her home north of the river.

Of the households in the two cities, Daws residents were more likely to feel the NEV could

accon~amodate most of then" daily travel. The city is small and relatively compact, there is easy

access to most locations within the city, it has many of low speed streets, and alternative

transportatton options, such as biking, are readily available. In contrast, Sacramento ~s much

larger, has many busy, high speed streets, and it is more difficult to use alternative forms of

transportataon unless your destination is downtown. In addition, many of the lower speed

roads ,are intentaonaUy designed not to connect different actavity locations themselves, but rather

to be collector streets for major roads that connect activity locations.

Household Response to a Distance Budget

Withal the one week trials, we did not expect to observe "stable" adaptations to distance

budgets. Households did not always explore the full extent of the NEV’s range (though one

driver did run out of charge two blocks before reaching home and two others drove the Kewet

far enough that it switched into its reduced performance "limp home" mode). We expect that in

the lorlg run, the actual NEV space that these households create will be different from those in

the on,e-week trials. Therefore, we do not analyze the extent of those spaces per se, so much

as we ,examine the adaptive strategies used to create those activity sub-spaces.
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A short driving range impc -s a chstancc -~udget on household travel choices. Just as different

households have chfferent ~, ~ .racial budgets and time schedules, households will have different

responses to this new budget. An lmpo~nt tradeoff between whether to drive the NEV or a

car centered around driving range and the amount of pre-trip planning reqmred to adapt to this

new capability constraint. Adaptations to the distance budget included pre-planning the day to

decide which driver (if any) would take the NEV, switching vehicles between drivers during

the day, planned changes in trip linkages, unplanned interruptaons of trip linkages and daytime

recharging. Because of the short range of the vehicles and the long charging time, travel had to

be planned in advance. With no place to recharge besides home (and occasionally work), last

minute changes m plans required greater attention to whether the NEV was sufficiently charged

than would be paid to whether the car had enough gasoline. Along with planning individual

trips, daily travel plans had to be made conservatively; attempting too many trips or trips of too

great a length might mean being stranded.

The decislon as to which person would drive the NEV was based on the expected activitaes for

each person that day, moderated by any underlying propensity for unexpected daily variation,

e.g., last minute trips. Typically, multi-driver, multi-vehicle households decided at the

beginning of the day who would drive the NEV that day. In household 8, LK and DA both

had travel that on any given day could be accomplished in the Kewet. DA is self-employed and

his travel can be much more varied and spontaneous. Some days he will have unplanned trips

well beyond the range and speed capability of the Kewet, whereas LK’s trips to the Medical

Center are regular in occurrence and distance. Her work-related activities that require longer

travel tend to be known in advance and she can reserve a University car for these trips This

household had several options. The simple choice was for LK to drive the NEV to the Medical

Center everyday, but this does not maximize the NEV use (thus minimizing household travel

cost). DA makes more trips and drives more miles than LK almost every day. On those days

when he can drive the Kewet, the household (and society) derive greater benefit if he does

drive it. The household deternm~ed that DA would drive the NEV most days, switching cars

with LK at the hospital if he unexpectedly needed for longer range, higher speed or greater

passenger and cargo payload capacity.

Unexpected daily variation m activities can cause the NEV to be left home altogether. Some

participants (households 9, 11, I3) took their car rather than the NEV to work on one 

more occasions because the possibility existed that they might have to stay late or nm errands

during or after work. In household 10, CL and SL both work at UCDMC, but on different,

overlapping shafts. Thus they each drove separate cars each day to the Medical Center and it
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was not unusual for them to switch cars during the day at the hospital. Both concurred that tins

switching allowed them to solve almost any problem created by the Kewet’s range.

The desire to Link several activitaes can cause the NEV to be left home or change the intended

sequence of activities. For example, LK and DA stated they took a gasohne car on one

weekend day to do errands, shopping and go to the movies because they were concerned the

Kewet did not have sufficient range to make this sequence of trips. However, DA stated that

by the end of the week, he had enough confidence in the veincle’s range, that if he were

makang the same tour of trips again, he would take the NEV.

Altemafively, if the NEV is taken on a series of linked trips, the list of intended activities can

be changed to accommcxlate the NEV. In a different household, SD usually leaves the Medical

Center, picks up her son at school, completes other errands, then travels home. On one day, a

stop at the Post Office that normally would have occurred in the chain of after-work trips was

rescheduled to a day when she would be driving her gasohne car anyway. In some instances,

the NEV may force unplanned interruptions in the actlwty chain In yet another household,

after a trip to work, to lunch and a number of errands, DD had to return home to recharge the

Kewet and switch to a gasoline car to fimsh his last activity before returning home for the day.

Four households recharged the NEV during the day in addition to recharging the vehicle

ovenaight. Two of these households had access to the recharging facility on the UC Davis

campus and recharging there was primarily a convenience. However, two households used

day lime recharging to overcome perceived range limits. One driver m a household in Davis

felt uncomfortable driving across town to the UC Davis Medical School on less than half a

charge. Also, she finks several activities in longer, home-based trip sequences as a consclous

trip-making strategy. She felt the Kewet’s range limit inhibited this strategy. In response to

these, she began recharging the vehicle when she arrived home during the day so that it always

had flae greatest possible range. Lastly, CB in Sacramento began recharging at the Medical

Cenler after running out of charge of few blocks from home. This reqtured she park illegally

and would have required a more acceptable solution ff the NEV were a permanent part of her

set of household travel tools.

Daily activity planning, strategies to deal with day-to-day variability in travel, and day-time

recharging are likely long-term adaptations to the distance budget imposed by the driving range

lurfi|~ of NEVs. On-going interruptions of activity sequences are less likely to be tolerated.

Vel~tcle specialization makes the choice of winch veincle to drive--the NEV or a gasoline car--

easier, as does the availability of other viable travel alternatives to a household vehicle.
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Passenger and Payload Capacity: Authority and Coupling

Constraints Revi~ited
While range and speed determined which acnvities could be contained wittun the NEV space,

the overlap between the NEV-space and the car and bike sub-spaces was often determined by

the passenger or payload capacity of the vehicle. In combination with limited passenger

capacity, coupling constraints to other household members (or persons outside the household)

often determined whether the NEV was used for a particular trip. With the possible exception

of one of the single-adult households (who drove the two-seat Kewet), all the households felt 

one-seat vehicle such as the City-E1 was too impractical. The coupling constraints between

people (e.g., chauffeuring children, doing errands, carpooling to work, going to parties with

friends) cannot be overlooked. Although travel surveys in~cate many of us travel alone in our

cars for most trips, the inability to travel with another person was often as important a

constraint on use of a NEV as was range or speed. Less often, the payload capacity of the

NEVs made them better choices than bikes, but impractical for some trips assigned to a car.

The Impact of Children in a HousehoJd

The number and age of cbAdren in the household affected the ability of the Kewet to fulfill

certain "chauffeur children" traps (a sub-set of "serve passenger" trips). Infant children take 

a great deal of space ha a vehicle. Child seats, strollers, diaper bags, toys, changes of clothes,

coolers for milk and food all mean an infant child reg~l~ly occupies much more space in a

vehicle than their small size would indicate. Because It has only one seat, the City-El was

precluded from ever being used for chauffeu~g children regardless of age.

CL often stops at daycare to pick up her young son and then stops at the grocery store before

going home after work. In the Kewet tiffs sequence of activities was not possible because there

was not room for her son, all his gear, and groceries. Since she had to return directly home

from daycare to switch cars before making the grocery shopping trip, the Kewet was much less

convenient than her own car. This sequence highlighted the NEVs passenger and cargo limits.

BMP and MP also hadicated the Kewet was too small for them and theh-~young children.

However, in this household, vehicle size was rarely a problem alone. Most trips for which the

Kewet was too small were also too long for the Kewet. The trips they all take together are

usually out of Davis. GM and GH could use the Kewet to get anywhere ha Davis. The

passenger limit came into play in fulfilling carpool obligations (a form of coupling constraint)

when talcing their daughter and her friend to school
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YC makes a least one trip a week in which she and all three children are m the car. If for no

other reason than she must carry four people, tins weekly trip must be put in her car-space, not

her NEV-space. SD believes that the speed and range of the Kewet are very nearly adequate,

but for as many as 70% of her trips she has her son and a friend m the car with her. This

precludes use of the Kewet. Parents who are unwilling to leave young children at home,

couples who do errands together, even a desire to take a pet along for the ndemall required

more seats or space than either the City-E1 or Kewet provided. In these cases, actavities that

coukt otherwise easily be accessed m the NEV based on its range and speed, were instead

acce,,;sed in a gasoline car.

Many households travel to a grocery store every week to two weeks to make what they

con~nordy called "the big shopping trip". These trips entmled the purchase of as many as ten

bags of groceries. The C~ty-E1 was clearly inadequate for such a trap. Whether the Kewet

would suffice for this trip often depended upon whether another person was expected to

accompany the driver. If not, then the passenger seat and foot space could be used to hold

groceries that would not fit behind the seat. If another household member was expected to

make; this trip, then the NEV was left home and a car taken for these shopping trips. Rather

than add this activity to the NEV space, some households keep it in then" car-space because of

the couphng constraints arising from household roles of inchviduals.

Taken separately, none of these examples means a NEV space cannot be constructed, but taken

together, they illustrate the basis for the ambiguity between cars, NEVs and bikes. As the

number of activities for which the NEV cannot be used grows, it becomes more difficult for

households to see the value of the vehicle. We explore how NEV space formation affects NEV

purchase intentions in the conclusions of this section. First though, we examine how safety

perceptions of NEVs are formed and how they affect NEV space formation.

Perceptions of NEV Safety

The perceived safety of the NEVs was dominated by three characteristics of the vehicles--4heir

size, acceleration, and top speed. Safety perceptions were an absolute barrier to NEV purchase

intention in only one household, but were a source of some reflection in almost all households.

In general, the NEVs were perceived as less safe than automobiles; a clear consensus was not

apparent among bike riders whether they felt more or less safe in a NEV.

Unease over the small size of the NEVs manifested itself both as a fear of injury in an accident

and a belief that the vehicle might not be seen by other drivers. The first was common to both

the Kewet and the City-El. Visibility was an issue only for the City-El.
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Acceleration was wldely identified as a problem when making left turns across traffic, right

turns merging into traffic and pulling away from stops. The abihty to maintain speed up grades

was also cited as a problem. One railroad over-crossing in Davis, which is a short but steep

grade, was cited by every household in Davis as a place where they were made aware of the

hmited power of the NEVs they drove One solution to the problem of malang left turns across

traffic involved makang a series of fight turns to travel around a block. Tins may sound like an

extraordinary adaptation, but in very high traffic condiUons some households made this

maneuver in then" gasoILne cars. Merging into traffic in the NEV required greater patience to

wait for a longer gap m traffic. Pulling away from stops requu’ed pushing the accelerator pedal

to the floor and waiting. As c~ted m the notes from the interview wlth AC, this can result m a

feeling the NEV driver was holding up traffic. This contributed to an increased level of anxiety

and unease. This feeling was also manifested in frustration with the vehicles’ top speed by

some households.

For some households, e.g., most households m Davis, these safety perceptions only linuted

access to a few activities¯ For others, e.g., household 15 m Sacramento, it meant a NEVspace

that contained almost no actavltaes. Several households did speculate that they might feel more

comfortable if there were more of "them" on the road. A larger percentage of NEVs in the

traffic nux might serve as their own best traffic calming devices.

NEV Ownership: Changes in Household F|eets of Vehicles

Households that expressed a positive purchase retention toward a NEV genemUy viewed it

as an additional vehicle m their household fleet, not a replacement for an existing vehicle. A

few households explored in detail how the type and number of veincles they owned would

change with the addition of a NEV. Only household 6 expressed an unequivocal positive NEV

purchase intention. Household 6 was a single adult who owned three cars. The NEV would

repla:e a gasoline vehicle that Is already used only for trips within Davis. This household’s

bagh degree of vehicle specialization, pattern of vehicle use, and lack of coupling constraints

with other household members allowed the NEV to replace the exact use of one gasoline

vehicle. We expect tha~ such one-for-one substitution of a NEV for an ICEV will be rare.

At the other end of the spectrum of vehicle specialization, household 7 has two adults and one

child. They own one car. They sold their fleet of four used vehicles and bought one, new

vehicle. The style of vehicle, a mid-size sedan, was selected as a general purpose vehicle--it

satisfied all their travel needs. They perceived that the NEV prowded additional flexibility for

trips m Davis and was a potentially very low cost vehicle. However, for this household to
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con’urtit to owning a second vehicle, that vehicle would have to be capable of trips out of Davis.

Travel to the nearby town of Woodland and a daily commute to Sacramento were both part of

this household’s routine activity space and any vehicle the household owned had to be capable

of making these trips. Their routine activity space extends well beyond the range and speed

capabilities of a NEV and they own only one vehicle capable of accessing this entire space.

Hou.,~ehold 8 illustrates how households nught restructure their velucle holdings around a

NEV. They owned a late model, compact sedan and a new sport-utility vehicle. The female

head of household typically commutes to work in the sedan. The sport-utility vehicle was used

as the male head of household’s business car and for hauhng supplies for household projects.

Either vehicle was used for out-of-town travel. They used the sedan for local errands because

it is less costly to drive. The Kewet was not seen as a suitable replacement for either vehicle.

His business takes ham well out of the Kewet’s range at least once a week. The Kewet cannot

travel out-of-town or haul large loads. They did not want to give up the compact sedan

because they were reluctant to use the sport-utility vehicle for the sequences of local activities

they typically undertake together on weekends. They did however construct a new,

hypothetical household fleet made up of the sedan, a used compact pickup truck and a NEV.

This fleet provided them all the travel tools they wanted. The sedan and NEV would be used

for virtually all their travel; the pickup truck might make only one mp a week to a hardware

store, garden nursery or other such location. They speculated that given how they would use

these’ vehicles, the used truck and a NEV would be cheaper to own and operate than the sport-

utility vehicle.

Inclusion of a NEV in Households’ Vehicle Choice Sets
Beyond the issue of how households might reorganize their holdings of vehicles to include a

NEV is the issue of the characteristics of a NEV that these households would consider for

purclaase. Households in both Davis and Sacramento felt that improvements would have to be

made to the vehicles before a NEV would be purchased. Most participants felt that increased

range (at least 40 miles per charge), increased speed (a minimum 40 mph), adchtional

passenger room, and improved acceleration were necessary.3 In Davis, these enhanced vehicle

capabilities would bring some trips beyond the Davis city limits into some households; NEV

spaces and alleviate speed-related safety concerns. In Sacramento, these enhanced levels of

3 Though the descriptive hterature that accompames the Kewet indicates it has a range of 40 rmles and a top

speed of 40 miles per hour, the range of our vebacle was between 25 and 30 miles and the top speed about 35
miles per hour
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performance were "Aewed by all households living outside the downtown area as minimal

performance leve~ This level of T~erformance was viewed as necessary to access the Medical

Center from outslc~e its immediate envu’ons. It also allowed safe travel along the high speed

roads that connect most acuvlty locations in the urban area. The longer range made possible

hnks between non-work activities and the work trip. Longer range also brought into the NEV

space those (usually few) actaw~les that were beyond the speed and range capabihtles of the

vehicles used in this study.

In Sacramento, a htgher top speed and greater range were perceived as necessary because the

households’ routine activity space includes places that are relatively further away from home

(than in Davis) and are most conveniently accessed by travel on bagh speed roads. Some Davis

residents also desh’ed a top speed of at least 56 mph, primarily for trips to the nearby town of

Woodland and for tmvehng along the few higher speed roads in Davis. Range was less of a

problem in Davis, due to the small size of the town. Fatmhes m both groups desired adchtional

passenger seats so they could travel together. Faster acceleratton was desired primarily for

safety purposes, for example, when merging onto a busy street.

Overall, most participants felt the NEVs were prorms,~lg and fun, but neither powerful nor

large enough to displace any of then" current velucles. Given the current market prices for the

NEVs used in this study, an automobile was seen as a better value because it is an all-purpose

vehicle. Nonetheless, the requested improvements in NEV performance were relatively

modest. What is mare important, participants were not simply asking for a neighborhood

gasoline vehicle.

NEV Buyers? Some Counter-Examples

The image we have developed of likely NEV buyers is that of a single person or couple (with

or without c~dren) whose activity space is amenable to access by a NEV. They have few

authority constrmnts imposed on them. They own a specialized fleet of vehicles, and thus have

travel tools to overcome coupling constraints. These characteristics allow the household to

construct a NEV space. Below, we discuss one household that completely defies tiffs haaage,

yet had a positive purchase intention toward NEVs and another household that matches this

profile, yet adamantly rejected the NEVso

NEV Use In A Tightly Constrained Activity Space

Household 9 is not our prototypical NEV buyer. The female head of household is a single

mother of three. She owns one carEan aging, compact station wagon. The station wagon is
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becoming increasingly unrehable. She is currently looking to replace it with a newer (but stall

used) mid-size sedan because she needs the additional room as her children grow older. To

her, the single most posiUve characteristic of the NEV was its ability to reduce her travel costs.

This was dramatized for her when she realized she had not put gas m her car the week she had

the Eewet.4

In many households, flexibility, clue to an absence of coupling and authority constraints and

the presence of multiple vehicles, was the key to adapting to a NEV. In contrast, in this

household, multiple constraints created a very regular and tightly confined time-space prism in

which YC can move. The limited geographic extent of her activity space is highhghted by the

fact this was the only household in which the proportion of miles replaced by the NEV

exceeded the proportion of trips. YC traveled 43% of all her miles during the chary week in the

NEV, while using the NEV for 38% of her trips. The presence of children and the absence of

another parent to share responsibilities lrnposes very ught couphng constraints on her activities

Her moblhty Is lirmted, her routine activity locations are located w~thm a few miles around

home and she very rarely makes spontaneous out-of-town trips. Her work schedule at the

hospJ,tal Imposes a strict authority constrmnt. In additmn, she lives approximately 10 miles

from work, well enough within the round trip range of the Kewet to allow her to complete one

or two other activities on her way to and from work.

Three specific activity locations and one trip whose activity was not specifically defined lay

outside the NEV space she created during the week she had the Kewet. Weekly trips to her

mother’s lay slightly beyond the distance she was willing to travel in the Kewet. Weekly trips

to her church required travel on a freeway. Twice yearly trips to the San Francisco Bay Area

were well beyond the reach of the vehicle. Last, once a week, for various reasons, she has all

the children with her in the car. These might be shopping trips, trips to the dentist, etc. These

are always local trips.

YC indicated that with certain improvements to the vehicle (a back seat and slightly longer

range,) and better local transit, the Kewet could be a serious option for her only vehicle. She

wou]td only have to discover another route to church and rent a car for trips out of town (an

adaptataon to her aging vehicle that she was already considering) to maintain the activity space

through which she now moves. Though the NEV’s low top speed was something she had to

4 She of course had not yet had to pay for the electricity she used and we are well aware the proper cost
comparison between gasoline and electric vebacles contains much more than fuel prices We report tins
observauon because it was the event she reported that tmpacted her percepuon of the NEV
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get used to, she discovered more and more uses for It as the week progressed. Alternatively,

an inexpensive NEV would make a statable second car, allowing her to reserve her gasoline car

for those few trips per week when she might really desire increased room, speed or range.

Beyond travel: Cars as defensible space

Given their age, occupations, and resources, the members of household 13 belong to precisely

the market segment that more simplistic market analyses predict will buy electric vebacles--

young, affluent environmentalists. Given their activity space, centered in downtown and

midtown Sacramento, our act:vity analysls mdacates there is little reason they could not use a

NEV for the vast majority of their travel. J is a semor adrramstrator at a major environmental

organizauon; E owns her home and works close to ~t. Both are in their late twenties. Each

owns their own vehicle. They often travel together for social actavifies.

This household will not buy a NEV. Safety was the major concern of this household. Rather

than primarily thinking of vehicles as modes of travel, both E and J oriented their thinking

around personal safety. Then" response to the Kewet centered on the questions "how

vulner~.ble am I in this vehicle," "can someone injure me intentionally or by accident," and

"does ~s vehicle have the capacity to respond quickly if I need to get out of a dangerous

sltuat~on?" Then" answer to these questions for the Kewet was "No."

For these single women, living in downtown Sacramento, their cars were extensions of

defensible space. Both talked of their neighborhood, the environs surrounding their

workplaces, and downtown in general, as unsafe places. They moved from place to place

through an environment that they felt was generally hostile. This was also manifested in then.

general refusal to walk to any but the closest activitiesmbeing hassled on the street was too

common an occurrence.

E thought of the Kewet as a fun novelty item, but because she felt vulnerable in it, she didn’t

drive it very much. The thought of driving the Kewet made E uncomfortable, not because of a

low top speed, but rather because the small body size made her feel vulnerable to injury in an

accident and Its slow acceleration felt dangerous in what she perceives as the high crime area

around the Medical Center at night. Though the NEV would otherwise be well suited for

commuting between home and work, E would take her car in :.~. event she had to work late. J

would not drive or ride in the NEV. She had been severely injured in an automobile accident a

few years ago and she was very wary of small vehicles. She bought the vebacle she now owns

because ~t ~s the same type of vehicle as that m which she survived the accxdent. The Kewet
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vehicle that could no longer be considered a NEV.
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Conclusions

Within the context of one week trials, households explored the meamng of NEV ownership.

NEVs are very different vehicles than those with which any of our households had prior

experience. NEVs introduce urdamihar constraints on the travel of households. Reduced

driviJag range, speed capabilities, and passenger and cargo room requlre households to use

NEVs differently than they would automobiles.

We have conceptualized these constraints and their impact on vehicle use in terms of household

NEV spaces. A NEV space is a subset of the household’s activities that can be accessed in a

NEV. In addition to the capability constraints of the vehicles themselves, the schedules and

routines that households develop in response to authority and coupling constraints affect

household’s ability to conceptualize a NEV space. The existence of bicycle-spaces in Davis

households suggests that, given the option of a variety of travel tools, households do construct

sets of activities that they routinely access by different modes. These sets of activities are what

we have defined to be mode-defined, actavlty sub-spaces.

Travel by all households was controlled to a very large degree by routines formed in response

to schedules and activity links imposed by authority and coupling constraints. As we would

expex:t given the capability constraints of the vehicles, they replaced a higher proportion of trips

than of miles in all but one of our participant households.

Predicated on the performance capability of the vehicles used in this study, our 15 households

can be organized into three groups. One group we call pre-adapted. These three households

live within land use patterns and roadway networks amenable to NEVs and have sufficient

travel options to both overcome the capability constraints of NEVs and resolve conflicts arising

from schedules and routines imposed by authority and coupling constraints. Work and school

schedules, daycare centers’ hours, movie schedules, medical appointments and other activities

all irt~tpose constraints that vary in the degree to which the constrain the time as well as the place

of activities. Pre-adapted households may have a great deal of flexibility to shape their NEV

space or their existing activity space may be so tightly constrained that a NEV can provide

ready access to most all activities. One pre-adapted household expressed an unequivocal NEV

purchase intention. The two others were strongly positive.
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Another group of six households can easily adapt to a NEV with some change in vehicle

ownership, vehicle use, or activity scheduling. If a household Is willing to restructure its

holdings of vehicles, a NEV could be a part of a new household vehicle fleet. In other

households, reassignment of vehicles to different drivers, either as part of a permanent

reallocation of vehicles within the household or as part of penochc trip planning, solves any

problems created by the capability constraints of NEVs. In rare instances, activities may have

to be rescheduled to a time when a suitable vehicle is available° These six households all

required some change--an increase in top speed, range or passenger and cargo capacitymin

order to use a NEV with no lifestyle or behavioral adaptations°

Lastly, we have a group of six households for whom adapting to a NEV would be difficult.

We call these six households non-adapted. These households face significant barriers to using

NEVs. Land use and roadway barriers may sever access any actavities outside their immediate

neighborhood. Significant barriers in the form of coupling constraints between household

members may require a larger vehicle. The need to provide transportation service to other

people is often compounded by the authority and coupling constraints to which the

transportation-dependent person is subject. In non-adapted households, the capability

constraints on the speed, range or size of the NEVs rendered the vehicles virtually useless.

The maportant barriers to be overcome by our households in Davis to access their routine

activity space relate to the existence and importance of activity locations outside Davis and to

the households’ ability to distinguish a NEV space distinct from bike-spaces and car-spaces. A

technical solution to the problems created by speed and range lhnitations are possibIe--but t: e

resulting vehicle is no longer a NEV according to the definition we are using here. Sustained,

highway speed driving is required to travel to Sacramento; vehicles capable of such travel are

not within our definition of a NEV. Increasing the distinction between NEVs, bicycles, and

autos can be accomplished through vehicle design and marketing. NEVs with three or four

seats could have been used for any trip in Davis for which die City-E1 or El-Jet were not used

because of a passenger capacity limit. Only in households with only one or two people in them

was a two seat vehicle considered a practical alternative; one seat vehicles were not sufficiently

distinct from bicycles. Thus, the design solution is slightly larger vehicles with more seats.

The marketang solution is to target two seat vehicles at market segments for which the seat limit

is likely to be unimportant. These households include both retired and working adults without

children living at home. Even households with children may not require more than two seats in

a NEV, so long as the household owns more vehicles than It has licensed drivers.
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In a city such as Sacramento, it is difficult to imagine a vehicle with range less than 40 miles

and top speed less than 40 mph making serious in-roads into households living in existing

residenUal development (with the possible excepUon of the downtown and rnidtown areas).

Existing land use and transportation infrastructures appear to present formidable barriers to

household’s gaining access to their desired activities in truly low-speed vehicles. However,

areas of new development can be designed to provide households with adequate access to

actiwties. Such developments would mimic Sacramento’s downtown, or even smaller towns

like Davis° They must have a high density and variety of activity locations, accessible by low

speed roadways.
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V. HOUSEHOLD MARKETS for ELECTRIC and

NEIGHBORHOOD ELECTRIC VEHICLES:

A Statewide Survey

Sandra Rosenbloom. "Why Working Families Need a Car." Cited ha Wachs, M.
and Mo Crawford (eds.)

"’...yet much of our increasing reliance on the car reflects the way that two-worker
and single-parent households juggle the complicated responsibilines of home and
work in suburban residential and employment locations. The car offers the
flexibility and convenience essential to working parents, particularly mothers, who
often carry the double burden of working at both work and home It is hard to see
how any other option could serve the complex travel needs of such families. ’"

In the essay from which the above quote is taken, the author weaves together several trends in

American life--increasing rehance on automobiles for daily travel, increasing involvement of

women in the paid labor force, and increasing sub~rbanization of homes and jobs. She

concludes that only automobiles provide the flexJbihty and convemence that the confluence of

these three trends demands. While she accounts for the increased average ownership of

automobiles across all households, she does not address the potentml for speciahzation of

travel tools due to increased ownership of automobiles within households. It is thts potential

for speciafization though that opens possibilitaes for vehicles that are not cars or automobiles m

the sense we usually imagine them.

To test whether households in Califorma are willing to incorporate a vehicle that is clearly not a

car, into their household stock of vehicles, we included NEVs in a study of the statewide

market potential far electric and natural gas vehicles. Households throughout California were

introduced to NEVs and assessed their merits compared to other electric, alternative fueled, and

gasoline ICE vehicles. We adm~stered the survey during the spring and fall of 1994. A

fundamental premise of our research design was that, since these new vehicles will have

characteristics completely outside the experience of most people, research into consumer

responses must create an appropriate information context. EVs have driving shorter ranges

than gasoline vehicles. They can be recharged at home rather than only refueled at an away-

from-home location; however, they will requke hours, not minutes, to refuel. They axe being

promoted for their positive impact an air quality. The mast impoe, ant shortcoming of previous

studies of the electric vehicle market is their failure to address fundamental ir~:ormation :ssues

around these new vehicIe characteristtcs--consumers are well haformed about gasoline vehicles

but poorly informed about electric vetucles (Turrentine and Sperling, 1992).
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We took several steps to develop a rich decision making context for our respondents--a

context we beheve better represents the information consumers will have when EVs and NEVs

are actually introduced into the market. The survey instrument we designed not only queried

consumers, but also educated them about both the design features of electric vehicles and the

effeclLs of a daily driving range budget and home recharging on their lifestyles. Lacking such a

basis to evaluate these characteristics of EVs, consumers cannot competently imagine how such

vehicles might fit into their lives. Thus EV market research that fails to create a learning

experience and a rich information context does not measure preferences or purchase retentions,

but only consumer conservatism in the face of a new, expensive, and unfamiliar technology.

Our prior work has convinced us that households make vehicle purchase decisions based on

the characteristics of the vebacles they are considering for purchase and the characteristics of

vehicles they already own. Thus each household’s stock of vehicles must serve as part of the

context for consumer decision makang about EVs, NEVs and other alternative fuel vebacles.

Households who buy electric vehicles will be hybrid households, owning two very different

types of vehicles that they use to access distinct sets of activities. Hybrid households will

create activity sub-spaces defined by the types of vehicles they own. We see this even in

households that own only gasoline vehicles. Some already buy specialized vacation vehicles or

commute vebacles. Thus the utility a household gains from, for example a NEV, is not a

function solely of the attributes of the NEV. Rather, its utility can only be assessed within the

context of all the travel tools available to the household and the activity space of the household.

In thJ s chapter, we report the use of the activity analysls concepts in the statewide stu’vey and

the response to NEVs. The body of research that led to the development of the statewide

survey is reported elsewhere (Turrentine, Sperling and Kurani, 1991; Turrentine, Lee-

Gosellin, Sperling and Kurani; 1992; Kurarti and Turrentine, 1993; Kurani, Turrentine and

SperlLing, 1994). A more general summary of results from the statewide survey is available

(Tun’entine and Kurani, 1995)

Implementing Activity Analysis Concepts

The l~ousehold NEV trials reported in the previous chapter and our previous work (see in

particular Kurani, Turrentine and Sperling, 1994) provided us with the information and

impetus to implement important actavity analysis concepts in a mail survey. All our previous

EV and NEV market research had involved a high degree of interaction with our respondents.

We had conducted focus groups and lengthy phone and personal interviews. To test our
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prelimmary conclusions on a larger sample, we needed to extract Important concepts from these

previous studies that could be implemented in a less interacave survey tooP.

The important concepts around which we built the survey instrument were:

,, household vehicle purchases are made within the context of the household’s
fleet of vehicles rather than individual vebacles;

¯ households must have access to comparably detailed mformatton regarding all
the types of vehicles considered for purchase;

Further, to understand the impact of limited range, home rechargang and linuted top speed on

then" lifestyles, households must reflect on:

° their routine activity spaces;

,, whether then" activity space can be subdwided by different travel modes; and

® their critical destinataons.

We believe that households who can construct NEV spaces will perceive NEVs as viable travel
tools based on the case studies of golf communitles, ride-and-drive climes and household NEV

trials. Certain household characteristics appeared to facilitate the formataon of this NEV space.

These included the presence of additional travel tools (in suburban cities this primarily means

ownership of more than one car) to overcome potentially binding couphng constraints and

NEV spaces that contained important routine activities Ioeated near home or work. The

objective spatial structure also affected NEW space formation. Households must be able to

access their routine activities via networks of NEV-amenable roadways.

In our prior studies of household adaptation to driving range, we found three concepts

determined the minimum driving range households would accept for one of their vehicles

(Kurani, Turrenfine, and Sperling, 1994)

The householffs routine activity space, defined by the set of activities that the
household accesses on a daily and weekly basis (including all the other
associated dimensions--location, mode, route, etc.);

° A critical destination is a destinataon that a household member feels they must
be able to reach even if the "unlimited range" gasoline vehicle is not available.

I We did not design a survey instrument which required less effort from our respondents than did our prevmus
interviews. The survey respondents provided themselves, and were prowded by us, wtth a tremendous amount of
mformauon How much of thzs they used to make their dectstons regarding electric vehicles was up to them.
But m keeping with our research premtse, we and our respondents needed to create an mformauon context m
which they could competently imagine using and buying EVs and NEVs.
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¯ A range buffer is the minimum distance the vehicle must still be able to travel
when it arrives home at the end of the day2.

In that study, we also observed that many households changed their driving range choices as

they began to explore what it meant to be a hybrid household. The three building blocks

households used to determine the mimmum range vehicles they could use, the shifting of range

choices within households, and the different range choices made by different households all

suggest an EV market segmented by driving range.

We used this idea of market segmentatton by demand for driving range to create four classes of

electJ-ic and hybrid-electric vehicles in our survey. These vehicle types are summarized in

Table 5.1. The descriptions of electric vehicles provided to the respondents are m Appendix F.

The vehicles with the shortest driving ranges are NEVs. They are also defined to be non-

freeway capable. Community electric vehzcles (CEV) have longer ranges and top-speeds that

make them capable of travehng on freeways. Regional electric vehicles (REV) have still longer

ranges and higher top speeds. We also offered our respondents a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)

that has the longest (total electric plus ICE) driving range of any of the electric vehicle options.3

Table 5.1: Range and Top Speed Characteristics of EVs in the Statewide Survey

Driving Range, Top Speed,
EV ’Type

Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV)
i

Community Electric Vehicle (CEV)1

Regional Electric Vehicle (REV)1

Hyblid Electric Vehicle (I-IEV)1, 2

miles mph
i,, i

40 40

60 to 80 75

120 to 150 85

140 to 180 85
Notes"
I.
2

Velucle range depends on body style and choice of battery opuons.
The battery-only driving range vanes from 40 to 80 n’ales.

2 The range buffer did not change much between households: across many different kinds of households m

many dtfferent locattons, the range buffer was about 20 nules
3 The HEVs we offered to our respondents were designed as "range extenders". The vetucles operate on battery
power until they reach a pre-detemuned depth of d~scharge. At that point the IC engine provides power for
battezy ehargang. Of all the possible hybrid designs, we chose this as a representauve hybrid because it is
relatrcely simple to explain and the deszgn m intended only to extend range, not to prowde either base power or
peak power, or to meet some other performance goal.
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The Survey Sample

We sampled from those households whom we believe make up the single largest group of

potent=al hybrid ho~eholds--that is, potential buyers of electric vehtcles. Household selectaon

criteria included: own two or more vehicles; buy new vehicles; own one 1989 or newer velucle

and one 1986 or newer vehicle; and at least one of the/r vehicles is not a full-szzed velucle. The

ages of recrmts were matched to age distributions m the California new car market. The

households sampled in this study represent about one thud of the annual hght-duty vehicle

sales in California.4

Seven hundred and fifty households were recruited by market research fn.ms in stx

metropolitan areas of Cahfornia: the San Francisco Bay Area, Sacramento, Fresno, Los

Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Diego. Parttcipants were paid a 50 dollar incentive for

completed surveys because of the tzrne demands of the survey and to prevent the study from

being biased toward those interested in the subject. A total of 454 households returned

completed surveys at the end of the survey administration period. The response rate of useful

surveys was 69 percent.

Because of the sampling scheme, we did not expect many households to choose a NEV. We

did not sample households based on whether the objective spatial structure in which they lived

was amenable to NEV use nor did we sample from households whom we a prwri expect to

have activity spaces amenable to NEVs. We did not sample in communities especially

designed for NEVs (such as Palm Desert) nor in places that are otherwise very suitable for

NEVs (such as Davis). Thus, the image that the households created of their own activity space

during the survey is not only useful to them in then" decision maksng, but is crucial to otu

interpretations of these households’ vehicle choices.

The Survey Instrument

Households were recruited by phone, sent a survey packet, and the packets returned via mail.

This survey was divided into four parts and was designed to be completed over several days to

encourage critical evaluation of the options. The four parts were:

o Preliminary survey of household vehicle holdings, purchase intentions for
next new vehicle, demographics, and environmental attitudes;

4 Baseline studies of the Califorma auto market do not include all of the household demograpbac criteria used m
this study to select households Therefore we cannot glve a more precise estimate We have crossed referenced
sales figures for Cahfornm with a 1990 Newsweek study of the auto market to arrive at our esttmate of the
proporuon of annual new |ight duty vehicle purchases made by our sample.
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Three day travel diary for two primary household drivers; survey of thetr
travel and refueling patterns; and a map of the households activity space;

Information video and reprinted articles from mass media that discuss
emissions impacts of electric vehicles and demonstrate refueling and
recharging routines and other features of electric and compressed natural gas
vehicles; and

Two vehicle purchase exercises for the household’s next new vehicle
purchase. The fast was a choice between a gasoline and an electric vehicle.
The second included six vehicle types: reformulated gasoline, compressed
natural gas, hybrid electric, and three types of battery electric vehicles,
including a NEV. Each vehicle type was described in detail, offered in a
range of body styles and trim levels, and offered with several options. A price
list was mcluded. Pamcipants recorded their choice and answered a few
follow-up questions about their choice.

C, reating an Image of the Household Activity Space

In part Two of the survey households created visual images of their acuvity space through a

time-line travel diary and a road map of the region in which they live. These instruments were

used to develop the activity analysis concepts from our previous EV and NEV market research

work. Two drivers, usually the heads of the household, kept three day travel diaries for two of

the household’s vehicles5. Follow-up questions asked them to review the diary and assess

how well it represented their travel. These questions concerned trip frequency, daily travel

dis~ace and the variability of travel from day-to-day. Also they were asked about certain

important adaptive strategies, e.g., car swapping, carpoolmg, car rental, etc. They were also

asked to review their diaries and tell us how feasible it would have been to access their

activities without traveling on a freeway, highway or urban expressway.

FolIowing the diary, these drivers sat down with a street map of their area and marked the

locations of several of their routine activitiesmhome, work, grocery stores, schools, rehgious

sites, favorite recreation locations, restaurants, family and friends, usual locations where they

bought gasoIinemand the locations of medical and emergency services. In addition, the

concept of a critical destination was explained to them and they were asked to locate this

5 This is a different scheme than used in the week-long household NEV trials where the diaries were used by
each household driver to record each person’s travel. We adopted the vehtcle c~aty as an acceptable simplification
of the diary process. Our previous work indicated that no substantial amount of travel m multt-car households
would be lost If we did not have data on transit, bike or walking trips. This slmphfying assumption is most
likely to affect household choices around NEVs, wtueh as the household trials have shown, compete with
eychng and walking in some settings. The assumption makes our NEV results eonservaUve. That is, if
households had been asked to record wallang and eychng trips, they may have been more likely to consider
choosing a NEV.
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destination on (or off) the map Once these individual locations were mapped by both drivers,

they were asked to draw a boundary around the area lhat included these activities and any other

activities they felt were important to their lifestyle.

Taken together, the diary and map build an image of the household’s activity space, define

certain critical chmensions of that space and provide the household with the context to explore

the meaning of bruited driving range. Images of the electric, neighborhood electric and natural

gas vehicles were provided in the informational video produced specifically for the survey.

Given strict tune constraints, we were not able to incorporate aa many images of different

NEVs and EVs as we would have hked. We did include images of the Kewet El-Jet and AC

Propulsions Saturn conversion.

The NEV compared to other vehicle choices

The def’mition of a NEV we provided to respondents is shown in Table 5.2. NEVs differ from

all other vetucles offered in that they are not capable of freeway travel and only come in 2, 3

and 4 seat model sedans. A sedan body style was implied by the image of the Kewet shown as

an example NEV in the video. Body styles ranging from compact to mJdsize sedans, wagons

and sport-utility vehicles, as weU as minivans, were offered for alt other electric vehicles. Ordy

gasohne and natural gas vehicles were offered in full-size body styles. The NEV differs from

other EVs in its speed and range as described m Table 5.1. Also, neither fast charging nor a

longer range battery was offered for NEVs. These options were not allowed because we

wished to reinforce the image of a NEV aa a vehicle for local travel. Battery life was warranted

to 20,000 miles. NEVs were offered at prices much lower than any other vehicle. The least

expenslve NEV could by "bought" for one half the price of the least expensive gasoline vehicle

(a compact pickup truck with the Economy trim level and no options). A 2 seat NEV with the

standard trim package and no options could be "bought" for $3,500 (after a total of $2,000 in

purchase incentives). The most expensive NEV offered was a four seat, convertible, with the

luxury trim package priced at $9,400 after incentives.6

6 We make one further observation about vehtcle prices in our survey. One difficulty with market research on
EVs and NEVs is that prices at which vehicles will be sold in the future are extremdy uncertain. In order to
focus on how people respond to driving range, home recharging, and other unique features of NEVs and EVs, we
designed choice situations m which respondents had httle incentwe to choose between vehicles based on price
alone. Wtth the exception of options specific to EVs (e.g. fast charging and battery replacement costs) the base
price of all vehicles except NEVs were roughly comparable. The prices of reformulated gasoline vehicles were
based on 1992 prices of gasohne vehicles. The base price electric, hybrid, and natural gas vehicles were bagher,
but tax credits and other incentives were offered whach offset the hlgher purchase prices. We believe it Is
reasonable to assume NEVs wdl cost much less, thus they are priced lower than all other vehicles.
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NeigJhborhood electric vehicle: Designed for around-town driving. Easy parkang,

handling and use. Comes as two passenger version or with smalI rear seat for one or two

addlt~tonal passengers. Cargo room for four bags of groceries.

Vehicle length: is I 1 ft, width is 5 ft, can park in small places, turning radius 15 ft.

Top speed: 40 mph.

Accelerates: 0-40 in 15 seconds.

Range: 40 miles.

Curb weight: 1200 pounds.

Composite structure: Fully crash tested and passes all federal crash safety standards.

Optional airbags: Yes

Elecl ricity Costs: Less than 1 cent per mile for electricity.

Recharges: 2-4 hours on 110 volt slow charge. 1-2 hours on 220 volts normal charge.
Replacement cost of battery back is just $500.

Fast charge: not available for neighborhood elecmc.

Optional solar panels: offers 7 miles extra of range on sunny day.

Standard air conditioning: Interior pre-cooled or heated while recharging

Optional air conditioning: High performance, high efficiency heat-pump

Maintenance and Service is minimal

Warranty: Motor and drive train warranted for ten years or 100,000 males. Batteries are
guar~mteed for 20,000 miles.

*The neighborhood electric is not intended for highway driving.

Meets California Zero Emissions vehicle standards for non-freeway vehicles.
Qualifies for $2000 tax credits.

Standard: AM/FM radio, pre-eooled and heated seats.

Lu~ary: Standard features plus CD Stereo system, heat pump climate control, dual airbags,
all power accessories, sunroof, keyless entry

Note. The format of this reformation has been changed from the origmal survey to fit the format of this report
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The informaUon we presented on safety represents the only non-conservative element regarding

NEVs. We specified NEVs were fully certified as meeting the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standardsman assumption that may be difficult to meet m such a small vehicle, but not

impossible. Given the response of some of our pamcipants in vehicle demonstraUons and

trials, we expect some people who are irdtially enthusiastic about NEVs will change their minds

when they confront the reality of how small NEVs can be. However, given the conservatism

of all our other assumptions regarding NEVs and the extremely conservative sampling with

respect to likely NEV markets, we are confident in the results we present next.

Vehicle Choices in a Future Market Scenario

The second vehicle choice situation in Part Four of the questionnaire immersed survey

respondents in one plausible future market scenario for motor vehicles. In developing the

scenario, we assumed consumers will be faced with a variety of internal combustion vehicles,

electric vehicles and hybrid electric vebScleSo Reformulated gasoline and natural gas vebacles

will be offered m all body styles. Electric and hybrid vehicles will not be available in full-size

body styles. NEVs will be available. The market for electric vehicles will be segmented by

demand for driving range. The longest range offered in an EV will be 180 miles for HEVs.

The longest range m a "pure" EV will be 150 miles. Within this scenario, our respondents’

vehicle choices are shown in Figure 5.1 and summarized in Table 5.3. The percentage of

respondents who chose a NEV as the vehicle they would next buy is 4.3 percent. NEVs,

CEVs and REVs account for 37% of respondents’ vehicle choices in tiffs scenario. Adding the

households that chose HEVs. brings the total electrified-vehicle market to 47% of our sample.

Figure 5.1: Vehicle Fuel Type Choices

150

EV 1, Neighborhood EV 3, Regional Gasoline, Reformed
EV 2, Commun,ty EV 4, Hybnd Natural Gas
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Table 5.3: Vehicle Fuel Type Choices

Vehicle Choice Count Probability Cumulative Prob.

Neighborhood EV 19 0.043 0.043

Con’anunity EV 28 0.063 0.105

Regional EV 119 0.267 0.372

Hyb6d EV 43 0.010 0.469

Gaso],ine, Reformed 153 0.343 0.812

Natutal Gas 84 0.188 1.000
n r

Total [ 446

Hybrid Households

Our sample of households represents potential hybrid households. After they have chosen a

vehlcle type, our sample can be divided into three types. First, those who chose an EV are

hybrid households. Those who did not chose an EV either remain potential hybrid households

or are non-hybrid households. A non-hybrid househoM is a household that meets our criteria

for inclusion in the study, but some other aspect of their vehicle ownership or activity space

prevents them from believing they could use even one limited range vehicle. Some potential

hybrM households will not choose to buy an EV for their next new vetucle, but will buy an EV

at sorae time in the future. We have anecdotal evidence tiffs group exists, but are unable to

precisely estimate its size. However, we expect the majority of households that did not choose

an EV in our choice exercises are still potential hybrid households, and are not non-hybrid

househok/s. We base this expectation on our previous PIREG interviews, where we found

that less than 10 percent of the sample of potential hybrid households in that study simply

could not adapt to arty minimum range vehicle (Kurani, Turrentine, and Sperling; 1994). From

Table: 5.3 then, 47 percent of households are hybrid households, 43 percent we believe are still

potential hybrid households, and 10 percent are non-hybrid households.

EV Shares of the New Light Duty Vehicle Market

The choice probabihties in Table 5.3 do not represent annual new car market shares. To

provide a lower-bound estimate of annual market shares we must make two adjustments,

subject to several strong caveats. First, recall our sample of potential hybrid households buys
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about one-third of the new cars and light duty trucks sold in Cahfornia every year.7 Second,

we hypothesize that over a long period of time (i.e., long compared to the period of Ume

between new car ~ archases within a household), hybrid households will choose to buy an EV

on every n occasions they buy a new car, where n is the number of vehicles they own.- On

average, the households in our sample own 2.43 cars. Third, we have found in previous work

that about 8% of a sample of households meeting the same sele~ ~,,on criteria as used in this

study were unable to adapt to limited ranges because of their travel needs. Using these factors

to adjust the choice frequencies in our sample, we estimate the lower bound on the annual

market share for the neighborhood, community and regional EVs in our study to be between 13

and 15 percent of the new vehicle market. If we include hybrid EVs, the annual market share

for electrified vehicles rises to between 16 and 19 percent.

This estimate is a lower bound estimate of the market for EVs because our sample of potential

hybrid households does not include representatives of all households that might buy EVs and

NEVs. Other potential hybrid households include:

- households winch do not laow buy new cars but would in order to buy an EV
or NEV;

¯ households winch become two car households by purchasing an EV or NEV;
and

households which do not now own cars of the likely EV or NEV body styles
but would buy such a vehicle in order to buy an EV or NEV.

While this study sheds no light on the number of households in the first two of these

categories, we observe that some households who chose EVs and NEVs in our choice

exercises, chose smaller body styles than their "preferred" body style for their next new

vehicle. If households in our sample will change body styles in order to choose an EV or

NEV, we surmise households outside our sample may too. We return to this issue in a later

section on household stocks of vehicles. Lastly, this market share estimate is extremely

conservative because it does not include any potential EV or NEV sales to fleets.

Markets for NEVs

In practice, the 19 households that chose a NEV are too small a sample to form a suitable basis

for market share estimates, so we present the estimate for NEVs simply as point of reference

from which to make observations about markets for NEVs and marketing of NEVs. The 4.3

7 This does not mean that potential hybrid households represent only a thtrd of the annual market It means
only that we have sampled one group of potentlal hybrid households who represent one-thlrd the annual new car
market
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percent our sample who chose an NEV translates into an annual share of the new car market in

California of just under 1 percent, based on the same adjustments and caveats just discussed.

We make several observations about this number. First, our sampling scheme made no effort

to identify households who live m communities and neighborhoods amenable to NEVs.

Despite this, some households dascovered a NEV was a suitable replacement for one of theh:

existing vehicles, others determine that a NEV was attractive as an additional vehicle. Lastly,

more :so than for the other types of EVs, the low cost of NEVs means sales of such vehicles

may occur in the household market segments described above from which we did not sample.

Who Buys NEVs?

Because they are few, households that chose NEVs are difficult to statistically distinguish from

house]holds that chose other vehicles. We make the following observations though based on

trends in our data that might be confumed, or refuted, on a larger sample. Households that

chose NEVs did so because NEVs provided them wlth practical, affordable travel tools, and

not out of envn’onmental mouvauons. The low cost of NEVs means more households than

expecled chose to add the NEV as an additional vehicle to their household fleet rather than

displacing an existing vehicle from their fleet. Despite this, more than half the households that

chose a NEV found they could displace one of their gasoline vehicles with a NEV.

Change in Lifestyles in Response to Environmental Problems

One question we asked about environmental attitudes rated the importance of environmental

problems compared to other types of problems on a scale that indicates what level of effort

shouk! be expended to solve them and the degree to which those solutions will require lifestyle

changes. The text of the question and answers was:

"How would you characterize your feelings about the world’s envn’onmental
problems?

"The biggest crisis and challenge of our times. The soluUons
require immediate international effort and major changes in our
economies and lifestyles.

"Among our biggest problems. The solutions require caoperation of
government and citizens. Time to reconsider our lifestyles and
make changes.

"Environmental problems exist and need some attention, but are
nunor compared to other problems in our world.

"Environmental problems are not an important problem. There is no
need to change the way we hve."
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The question was asked m the Part One of the survey, before any discussion of EVs per se.

Respondents’ vehicle choices are cross-tabulated by responses to this question in Table 5.4.

For each vebacle type, the answer with more responses than expected (under the null

hypothesis of independence) is shown in bold. Of the 454 respondents, only 3 stated

environmental problems are simply not important. We treated them as statistical outliers and

dropped them from this table. Responses to this question are missing for I0 households.

Table 5.4: Vehicle Choice by impact of Environmental Solutions on Lifestyles

Choice2 Magnitude of Environmental Problems Total

Observed Count Among biggest Minor compared Row Total
Biggest crisis problems to other problems

Neighborhood EV 2 ~ ,..~ 1 19

Cornrmmity EV 3 20 4 27

Regional EV I5 76 22 113

Hybrid EV 9 t9 15 43

Gasoline, Reform 16 90 45 151

Natural Gas 9 50 29 88

Total Count 11 54 271 116 ~ 441
Test chi-square Prob.~chi-square
Likelihood Rado 20.149 0 027~
Pearson 18.792 0 0430

On the basis of the data in Table 5A we reject the nuU hypothesis of independence between

vehicle choice and perceptions of the importance of environmental problems. Households that

chose electric vehicles were more likely, than expected t:~’:der the h3-,,thesis of independence,

to believe environmental problems are more serious and require grea~r and m~,re immediate
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lifestyle changes than are households that chose gasoline and natural gas vehicles8. On

average, NEV choosers share this concern with other EV choosers. However, they are not

inordinately concerned. They are not at all likely to state that environmental problems are our

most important crisis, requiting immechate lifestyle changes. We conclude that those who

chose NEVs are not so pre-chsposed to making large lifestyle changes that such desire is

necessary for them to choose a NEV.

The Effects of Age, Children, and Income

Life cycles are typically defined in terms of the number and ages of people in a household. The

"cycles" are mtended to capture the effects of: the presence or absence of children; children

entering "school years"; children obtaining their licenses to drive; children leaving home; and

the concomitant aging and retirement of their parents. Note that income is not an explicit

element in the definition of life cycles, never the less, the def’mitions are correlated with

income. We adapted the 10-category hfe cycle measure used by the Nauonwide Personal

Transportation Survey (NPTS). In our sample, only 6 of the 10 categories have an apprecmble

numE~er of households in them because of our sampling scheme and the correlation between life

cycle definitions, income and vehicle owners~p. Our sample contains virtually no households

of single aduIts--with or without children. Definitions of the life cycle categories that do

appear in our sample are given below.

° NCAs = no children, two are more adults (not retired)
¯ C1As = youngest child age 5 or less, two or more adults (not retired)
¯ C2As = youngest child between the ages of 6 and 15 inclusive, two or more

adults (not retired)
¯ C3As = youngest child aged 16 or older, two or more adults (not retired)
° C3SA = youngest child aged 16 or older, single adult (not retired)
¯ NCRAs = no children, two or more retired adults

In a tn’evious study (Turrentine, Sperling and Kurani, 1991), we identified a group of middle-

age adults who responded more favorably to EVs than people in other age groups. On the

basis of that conclusion and other results from that study, we speculated that households in the

life cycles containing middle-aged parents with children responded favorably to EVs because

8 We ~aote that tlus conclusion does not contradict results we have reported elsewhere regarding the importance

of en,0~ronmental amtudes in defining markets for EVs We have previously argued that envu’onmental atutudes
are relaUvety less tmportant to markets for EVs than are households’ assessments of whether EVs are pracucal
transportauon tools The fact ~s, that across all six vehicle types, the majority of all respondents beheve
environmental problems are among our biggest problems.
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they tended to: have higher household incomes; own more vehicles and have more vehicles per

driver; have more routine driving patterns; and be more cognizant of fuel savings and hfe cycle

costs. We also surmised they had stronger Ues to their communities than households without

children. What tiffs reveals is a complex relattormhlp between the market for EVs and life

cycle. Thus, we do not expect response to EVs to be a smooth funcUon of progression

through a series of life cycle classWlcations.

When we examine the choices of our respondents and cross-classify them by our hfe cycle

defmiUons, we see just the type of complex relationship discussed above. As seen in Table

5.5, it is impossible to discern an orderly, sxgtfificant relationship. Cells in the table that have

disproportionately too many responses (compared to the null hypothesis of independence) are

shown in bold.

Table 5.5: Vehicle Choice by’ Life cycle
Vehicle Choice Life cycle Total

Observed Count NCAs CIAs C2As C3As C3SA NCRAs Count

Neighborhood EV 4 6 1 5 0 0 16

Community EV 13 2 5 2 1 1 24

Regional EV 38 24 27 17 1 4 111

Hybrid EV 21 11 3 6 2 1 44
m

Gasoline, Reform. 55 25 26 22 7 9 144

Natural Gas 32 11 15 12 3 6 79

Total Count 163 79 77 64 14 21 [[ 418

Notes: The five life cycle classifications are defined as follows.
* NCAs = no children, two are more adults (not retired)

C1As = youngest child age 5 or less, two or more adults (not retired)
- C2As ffi youngest child between the ages of 6 and 15 inclusive, two or more adults (not retired)
- C3As = youngest child aged 16 or older, two or more ~ qts (not retired)
. C3SA = youngest cbald aged 16 or older, single adult ~ .rettred)
® NCRAs = no children, two or more reared adults

On-square tests are not presented since the expected cell frequencies of several cells are too small
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We do make two speculative observations regarding the households that selected NEVs. First,

households with two or more adults in which the youngest child is less than 5 years old or

greater than 16 years old chose NEVs more often than we would expect if vehicle choice and

life cycle were independent of each other. Second, neither those households made up of single

parents whose youngest child is older than 16 nor those of retired persons were likely to haven

chosen a NEV in the choice exercises.

These; tentative conclusxons point to the complexities of identifying market segments for such

diver:~e vehicles as presented in this survey. Across our whole sample (not just NEV

choo.,;ers), the C3As (two or more adults, not retired, with the youngest child older than 16)

have the highest average household income (primarily because they have more wage earners).

Both the groups from which no household chose an NEV--smgle, working adult with

youngest child older than 16 and retired adults with no children--on average have the lowest

incomes. Thus we might conjecture that higher income households are more inclined to buy

NEV:s than lower income households. However, the household category C1As (youngest

child age 5 or less, two or more adults), contains more NEV choosers than we expect, yet also

has aJa average income less than C3As.

The choices of other young families that did not choose a NEV provide further ewdence there

is no orderly relataonship between income and vehicle choice. Households in category C1As

were more likely to choose the more expensive (on average) regional and hybrid EVs than

expea’ted. In fact, we see in Table 5.5 that these households are as likely to choose a regional

EV as they are to choose a reformulated gasoline vehicle.

Households with the lowest average incomes--retired adults and single parents with older

chil&’en--disproportionately chose gasoline vehicles. This could be related to their income, as

gasoline vebicles are marginally cheaper than other types of vehicles. On the other hand,

rettred households living on fixed incomes may be less willing to risk experimentation with a

new vehicle type. In households of single adults with older children, it may be that household

members make relatively autonomous decisions about vehicle purchases. Thus despite their

high ,household vehicle ownership, individuals in these types of households may not have the

same flexibility of vehicle use as individuals in households that make joint or cooperative

vehicle purchase and use decisions.

As a final note on the role of life cycle on NEV choice and as an introduction to the next

section, in Table 5.6 below, we look at which households decided their next new vehicle

would be an additional vehicle in their household, not a replacement for an exasting vehicle.
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Across the whole sample, only 13.6 percent (57 of 420) of households indicate that the next

new vehicle they purchase will be an additaonal vehicle. Of all the hfe cycle groups, only those

households with two or more adults whose youngest child is older than 5 or older than 16

chose to add vehicles to their holdings more often than we expect. Nearly 27 percent of

households made up of two or more adults whose youngest child is older than 16 chose to add

another vehicle--nearly twice the rate of the whole sample. As we will see in the next section,

a household’s ability and desire to add more vehicles to its fleet facihtates the choice of a NEV.

Table 5.6: Life cycle by Whether New Vehicle will be an Addition to the Household

Stock of Vehicles
Life cycle Next new vehicle an addition to the Total

household fleet?

Observed Count No, replace a vehicle Yes, add a vehicle Observed Row Total

CIAs 73 7 8O

C2As 64 13 77

C3As 47 17 64

C3SA 12 2 14

NCAs 146 18 164

NCRAs 21 0 21

II 363 57 il 420
Test chi-squsre Prob.>chi-square
Likehhood Ratio 17.108 0 0043
Pearson 15.760 0.0076

Changes in Household Fleets

In the previous chapter on the household NEV trials, we chscussed how households

incorporated a NEV into their stock of vehicles. In some cases, there was the possibility of a

simple one-for-one substitutmn. In other households, while the NEV could be incorporated
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into the household fleet, we can not say the NEV "replaced" a vehicle because the household

may have made substantial reassignments in how the household’s vehicles were used. In such

a household, we say the NEV displaces a gasoline vehicle. Several households discussed the

possibility of the NEV being an additional vehicle. In a few households with younger

children, parents speculated that such an addition might be coordinated with a child becoming

old enough to acquire a license to drive. It is difficult to distinguish between replacement and

displacement of a vehicle with the data in the statewide survey. However, as we stated in the

previous section, we do have data on whether the chosen vehicles were additions to each

household’s fleet of vehicles. We cross-tabulate this data by vehicle choice in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Vehicle Choice by Whether Next New Vehicle will be an Addition to the

Household Stock of Vehicles
Vehicle Choice: Next new vehicle an addition to Total

household fleet?
Observed Count No Yes Observed Row Total

Neighborhood EV 11 8 19

Cornmtmity EV 23 5 28

Regional EV I03 16 119

Hybdd EV 41 3 44

Gasoline, Reform 135 19 154

Natural Gas 78 10 88

Total [] 391 61 ~ 452
Test chi-square Prob.>ehi-square
Likelihood Ratio 12.332 0.0305
Pearson 15.978 0.0069

Though the test statistics indicate a significant relationship does exist between type of vehicle

and whether that vehicle is an addition to the household fleet, the chi-square test depends

almost entirely on differences in households that chose NEVs. Households that chose NEVs

~re far more likely to state that this vehicle will be an additional vehicle in the household fleet

we would expect if choice of vehicle type and the decision to replace or add a vehicle were

n̄t. Among NEV choosers, 42 percent of households stated the NEV would be an
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additional vehicle in their fleet. Further, if we cross-tabulate all three variablesmvehicle type,

life cycle, and add a vehicle--we find that among NEV choosers who belong to the two life

cycle groups who choose NEVs more often than expected, 60 percent say the NEV will be an

additional vehicle. Across the entire sample, only 13.5 percent of all households choose, to add

an additional vehicle and only 12.3 percent of households that choose a gasoline vehicle.

The high level of vehicle ad&fions should not lead us to believe that NEVs were only chosen as

ad&fional vehicles. It is still true that most of all NEV choosers indicated the NEV will

displace or replace one of the household’s current vehicles. It is also true that virtually all the

households in which the NEV w~ not an additional vehicle, already own more vehicles than

they have licensed drivers. The availabdity of a "long range" vehicle is never a constraint on

any of the households’ drivers, thus at is relatively easy for them to adapt to a NEV.

The adaptations required by the households that chose a NEV may be relatively minor, given

that some of the households are simply adding a NEV to then" stock of vehicles. Further, most

of those households in which the NEV displaced a gasoline vehicIe already owned many cars

and trucks. However, simply by choosing an NEV, most of these households are making an

adaptation or adjustment, compared to their original velucle purchase intentions as expressed in

Part One of the survey.

In Part One of the questionnaire, we asked households to teU us about the next new vehicle

they thought they would acquire. We asked them what the body style of that vehicle was most

likely to be. We define this to be their preferred body style. We atso asked respondents to

consider a defining trip purpose for their cholce of body style. We provided them with the

example of a household that buys a sport-utility vehicle to make weekend ski trips, despite the

fact the vehicle is used for commuting to work most of the time. In this case, the defining trip

purpose that leads to the choice of a sport-utility vehicle rather than some other body style is

"weekend trips". One adaptation we see is the choice of an entirely different body style and

intended use for the next new vehicle. We examine these changes in body style choices and

intended use of the next new vehicle below.

Changes in Body Style Choices

qince NEVs are not part of the choice set from which consumers now choose vehicles, the

,̄ice of a NEV in our survey requires a change of body styles. In Part One of the
donnaire, we asked our respondents about their most likely choice of body style for their

,̄ vehicle. In Part Four, we then offered them a variety of vehicles-but not all

offered in all body styles. No electric vehicle could be had in a full size body
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style. Therefore we label all small, compact and midsize body styles (including minivans) 

"EV body styles" and full size body styles as "non-EV body styles". We cross-tabulate their

preferred (most likely) body style choice from Part One by their actual body" style choice m Part

Four (irrespectave of motive power) in Table 5.8. We show the expected values for each cell,

as well as the observed value, to highlight the strength of the relationship. Cells in which the

observed value is larger than the expected value are shown in bold.

Table 5.8: Actual Body style Choice by Preferred Body style

Body Style of Body Style Preference for next New Total
Chosen Vehicle Vehicle

Count

Expe, cted Non-EV Body Style EV Body Style Observed Count

Non -EV Body Style 60 10 7O

34.45 35.55

EV Body Style I50 205 355

174.70 180.30

NEV Body Style 8 10 18

8.86 9.14

!i
r,218 225 IJ 443

Tes t chi-square Prob.>chi-square
Likehhood Ratm 48.292 0.0000
Pearson 44.358 0.0000

We draw three conclusions. First, across the entire sample, people were far more likely to

choose a body style in Part Four that was smaller than their stated preference for the body style

of their next new vehicle in Part One. Second, there is almost no switching to larger cars.

Only ten of the 225 people who stated their likely body style choice was one of the smaller EV

body styles chose a larger, non-EV body style vehicle in the choice exercise. Again, across the

entre sample, we reject the hypothesis that body style preference and body style choice are

independent. Overall, there is a pronounced shift to smaller body styles. Forty-nine percent of

the sample indicated their imtial preference was for a full-size vehicle, yet only sixteen percent
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choose a full-size vehicle in Part Four. When weighing (~,:dres, needs, optaons, and prices

most people choose a smaller vehicle than when asked fo~ an unrestricted preference.

The third conclusion has to do with the body style choices of the households that chose NEVs.

Nearly half the households that chose a NEV indicated they wanted a full-size body style for

their next new vehicle. Thus many households that chose NEVs changed from a preferred

body style that in no way resembled the NEV the chose. The observed and expected values for

NEV body styles in Table 5.8 are very close and these table cells contribute very little to the

statistical sigrfificance of the overall table. This statistical independence signals that something

substantively important is happening. While the statistical expectation is one of independence,

substantively we expect that only people who are already considering the purchase of a small

vehicle would consider a vehicle as small as a NEV. Yet nearly half the people who chose a

NEV had previously stated they preferred a full size vehicle. These households provide

examples of people willing to construct an entirely different household fleet when offered a

NEV than they maght otherwise.

Intended uses of the NEVs

Besides changes in body style, the choice of a NEV may change the intended use of the next

new vehicle. After our respondents made their vehicle choice in Part Four of the questionnaire,

we asked them to reflect on the defining trip purpose and tell us whether it had changed. These

defining trip purposes are shown in Table 5.9 for households that chose NEVs.

TableS.9: Definin 9 Trip Purposes for Households which chose NEVs
Def’m~ ~,~ trip purpose for ~e NEv Defining trip purpose for the next
(from, ~rt Four) new vehicle (form Part One) Count

Commute to and from work Commute to and from work 8

Commute to and from work Weekend travel 1

Commute to and from work Other 2

Chauffeur family members Chauffeur family members 1

Business errands Business errands I

Run local errands Commute to and from work 1

Run local errands Weekend travel 2

Other Other 1
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Households who discover a NEV would be suitable commuter vehicle make up the largest

single group. Two other households found that NEVs could be used for the trap purpose that

defined their likely next new vehicle---chauffeunng non-driving family members and business

errands. In each case, the defining trip purpose for the NEV was amp or type of trip that

entails travel on local, low-speed trips for that household.

Patterns of Daily Vehicle Distances

Identifying general characteristics of the households that choose NEVs, to identify likely NEV

market segments, is made more difficutt by the variety of different travel patterns that those

hou,~eholds exhibit. According to the travel they recorded in their 3-day diaries, we can

classify the NEV households into three broad categories based on the distances traveled and

each driver’s ability to complete the travel contained in their diary without traveling on

freeways, expressways, or other high speed roads. We use the same categories we used in the

previous chapter on the household vehicle trials. Each group must make progressively greater

changes to accommodate an NEV in then" household stock of vehicles.

Five households have travel that appears pre-adapted to NEV use. Neither of the household

vehicles traveled more than 40 miles on any of the three days and both drivers indicated it

would have been possible for them to complete all three days without traveling on a high speed

road. The travel of four households could be easily adapted to a NEV. In these households,

one vehicle in particular is usually used for long distance travel, even on a daily basis. The

other vehicle therefore travels less than 40 miles every day. As with the previous group, both

drawers indicate they could have completed all three diary days without traveling on a freeway

or expressway. These two groups might make some minor adjustments in either their travel or

vehicle ownership to accommodate a NEV, but do not necessarily have to make them.

The last group must make some adjustments to accommodate a NEV. To explain how the

seven households in this last group could use a NEV requires reference to information other

than the characterisUcs of the travel diaries. From the diaries we learn that on any given day,

either or both of the following are true--neither driver could have completed more than one of

t,heh" three travel days without traveling on a high speed road and at least one, and sometimes

bo~t, vehicles travel more than 40 miles. To use a NEV, these households must either make

changes in their choices of routes or destinations, make an exclusive assignment of the NEV to

one driver (with no opportumty to use vehicle swapping as a strategy to overcome a potential

problem created by the range or speed limits of the NEV), the NEV must be an addition to the
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household stock of vehicles, or if the NEV displaces one of the household’s current vehicles,

that household must already own more ~ehicles the- ~t has drivers.

Conclusions

Th~ =xlall apparent market share won by NEVs in this study of new car buying households in

California should not be taken as evidence that such a market is too small to be viable. The

households sampled for this study represent a very difficult test for the NEV concept. These

households live in highly suburbanized cities and towns. The dispersed land use development

and roadway infrastructures in these communiUes have been designed for automobiles capable

of long distance, high-speed travel. If the bad news is few households m our sample appear

willing to buy NEVs, the good news is any households at all are willing. Within the expanses

of our suburbanized metropolises, some households have made choices about home location

and vehicle ownerslup that allow them to consider and choose a NEV.

While the number of households that choose a NEV is too small to allow defmiuve conclusions

regarding the size of the market for NEVs within the subset of new car buyers sampled for this

study, these households suggest that several of our premises and earlier conclusions are

credible. We have emphasized the h’aportance of the interaction between household activity

space and physical infrastructure in defining markets for NEVs. The households in this survey

that choose a NEV demonstrate that some households living in suburban communities around

the state can visualize that NEVs provide them access to an important part of their activity

space. They demonstrate that households are willing to construct entirely different household

fleets of vehicles around a NEV, lending credence to our premise that household vehicle

purchase decisions are based on the vehicles the household already owns as well as the

vehicles they are considering for purchase. The households that choose a NEV reinforce the

conclusmn we have previously made regarding the= LV market, namely that people who choose

EVs regard them as practical transportation tools fn’st, and as expressions o~ .~nvironmentahsm

second, if at all.

This sample of households that have considered a variety of vehicles and chosen a NEV

demonstrates the difficulty in identifying markets for NEVs by more traditional descriptors of

market segments. We befieve that most households that chose a NEV did so because their

travel and vehicle ownership patterns were already adapted to NEV use or the household was

willing to add the NEV as an additional vehicle. We cannot ignore that NEVs cost less than

other vehicle types within our experimental design. Never the less, a household would not

choose a velucle they could not use. These households appear to be no more mouvated by
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envtronmental concerns than are the households that chose any other EV and they are on

average certainly no more likely to believe that large, tmme&ate lifestyle changes are required

to address environmental problems. Thus, to some households m suburban Cahfornia, NEVs

will be seen as entirely suitable means to maintain the mobility that comes w~th multiple vehicle

ownership, but at a greatly reduced cost° Their minimal emissions are an advantage and home

rech~a’gmg a convenience--but we see nothing in the data to suggest that NEVs are chosen for

any other reason than that they provide practical transportation.

The life cycle groups that do, and do not, choose NEVs must be interpreted with care. While

we did expect households of mxddle age parents with children to be more responsive to EVs

(based on prior research), the low cost of NEVs confounds any expectations we may have had

based on household income. The apparent disinterest toward NEVs shown by households

made up of retired persons should not dissuade us from believing that households of retired

peop]!e will be an important market for NEVs. These households in particular highhght the

importance of the specific community in which the NEV might be used. While it is possible

that rettred households in our sample did not choose NEVs because they do not foresee

enlarging their stoek of vehicles and may be conservative regarding new technology, we need

only recall the case studies of Palm Desert and Sun City to know that within appropriate

environments, retired households will be important NEV market segments.
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Vi. CONCLUSIONS: MAE ETS FOR NEVs

Cynthia Dettelbach. In the Driver’s Seat: A Study of the Automobile in
American Literature and Popular Culture.

"...while the energy crisis may change consumer buying habits--from large,
gas gulling models to smaller, more economically run cars--it will never
change the basic premises under which cars are bought in the first plac~o. The
phenomenon of space as well as the itch to conquer it will always be w~th us..."

One Size Does Not Fit All

Dettelbach develops four themes in her analysis of Americans’ relationship to the automobile as

expressed in literature and pop culture: youth, ..’ .edom, success and possession (Dettelbach,

1974). She develops each theme as thesis and antithesis. If the auto at first liberates, it also

enslaves. If first we possess it, it ultimately possess us. As she makes clear in the quote

above, her analysis of popular culture mdlcates th:" Americans buy cars (in part) to conquer

space. While this is undoubtedly true, we would ~ incon’ect to refer that all cars must conquer

vast distances. The key to introducing small cars is dispensing wxth the "one size fits all"

mentality that pervades the transportation system (Garrison and Clarke, 1977).

It is true that many, and perhaps most, Americans live in communities where activities are

separated by spaces seemingly insurmountable to pedestrians and cyclists---further separated

by the inhospitability to low speed modes of the roadways that conveniend) tink activities via

automobiles. However, we recognize that not aI1 vehicles that can link activities within a city,

must also be able to travel from one city to the next. As we and others have cogently argued

elsewhere, the opening of markets for NEVs requires changes in rigid safety regulations that

discourage innovation, auto maker hostility to small cars, standardized infrastructure designs

that discriminate against small vehicles, and traffic control rules that serve only large vehicles.

The point we make here is that opening markets for NEVs also requires households to

specialize their vehicle holdings. We may still wish to drive the open road, but as a matter of

gaining daily access to activities, NEVs may serve us well one travel tool among many.

Defining Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

The general defining characteristic of NEVs is their specialization for local travel. As such,

they will have limited range and low top speeds and thus, low energy storage and low power

needs. Consistent with keeping energy arid power requirements low, NEVs will be small.

They will likely accommodate two or three persons plus storage space, but some may be larger

so as to accommodate families with children. We e"~" :slon that NEVs will range from top-end
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vehiclIes that are intended to travel on arterial streets at speeds of up to 45mph, to bottom-end

NEV,;, with top speeds of about 25mphJ Bottom-end NEVs might have separate right-of-

ways, only mixing with other motor vehicles in specialmed circumstances, such as streets with

stringent vehicle speed and size restrictions. We see little reason for the driving range of NEVs

to exceed 40 miles or so, since they will only be driven on sequences of short trips and can be

readily recharged each night. We return to this definitiorl after a discussion of NEV markets.

NEV Markets are defined first by places, and second, by people

The theoretical construct we employed to provide a unifying thread to the research presented in

this report is the household activity space. We explored with households whether they would

be abte to access the activities that make up their daily lives using a household fleet of vehicles

that included a NEV. Within this framework, we conclude that, unlike gasoline vehicles which

can be marketed almost independently of where they are intended to travel, markets for NEVs

will l:e def’med primarily be characteristics of the environments in which they are intended to be

used, and secondarily, by characteristics of persons. That is, the same gasoline car is sold

throughout the state, the country and the world. Markets for those cars are differenttated

primarily by the characteristics of the people to whom they are sold. NEVs, because they have

speed and range limits, cannot be driven everywhere. Therefore, markets for them are defined

prim~u’ily by characteristics of the places the vehicles are intended to be driven.

Because small, low speed, short range cars are so far outside the experience of consumers,

market research methods that engage consumers in reflection on their travel needs and desires

are required. We employed a variety of such research techniques. We tested specific

hypothesis about the market for NEVs within a framework that incorporates the real behavior

of households into their deliberations regarding NEVs. Four of the market segments we

examined were residents of resort and retirement communities, environmentalists, EV

hobbyists, and multi-vehicle households. We explored the assumptions that led to the imtial

choices of these hypothetical market segments by also examining some households outside

these., groups. Within these market segments, we found that advance tecbaucal knowledge of

EVs and strong environmental convictions have much less to do with responses to NEVs than

does a household’s ability to visualize a NEV providing practical access to household activities.

1 Etectfc-assist bicycles are considered by some to be NEVs. We do not include them m this discussion since

there are few pohcy, infrastructure or markeung ~ssues that dlfferentaate electric-assisted from non-assmted
bicycles In fact, electric-assist btcycles enjoy the advantage, relative to other NEVs, of already being exphcitly
recognized in vebacle codes.
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An example NEV market defined by location: retirement age households

A previous feasibility assessment of NF" ~, did not find differences in responses to the concept

of NEVs across different types of households (Theodore Barry and Associates, 1992). We too

fred that many types of households are responsive to NEVs. But we also find that differences

in responses between and within household types are related primarily to place and location,

and secondarily to persons and households. For example, we found wide spread purchase and

use of electric golf carts for general transportation amongst retirement age households m golf

resort communities, yet in our statewide survey, no retirement age household chose a NEV.

It is the differences between the location the retirment age households in these two samples that

explains &, erences in their response to NEVs. Households in the golf resort commumties of

Palm Desert and Sun City are already driving NEVs because of supportive local institutions,

NEV-amenable roadway infrastructure, and activity and lifestyle choices that favor ownership

of a golf cart (a low performance NEV). For the statewide survey, we did not sample form

either golf resort towns or other small towns or resort locations that we expected, a priori, to be

favorable to NEVs, rather we sampled from the large urban and suburban metropohtan areas of

the state. The retirement age households who live in these communities are malang different

activity and life style choices--different choices driven, in part, by differences in the

characteristics of the locations in which these households reside.

Retirement age households in the statewide survey did not chose NEVs for two reasons. First,

across all households in the survey, if the next new vehicle the household intends to buy is

to be an addition to the househotd’s vehicle holdings, then that household is more likely to

choose a NEV than if the next new vehicle is intended to displace an existing vehicle from the

household’s fleet. Retirement age households were far less likely to be planning to add another

vehicle than were any other household types. Second, the single most common reason for the

purchase of the next new vehicle among retirement age households was weekend and vacation

travel--a use clearly not compatible with the purchase of a NEV.

Through this example, we illustrate the detailed insights into the market for NEVs that can be

developed through the application of activity analysis and the importance of implementing

appropriate market research tools. If we had conducted only the storewide survey, we would

have inappropriately concluded that retirement age households are not good candidates for

NEV purchase. Instead, we supplement the conclusions of the statewide survey with the

results of a study focused on locations amenable to NEVs in which retirement age households

reside. We conclude that the activity, life style and vehicle choices of these older households

are compatible with NEVs. Outside these NEV-friendly locatious, retirement age households
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are more likely to be limiting and reducing then" vebacle holdings (thus reducing possibdities for

vehicJe speciahzation) and buying vehicles whose intended use is not compatible with the speed

and range constraints of NEVs.

Answers to the initial Research Questions

Two questions that we set out to answer about households’ responses to NEVs were these:

¯ "Will households create NEV activity sub-spaces?"

- "Is the existence of these NEV activity sub-spaces a necessary con&tion for
households to include NEVs in their choice sets for their next vehicle
purchase declsions~"

Creating NEV Activity Sub-spaces

The answer to the fn"st question is yes. We found m the week long vehicle trials that

households who use several distinct travel modes organize their activities into sub-spaces

defined by the travel mode used to access those activities. In households that use both

automobiles and bicycles, each mode is used to regularly access distinct sets of activities. In

the case stu&es of Sun City and Palm Desert, we saw that households constructed activity sub-

spaces that they accessed by golf cart. These cart activity spaces included recreauon and social

activities located at golf courses and community centers, as well as shopping, banking and

other personal business errands located near home. The participants in the EV and NEV ride-

and-drive clinics who chose NEVs lived in the downtown area of Sacramento. A NEV

provided access to an important sub-set of their activities as so many of their activities were

located near their residence and were accessible by suitable streets. Households who

participated in the week-long vehicle trials in both Davis and Sacramento could be differentiated

into those who could construct sub-sets of their activities access~le by NEVs and those who

could not. We believe therefore it is entirely plausible that some households will be able to

const~ruct distinct sets of activities that they access by NEVs. These sets of activities are what

we c~l the NEV activity subrspace.

NEV Activity Sub-spaces and Vehicle Choice Sets

To answer the second question, we make a distinction here between whether a NEV is included

in a household’s vehicle choice set and whether it is included in the household’s vehicle fleet.

Vehicles in the household’s choice set are those vehicles it considers for purchase; a household

mus~ buy a NEV in order for it to be included m the household fleet. The existence of a viable

NEV activity sub-space is a necessary pre-condiraon of whether a household includes NEVs
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in its vehicle choice set. The formation of this NEV space is a necessary condmon for

households to consider the purchase of a NEV. Before L" : ~eholds will include a NEV in the

set of vehicles they will consider buying, they must visuahze the possible activity sub-space

the NEV will access. They must assess whether tlus sub-space is sufficiently different from

that accessed by some other travel mode available to the household, and evaluate whether the

NEV activity sub-space contains sufficient activities to warrant inctusmn of a NEV in the

household’s fleet of vehicles. We find no evidence that any household was so motivated by

env/.ronmental goals or fascmauon with EV technology that they wouid buy a NEV if it chd not

pmwde valued transportation services to the household.

Activity Space and NEV Market Potential

We found that NEV purchase and use Is most likely when:

a high density of the household’s activities are located within a compact
geographic area around a locatton at which the NEV would regularly be
charged, usually home but possibly also work;

these household activmes are accessible by low speed, or otherwise
appropriate, streets;

the household has few binding authority constraints or binding coupling
constraints associated with its routine activities; and

the household has a high degree of flexibility in assigning travel tools to
household members (because of high automobile ownership, use of multiple
travel modes, or a compatible structure of links between household members’
activities).

Households that rejected the notion of buying a NEV do so for one (or more) of three masons

the small size of NEVs (expressed as a response to passenger occupancy,
cargo capacity or safety perceptions of small vehicles) ruled them out;

the speed limitation of the NEVs created a binding capability constraint that
precluded travel on some crucial roadway network links to important
activities; or

the NEV- space was not clearly differentiated from the activity sub-space of
some superior (cleaner, cheaper, safer, bigger, etc.) mode or modes.

Accepting that a household must fast be able to define some useful NEV-acttvity space prior to

competently imagining a NEV purchase decision, our work leads us to some conclusions about

the possible markets for NEVs.
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Compact Activity Space Accessible by Surface Streets

To plan for, and market, vehicles that are not capable of long-distance, high-speed travel,

we need to shift our perspective. We need to shift from our stereotypical vision of our

sprawling, urban metropolises and begin to look for those households that can reapportion

their activity spaces into a local activity space, accessible by a low speed, short range vehicle

and an activity space that requires a high speed, long range vehicle. We need to focus on

providing affordable, clean transportation options to urban residents who can and will allocate

their travel to specialized vehicles. We need to develop demonstration projects and other

learnJ~ng experiences for consumers to foster the reflection and visualizataon required to assess

their abihty to adapt to a vehicle specialized for local travel.

Part of this shift requires that we examine household activity space, rather than geographical

space itself. The portion of any given urban area that corresponds to any one household’s

acuvity space will be much smaller than the urban area xtself. Wittun these smaller spatial units

centered around household locations, NEVs may provide a superior transportation option to

many multi-car households, allowing them to maintain a high level of accessibihty at a lower

cost° If we can identifying these households, we can develop markets for NEVs Once we

have identified these households, we can construct aggregates of their activity spaces to guide

possible infrastructure and land use changes that may be helpful, or required, to allow

households to actually buy and use a NEV.

NEVs in Household Vehicle Fleets

A household that combines electric and gasoline vehicles in its stock of vehicles is one example

of what we call a hybrid househoM. In contrast to a hybrid vehicle that combines different

propulsion systems in one vehicle, a hybrid household chooses two vehicles with different

propulsion systems and then must allocate household travel accordingly. A household that

chooses to buy a NEV would be a hybrid household and would have to realloeate travel to its

vehicles based not only on range, but also on speed, passenger and payload capabilities.

The case studies of golf resort eommumties, the household vehicle trials and the statewide

survey all provide information on how households can and will become hybrid households.

Households will change their stocks of vehicles, and change how those vehicles are used,

in order to accommodate a NEV. The case stuches of Palm Desert, California and Sun City,

Arizona indicate the real potential for households to restructure their vehicle holdings so that

a smaLll, clean, low speed vehicle displaces the use of a full size gasoline vehicle for some of

that vehicle’s most polluting trips. Particularly in Sun City, with its long history of golf cart
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use for local transportation, we heard evidence in our focus groups and interviews that

households displace an automobile w~th a golf cart. Palm Desert’s more recent experience

has yet to produce a preponderance of evidence for such shifts m vehicle ownership.

However, we found no reason to believe that many of ~ts residents wlll not give up one

gasoline car, becoming hybnd households, as they become famd~ar with the new roadway

infrastructure, accustomed to accessing non-golf activltaes in their carts, and habituated to

seeing golf carts on the streets.

The in-depth interviews conducted after the week-long vehicle trials allowed for discussion of

which vehicles could be displaced by a NEV and what adapUve strategies households use. We

heard households of hrmted financial means make cogent argument that a NEV could be their

only vehicle. We heard how some households could &splace one of their gasoline vehicles

with a NEV and we heard households express a desire to add a NEV to their vehicle holdings.

We observed households construct hypothettcal household fleets that included NEVs.

The process of developing these new hypothetical household fleets indicates NEVs may

also represent a superior transportation option to used ICEVs. We saw that many older cars

were driven primarily for local travel because of then" bagh cost of operatmn and perceived

unreliability. If NEVs are mexpenswe to buy, cheap to operate and reliable, then they

may represent a superior transportation option even in households that do not now buy

new vehacles. This competiUon with used ICEVs opens the immediate possibility of NEV

ownership to many households who might not otherwise participate in the market for electric

vehicles until there are many used, freeway-capable electric vehicles.

These interviews reveal that often speed and range are not the important limits on NEV use.

Rather, a NEV’s limited passenger and payload capacities will often cause a gasoline vehicle to

be used on a given day or for a given trip when a NEV could have otherwise been used. In

using their temporary household fleet during the NEV trial week, the coupling constraints

imposed by links between the activities of household members (and non-household members)

often caused a gasoline vehicle to be used when a NEV could have otherwise made the trip(s).

The results of our statewide survey indicate that, even within the suburban land use patterns of

California’s cities, some households can displace a gasoline vehicle with a NEV. Some of

these households own more vehicles than they have drivers, thus allaying any fears the limited

speed and short range might "strand" a household member. Others of these households, with

the means and moUvation, wiU add a NEV to their fleet of vehicles. These households made

choices of limited range, low speed vehicles that could provide them with practJcal, affordable
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transportation within the context of their own actavlty space and the fleet of vehicles that they

would construct around a NEV.

The fide-and-drive clinics confa’med that common measures of household soclo-economic,

demographic and attitudinal characteristtcs are less useful in identifying possible NEV markets

than are the actiwty space concepts used throughout this research. Further, the response of EV

hobbyists and environmentalists to NEVs are driven less by speciahzed knowledge of EVs,

envh onmental attitudes and income than by the location of the household, its activ:ties, and its

fleet of vehicles and other available transportation opUons.

New Vehicle Ownership Arrangements

In adaplang a NEV to their use, many households in the vehicle trials speculated about the

posstble, beneficial effects of new vehicle ownership arrangements. These discussions

followed two lines: arrangements in which the household would not have to buy the NEV itself

and l~us would not have to absorb the risk of this new vehicle type; and, arrangements that

would allow the household to own only NEVs, but have easy access to a long-range, high-

speed vehicle. Examples of the fast type would be NEVs operated as station cars or employer-

provided vebacles. Examples of the second include cooperatives that rent ICEVs to their

members or expanded, neighborhood level availability of commercial rental ICEVs.

Ownership arrangements in which an employer or other vehicle provider owns the NEVs and

rent:; or leases them to employees are potentially valuable ways to provide consumers with

expe, rience with NEVs. Large institutional buyers, who might otherwise be good prospects for

NEVs for their own fleet use, could operate NEV demonstration programs for their employees.

PotentiaUy, many large industrial, commercial, educational or health-related complexes could

use NEVs in their own fleets of vehicles and in demonstration projects for their employees.

Ma~rket Niches for NEVs

Our efforts to distinguish hypothetical early market segments for EVs and NEVs met with

mixed success. Our efforts to identify NEV buyers by characteristics of the households

themselves revealed a complex set of relationships that chd tittle to clarify who would buy

NEVs. The concept that consistently identified households amenable to NEV purchases was

the household activity space. Above we provided a description of household activity spaces

that were amenable to NEV use, but because it is multi-dimensional (including not only space

and time but also types of activities, household relationships, and available travel tools),

virtually no existing surveys of households or travel provide us all the informataon needed to
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identify those households. One useful way to employ the concept is to rephrase the answer to

the question of who will by NEVs. Rather than attempting to answer the que:~:1on using only

characteristacs of the people who represent particular market segments, we describe some

possible NEV market niches below by identifying characteristics of the environments in which

the vehicles would be used°

One important niche for NEVs is resort communities and faclhties. These are often located on

mountains, at seashores, in deserts and m other environmentally fragile areas, where clean and

uncongested environments are highly valued. A subset of this market niche is owners of

second homes in vacation areas. Another subset of this market roche is areas such as naUonal

and state parks where vehacle exhaust is damaging umque natural environments. One plausible

strategy for heavily used natural environments is to ban gasohne and diesel vehicles and replace

them with electric buses and NEVs. Proposals to severely curtail automobile access to places

such as Yosen’ute Valley have been &scussed for years. Even if automobiles were allowed

access to the valley, they could be limited to entry and egress only, with all vebacle movements

witban the valley made by transit or rented NEVs.

A second niche is neighborhoods and towns where speeds are controlled and the communitaes

are receptive to NEVs. Again, a sub-group of these is resort towns. The possible markets in

resort towns such as Palm Desert for small, light-weight, electric vehicles are large. Interstate

10 and State Highway 111 m California’s Coachella Valley string together a long series of such

resort towns. Other golf resort clusters and communities exist throughout California and more

are planned. One important feature of resort clusters is that the estimates of their permanent

resident population grossly understate the potential market niche for NEVs because resort

~wns experience large seasonal changes in population. One &sfinguishing feature of our

tocus group participants in both Palm Desert and Sun City is that they are permanent residents

of those towns. The large influx of non-permanent residents in winter increases the possible

market for small, low-speed vehicles. In fact, these migratory households may wish to have a

NEV at both their sunny, winter homes and at their summer homes.

Golf resort communities have a large existing population of small, low-speed vehicles. In

communities that lack an existing population of golf carts, it may be harder to demonstrate the

same latent demand for the use of a cart-like vehicles. A numbe ~: non-resort communiUes

around California are currently seeking legislation to allow then: , :~ngage in golf cart

demonstrations ~ch as Palm Desert’s. While they are unnecessarily limiting then" focus on a

very specialiTex~ vehicle, these towns are clearly demonstrating an unterest in small, low-speed

vehicles. These communities will require either a coordinated effort to simultaneously provide
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vehicles and infrastructure or the availability of NEVs that are able to mix with existing traffic

on most existing streets.

A third market niche is new residential, maxed use, or industrial developments designed

specifically for NEVs. In California alone, neighborhood electric vetucles are being considered

as integral elements in some new town developments. Some developers are considering

providing a NEV with some or all homes sold in the new towns. The potential market in these

new 1owns is in the hundreds of thousands. Industrial parks are another example of land use

patterns that could readily be designed to accommodate NEVs.

Though a fourth market niche is seemingly identified by characteristics of the people who

might use NEVs, we can define thts niche more generally as "persons who move through a

tightly circumscribed activity space." This group of people includes mobility-impaired

indiwduals, estimated to include about 10 million people in the U.S. NEVs are easy to drive

partly because they operate at slow speeds and are small and easy to maneuver. This ease of

driving can be enhanced by specialized controls, similar to the thousands of motorized

wheelchairs and many retrofitted gasoline vehicles. Another enhancement is the use of partially

or fu~tly automated controls. Partial controls could be installed on NEVs to aid with steering or

braking and to avoid colhsions. With the expanding population of elderly people, many of

them mobihty-impaired, neighborhood cars could become increasingly important as a mode of

transportation.

These market niches are just the beginning. Initially, neighborhood electric cars will not be

accelY~d in many locations because of safety problems in mixing NEVs with much larger

vehk:les and because road infrastructure is not perceived as suited to their use. But as

neighborhood cars gain acceptance in various niches, local governments and developers are

likely to alter road and parking infrastructure to accommodate and even reward users of these

vehicles. At the same time, lobbying groups will emerge to push for changes in liability and

traffic control rules that hinder the market penetration of neighborhood EVs.

Wit.b, varying levels of both NEV performance and commitment by local governments to

providing NEV-centric mf:rastructure improvements, the total potential sales of NEVs will

continue to be difficult to estimate. But as the demonstration projects and surveys reported

here indicate, households throughout California are receptive to NEVs. This reception is based

on an expectation that, within the context of increasingly speclalized household vehicle

holdings, a can NEV provide a superior transportation alternative if it is inexpensive to buy,

cheap to operate, and reliable.
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Safe Vehicles or Safe Systems?

Because of the concerns raised by pamcipants in both the ride-and-drive clinics and the vehacle

trials, we revisit the issue of safety. Safety may be the most controversial aspect of small cars.

Safety regulators in the U.S. are diligent, determined, and effectwe Their mJssi:,n is to

increase the survivability of vehicle occupants in an accident. Safe~ .tebates ~,, ~uided by

this regulator ¢ mission. But this regulatory approach is narrow; it misses the larger benefits

that result from a safer transportation system. The standards promulgated by tiffs approach are

neither necessarily consistent nor above reproach: for more than a decade, minivans met only

the less stringent safety standards of light trucks, not passenger cars, though minivan~ are

disproportionately bought by famihes with children. In an expanded approach vision,

traveler’s safety could be er.hanced, for instance, by limiting the mirang of large and small

vehicles or by controlling speeds of all vehicles m neighborhoods and on NEV-deslgnated

roads, using speed bumps, intelligent vehicle technology and other traffic "calming"

techniques. Moreover, local residents along speed-controlled and vehicle-resmcted streets

benefit by being liberated to bicycle and walk ha relatwe safety. Unfortunately, safety data do

not exist for such a transpormUon system to determine how large and important these safety

benefits mtght be.

The narrowed safety debate will therefore probably focus on the undeniable physical reality that

an occupant of a small car is more vulnerable to injury than an occupant of a larger car, all else

being equal. But even at this level of argument, it is not evident that occupants of very small

cars will be at greater risk, because all else need not be equal. The small car could be made

safer through better design and use of safety devices inside the cabin. As an extreme example,

race car drivers routinely survive crashes at 150 mph and higher by using ultra-stiff shells with

internal restraints. The Horlacher City used ha the vehicle fide-and-drives has already passed

the slightly less stringent European crash tests using this design philosophy.

Currently there are no safety regulations or laws specific to EVs of any size or type--although

several proposed rules regarding recharging, crash avoidance, and crash-worthiness were

issued in the early 1990s---and none specifically targeted at .,maU vehicles.

A class of lightweight vehicles was recognized by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration in the past. In 1967 a broad exemption from the standards was granted for

four-wheeled vehicles weighing less than 10130 lbs., because it was believed impossible for

such vehicles to meet the general standards; that exemption was subsequently removed ha

1973. NITTSA subsequently rebuffed several efforts to re-instate a similar exemption,

reflecting its insistence on atl vehicles meeting the same standards (Sparrow and Wlufford,
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1984; Lipman, Kurani and Sperling, 1994). It is uncertmn how difficult it would be to obtain

an exemption or to create a new category for NEVs.

The safety of NEVs is possibly the most critical issue in determining how and where to

introduce NEVs. Unfortunately, httle evidence is available to make a reasonable determination,

largely because the safety record is sensitive to the design of the vehicle, and how and where it

is used. What is needed is bolder thi "nking. Safety regulators must consider safety in context.

The context we suggest here includes two new vehicle definitions: slow and small cars

designed specially for neighborhoods or use on specified roadway infrastructure and larger,

faster (but still not freeway-capable) vehicles for more general urban use.

NEVs for Household Markets: Two Types of NEVs?

Based on the preceding discussion of markets for NEVs, responses to specific NEV attributes

by our research participants, and on the design of possible NEV implementation strategies, we

believe it is important to idenufy different classes of NEVs. Vehicles that can travel on much

of oar existing urban roadway infrastructure will need higher top speeds and increased safety

engineering--yielding a more expensive vehicle--than will vehicles that could safely and

practically be used in an environment specifically designed for low-speed velucles. We saw m

the ride-and-drive clinics that the dlstmctions between freeway capable and non-freeway

capable vehicles are important. Even to those people who learn that a large amount of then"

daily travel can be accomplished in a non-freeway vehicle, the non-freeway limit is an

tmportant perceived barrier to purchase.

Thus NEVs are a dmtinct class of vehicles; but within this class are finer distinctions still. At

least two types of NEVs can be distinguished from each other based upon our work: vehicles

suitable for use in communities, industrial parks or other facilities designed specifically for, or

otherwise amenable to, low speed vehicles and vehicles statable for immediate use in many

urb~mized areas. We summarize possible characteristics of these two types of NEVs in Table

6.1. Modifications to the FMVSS for the higher performance vehicles to be used in existing

cornmumties may need only require that we specify performance criteria rather than design

criteria. For example, it is desirable to specify a level of occupant protection, without requiring

that protection be provided (in part) by a crush-zone of some minimum distance. The top

speed, acceleration, seating capacity and price targets are taken from a synthesis of responses

to the various vehicles reviewed by participants in the focus groups in golf resort communities,

the ride-and-drive clinics, the week long vehicle trials and the statewide survey.
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Table 6.1 : Possible Characteristics of Twc~ Classes of NEVs
NEVs for ~ .~ in NEVs for use in

Characteristic: existing communities purpose built
environments

Top Speed 40 miles per hour 25 ,miles per’- ~ ,’r

Acceleration 0-40 mph _< 8 seconds 0-25 mph _< 7 seconds.

Seating Capacity Available in 2 to 4 seat Available in 2 to 4 seat
configurations. configurations.

Safety Standards Meets slightly modified Meets highly modified
FMVS S l FMVSS or exempt.

Price Targets2 $5,0O0 to $10,000 $3,000 to $5,000

1. Federal Motor Vetucle Safety Standards

2. These are pnce targets, not cost targets We believe exisung consumer incenuves for electric vehicles should
be available for buyers of NEVs too Precise prices will depend on the level of purchase mcenuve and consumer
choices of opuons and trim levels

NEV Driving Range

We have previously described NEVs as having driving ranges of 40 miles, but we did not

specify a lower bound on range for the NEVs in Table 6.1. Few households in the NEV trials

experienced any problems with the 20 to 30 mile range capabilities of the vehicles in the trials.

Continued experience with the velucles might lead some households to explore further afield

and thus to desire more range. The range requirements for NEVs are likely to be a function of

where they he on the spectrum from electric-assist cycles to short-hop freeway vehicles. The

lower the vehicle’s top speed capabLqty, the more likely it is that time, not distance, will be the

important constra~t ~ on a NEV-activity space. People traveling slower will not choose to travel

as far because the time it takes to get to an activity becomes prohibitively long.

HEMs and the ZEV Mandate

Most instrumental of all in aiding the introduction of neighborhood cars will likely be the zero

emission vehicle (ZEV) mandate. As major auto makers confront the high cost of meeting th,~

ZEV mandate with EVs that attempt to mimic (or even approach) the driving range of full-size

gasoline car, ’,.ey may become hacreasmgly receptive to new means. Recognizing the poor

energy storage characteristics of batteries, they may conclude, for reasons listed below, that
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NEVs are economically and environmentally superior and technically more sensible than larger,

freeway-capable EVs.

NEVs are arguably the most compelling apphcation of battery-powered electric propulsion.

NEVs do not suffer from the shortcomings of batteries as do larger EVs, simply because they

require relatively httle energy and power. Their low energy needs are due to low weight, low

top speed, and short driving range. In addition, the low weight of the battery pack allows for a

lighter structural design, and therefore still greater weight and energy reductions. Though

based on simple designs and relatively unsophisticated engineering, the City-Corn City-E1 used

in this study carries only 240 Ibs. of conventional lead-acid batteries, costing $250. The

Kewet EI-Jet cames 600 Ibs. of batteries, and another prototype NEV, the Trans2, carries less

than 300 lbs. of batteries. In contrast, a typical subcompact EV would need perhaps 1,000 lbs.

of lead-acid batteries (GM’s very energy-efficient Impact prototype currently carries 900 lbs. of

batteries).

NEVs, under mass-production, should be much cheaper to buy, own and operate than fuU-s~e

gasoline or electric cars. As major auto makers begin to recogmze the relative ease of builchng

a co:st-competitive NEV, they may reconsider then" historic disinterest m small vehicles.

Closing

The key question is this: will there be a market for what is easiest and cheapest to build? This

research leads us to believe the answer to this question is yes. Through all the research tasks

reported here, households hying in many different towns and cities, faced with a variety of real

or hypothetical NEVs, made real or hypothetical choices of NEVs. They constructed both

meaningful sets of their activities to winch a NEV affords them access and household vehicle

holdings that included a NEV.

NEVs are not a panacea for near term problems, but they are energy efficient, low-polluting,

and scaled for neighborhood use. NEVs would use less space than conventional vehicles,

provide the premise for lowering vehicle speeds in neighborhoods, and help create a more

pedestrian-friendly setting, while still providing high levels of accessibility. They also would

be economical, in part because they are an ideal application of battery-powered electric

protmlsion. Indeed, it is a fortunate coincidence that the market applications in which electric

vekieles are best suitedwshort tripsmare also the applications in which NEVs provide the

largest environmental benefits. NEVs clearly are an attractave opuon. They fit well into any

vision of a sustainable transportation-energy future.
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But will this good idea ever be realized? NEVs confront large perceptual, physical and

regulatory bamers. There is a uniformity of expectations by consumers, govemrnent

regulators, and baghway suppliers that results in all vehicles being expected to satisfy all

purposes, all roads serving all vehicles, and all rules being designed for the standard vehicle of

the past. The result is a strong inertia that discourages innovation and change by vehicle

suppliers and users. The success of NEVs will depend on an openness by regulators and

highway suppliers to new types of vehicles, and entrepreneurial Lrfifiative by vehicle

manufacturers.

Research into the size of the potential market for NEVs remains speculauve in its conclusions.

The statewide survey was not intended to measure all, nor even the most likely, NEV markets.

If we take the results of that survey as a starting point though, the annual market for our higher

performance NEVs (as specified in Table 6.1) is just under 1 percent of the new light-duty

vehicle market in California. The households we sampled owned multiple vehicles, buy new

cars, and own at least one vehicle that is not a fuU-sLze body style. The sample was not

designed to reflect the attractiveness of NEVs in particular operating environments. It does not

count sales to the market segments we discussed earlier in this section-- resort towns, other

towns that choose to control vehicle speeds and are receptive to NEVs, environmentally

sensitive areas, new residential, commercial, industrial or mixed use developments designed

for low speed vehicles, and individuals who either through disability or choice move through

tightly constrained activity spaces. Sales to these market segments could easily dwarf sales to

those households who are located throughout our existing suburban landscape.

While it appears that the long term market for NEVs could be millions per year in the U.S., in

the short term, with tittle change in consumer expectations and various government rules, the

market might still be sizable. However, this "no change" scenario requires NEV manufacturers

to build vehicles to meet existing vehicle definitions, including goff carts, motorcycles, and

motor-driven bicycles. The existing markets for such vehicles are so specialized as to make

them a poor basis for predict~.g future markets for NEVs developed under new conditions.

Market penetration of a new class of NEVs will depend on a large number of factors related to

the ZEV mandate, vehicle safety rule making, local initiatives to accommodate and encourage

NEVs, liability rulings, developments in traffic control, and the entrepreneurial initiative of

manufacturers. Consumers, for their part, may require education and incentive to reflect on

their travel needs and desires. Given that reflection, NEVs are chosen by some as a practical,

desirable travel tool. These thoughts lead us to the following recommendations.
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Recommendations

Demonstration projects

To develop these markets, there is no more important task than contanued demonstrations of

a variety of NEVs. As a distract class of vehicles that embodies performance charactersfics

well outside the bounds consumers usually experience, markets for NEVs will depend on

education, reflection and increased familiarity. We have demonstrated that the ability of a

household to conceptualize a distinct and valued set of activities to which a NEV provides

access is central to purchase consideration. Households will have to examine, and possibly

reconsider mode choices, route choices, activity choices and a variety of other travel and life

style choices that simply are not as relevant to the vehicle purchase decisions they now make.

In some communities, such as golf resorts, this process is already underway. If many

households are driving about in golf carts, it is much easier for others to imagine they can too.

In other communities, greater effort will be required to provide examples and images for

households to use in constructing their own NEV spaces.

Deinonstration projects must be designed with clear goals and objectives. The distinction we

make between types of NEVs in Table 6.1 highlights that there are alternate pathways to

introduce NEVs. Whether households choose to buy NEVs depends on whether they can use

NEVs to access some substantial subset of activities. This NEV space is constrained, in part,

by (he interaction between the capability constraints imposed by the NEV and the objective

spatial structures (primarily transportation infrastructure) of the city or town m which the

household hves. Matching vehicle capabihties to intended use environments will increase the

effectiveness of NEV demonstrations. Vehicles with capability constraints that are too limiting

may lead to peremptory rejection of NEVs by consumers. Vehicles that are of greater

performance capabilities than required will unnecessarily drive up the cost of NEVs. Either

error will lead to misguided investments m supporting infrastructures, including roadway,

recharging, and vehicle sales and service.

Coahtion building

Coalitions of NEV proponents will likely be requu~cl to overcome several key problems.

These problems include the currently limited variety and limited production of NEVs and

balriers to the acceptance of NEVs by safety regulators. These issues are important to

consumer acceptance because they represent barriers to consumers ever having the opportunity

to evaluate NEVs. While legislative approval of specific demonstration projects (such as that 

Palm Desert) can be time-consuming, such approval for large-scale demonstrations might
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generate sufficient demand for production of NEVs. Though they have chosen to irdually

invest ha freeway capable EVs, the National Station Car Consoruum is one model for a

coalition that is trying to caU forth EV production. In order to address safety problems within

the existing institutional structures for transportaUon safety, coahtions of NEV manufacturers,

NEV users, and communities and policy makers interested in promoting NEVs should lobby

for changes in existing vehicle definitions to legitimize NEVs in the codes and regulations

governing the design, sale, and registration of vehicles and the design of roadway

Lnfrastructure.

Quantitative market estimates

While the intent of the market research reported here wa; to understand the dynamics of

markets for NEVs, it will be beneficial to develop quanutative estimates of the NEV market

niches. Such estimates could also build momentum and legitimacy for continued development

of NEVs. We would caution against analyses based on such simplistic measures as counts of

golf carts, even within golf resort communities. We observe that the introduction of a variety

of NEVs creates fundamentally new dynamics into the market for household vehicles. A more

appropriate starting point is to examine the activity spaces of households living within the types

of vehicle use environments identified as NEV market niches m this report.
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APPENDIX A: PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA
GOLF CART LANE DESIGN
CRITERIA

The information provided here is contained m Exhibit "A" of City of Palm Desert Resolution

No. 93-2, City of Palm Desert Golf Cart Lane Plan/Transportation Pilot Program.

Golf Cart Lane Design Criteria

(a) Minimum General Design Criteria for Class I Golf Cart Lanes--Class I golf
cart lanes shall be a minimum of six (6) feet in width in each &rection, have 
minimum clearance of seven (7) feet, improved hardened surface capable 
weights of up to 2,300 pounds, totally separated from vebacle traffic or separated
by a minimum six-inch vertical and six-inch horizontal curbing, designed with a
maximum grade of 10%, rachus of curvature may not be less than fifteen (15)
feet, shall be designed for golf carts to be safely operated at speeds of 15 miles
per hour unless posted with speeds of less than 15 miles per hour, and clearly
designating all transiuons to other golf cart routes.

(b) M~nimum General Design Criteria for Class 1] Golf Cart Lanes Class II golf
cart lanes shall be a minimum of six feet in width, have a minimum clearance
of seven (7) vertical feet, have consistent street surface, have separation from
vebacle traffic designated by a sold white line and either a street symbol stenciled
onto street pavement or golf cart lane symbol or sign posted along route designed
with safe and clearly marked street transitions, and shall be parallel to only local
highways that meet critical Calfforma Traffic Manual design criteria.

(c) Minimum General Desima Criteria for Class HI golf Cart Lanes--Class III goff
cart lanes shall be designated golf cart routes parallel to local highways with a
minimum posted speed limit of 25 miles per hour. All golf cart route transitions
shall be clearly marked. It is the intent of Class IT[ golf cart routes to be shared
wlth pedestrians, bicycles, and motorists.

(d) Symbol Design--The City shall design a golf cart route symbol and provide
said symbol to National Traffic Control Devices Cox’m-nittee and State of California
Traffic Control Devices Committee for review, comment, and approval. Until said
symbol is approved, City may utilize an existing symbol for purposes of marking
golf cart routes. After approval, if different from State and National design, City
shall modify existing symbols.

(e) Symbol and Marking PlacementDThe City shall clearly mark all Class I and
Class ]I golf cart routes with signs and by symbols a minimum of every 300 feet
in each direction. The City shall mark all dangerous conditions, obstacles, and
hazards along all golf cart routes as required. The City shall mark all golf cart
route transitions and shared facdlties with bicycles and pedestrians.



APPENDIX B: PALM DESERT, CA and SUN
CITY, AZ FOCUS GROUP
OUTLINES

II.

III. Describe vehicles,

Vehicles

Size

Desert, California

Introduction

Who we are -- UC Davis. ITS-Davis

Why we arc here - To discuss golf cart use for local travel Small electric vehicles
designed for local, neighborhood travel

How we are funded - Calstart: a consortium of private industry, utilities, State
and Federal agencies

Anonymous participaUon

Describe your Community

In general terms, tell me about your community. Why do you choose to hve
here?

recharging, use

How large are they? How many seats for people? How much cargo space is
there? Golf bags, grocery bags, etc.

Speed and acceleration

What is your vehicles top speed? Is the acceleration adequate?

Brakes

How good are the brakes? Do you always feel you can come to a controlled stop?

Comfort and amenities -- seats, enclosure

Range

What is the longest distance the vehicle will travel before it needs to be recharged?

Maintenance and repair

What types of maintenance do the vehicles require? Have any of your vehicles
required repairs other than rouUne maintenance? Where is the maintenance
and repair work done?
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Describe vehicles, recharging, use (continued)

Licensing

Cart: How are the vehicles hcensed?

Driver: Is driver’s license required?

Restrictions

I)o restrictions apply to either license? Where the vehicle can be used? Axe
drivers’ licenses restricted specifically to carts available?

Insurance

Insured by auto or homeowners policy? Amount of Liability, collision, injury
insurance required is it the same as for your autos? What is the cost of the
insurance on your cart relative to your auto insurance?

Recharging

Home

Where do you recharge the cart at home? How do you recharge at home? When
do you recharge? After every trip? Only in the evening?

13~ home recharging a convenience?

Away-from-home

,~u-e there any locaUons away from home where you can recharge? golf courses,
shopping locations, friends homes, etc.

When do you recharge away from home?

Cart Use

For what types of trtrps, in addition to trips to the golf course, do you use your
cart?

1)o you link together errands to different places, or make trips to only one place?
How far are these trips? What types of streets and roads? Time of year?
Time of day? What proportion of all your local travel?

IV. Safety

Intersections

Where are specific intersections at which you feel unsafe? Where are specific
intersections at which you feel safe?

Special lanes and signs

1"7o you feel more or less safe m these lanes?



IV. Safety

Vehicles

(continued)

How safe do you feel in your cart when you are in traffic wxth full sine motor
vehicles? What about your cart makes you feel safe or unsafe?

Changes to make golf carts a better transportation option

Vehicles

Top Speed, Range, Vehicle size. Specific safety features: Passenger enclosures,
Seat Belts

Infrastructure

Streets, Roads, Lanes: cite specific locations. Signs

Policy

Licensing. Registration. Insurance. Permitted uses of cart.

b-ill
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Sun

I.

II.

CilLy, Arizona

Introduction

Who we are -- UC Davis, ITS

Why we are here -- To discuss golf cart use for travel other than to play golf

Small electric vehicles are being designed for local, neighborhood travel

How we are funded - Consortium of businesses, State and Federal Agencies

/~zaonymity

Describe your Community

Izl general terms, tell me about your community. Why do you choose t o hve
here?

[II. Describe vehicles, recharging, use

Vehicles

Are your carts Electric or Gas? Why did you choose an electric or a gas-powered
cart?

Size

How large are they? How many seals for people? How much cargo space is
there? Golf bags, grocery bags, etc.

Speed and acceleration

~fhat is your vehicles top speed? Is the accelerataon adequate?

Brakes

How good are the brakes? Do you always feel you can come to a controlled
stop.?

W’hat are the various safety features -- Lights, seat belts, horns rear vexw rmrrors,
etc.

Comfort and amertitaes--seats, enclosure

Range

What is the longest chstance the vehicle will travel before it needs to be recharged
or refueled?
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III. Describe vehicles, recharging, use (continued)

Maintenance and repan"

What types of maintenance do the vehicles require? Where is the maintenance and
repair work done?

Licensing

Cart: How are the vehicles hcensed? Do they have special license plates, regular
Arizona motor vehicle plates, no plates?

Driver: Is drivers license required?

Restrictions

Do restrictions apply to either license? Where the vetucle can be used? When it
can be driven’~ Are drivers’ hcenses restricted specifically to carts available?

Insurance

Insured by auto or homeowners pohcy? Amount of Liablhty, colhsion, injury
insurance requu-edmsame as for your autos?

Recharging (Electric Only)

Home

Where do you recharge the cart at your residence? How do you recharge at
home? When do you recharge? After every trip? Only m the evening? Is
there a special recharging apphance in your home, o~ do you simply plug into
an outlet? 110 Volt? Is home recharging a convenience?

Away-from-home

Are there any locations away from home where you can recharge? golf courses,
shopping locations, friends homes, etc. When do you recharge away from
home?

Refueling (Gasoline Only)

Where do you refuel your gasoline cart? Is there one "usual" station? Is this a
station where you often refuel your car? Why do you refuel at this(theses)
station(s)?

Cart Use

For what types of trips, in addition to trips to the golf course, do you use your
ca-t? Do you link together errands to different places, or tend to make trips to
only one place? How far are these trips? What types of s~"eets and roads7
Time of year? Time of day? What proportion of all your local travel?
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IV. Safety

How much of your driving is on public streets and roads as opposed to golf cart
paths?

Intersections

Where are specific intersections at which you feel unsafe? Where are specific
intersections at which you feel safe?

Special lanes

Are there places where there are special lanes for golf carts, other than on golf
courses? Describe these lanes. Where are they? Are they striped on regular
roads or are they separate right-of-ways? Do you feel more or less safe in
these lanes?

Signs

,Are there special signs to indicate golf cart right-of-ways? What do these signs
look like? Left turn, nght turn, ymld, stop, lane indicators, parking?

How safe do you feel in your cart when you are in traffic with full size motor
vehicles? What about your cart makes you feel safe or unsafe?

V. ]Desired Changes to make golf carts a better transportation option

Vehicles

’Would an increase in your carts performance (top speed and acceleration) make
you feel safer? An increase in size? Enclosures?

.Aside from safety, what other changes in your cart would make it possible for
you to use it for most of your local travel local travel?

Infrastructure

What changes in Streets, Roads, Lanes or Signs would you like to see before you
would use your cart for most of your local travel?

Policy

Licensing, Registration, Insurance, other.
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APPENDIX C: PERCEIVED UNCERTAIN or

HAZARDOUS ROUTES and

iNTERSECTiONS in the PALM

DESERT GOLF CART NETWORK

Routes which focus group discussants generally felt were "unsafe" or "’uncomfortable" to

drive along in electric golf carts:

E1 Paseo from State Highway 111 to Portola;

Fred Waring Drive;

Portola (near Grapevine);

Portola (near Post Office at El Paseo).

Intersections which discussants felt were "unsafe" or "uncomfortable" or created

uncertainty as to which were permitted movements:

State Highway 111 at both ends of El Paseo;

State I-hghway 111 at San Pablo;

State Highway 111 at Deep Canyon; *

State Highway 74 at Grapevine; *

State Highway 74 at Haystack; *

State Highway 74 at Sommerset; *

Portola at Haystack;

Portola at Marrakesh;

Portola between Larrea and E1Paseo;

Portola at Rutledge;

Fred Waring at Deep Canyon.

¯ Not a legal crossing under Phase I Pilot Program infrastructure m place at time of

site visit.
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Green
1.

Market Part A
Below are combmauons of words joined by lines. Put a vertical mark through each line at
the point which indicates how your image of EVs compares to your linage of the gasoline-
powered cars and trucks you actually buy. The freddie point of the line inchcates you
imagine there is no difference between EVs and the gasoline cars you buy. Try to recall
your image of EVs prior to seeing the City-El at the Whole Earth Festival.

Compared to the gasoline cars and trucks I usually buy, EVs are:

small ........... I ............ large

slow ............ I ............ fast

unsafe ............ I ............ safe

non-polluting ............ ! ............ polluting

inconvenient ............ I ........... convement

cheap to mn ............ I ........... expensive to run

cheap to buy ........... I ............ expensive to buy

impractical ............ I ............ pracucal

unstyhsh ............ I ............ stylish

old fashaoned ............ I .......... futuristic

.
According to what you know about EVs, do you agree or disagree that EVs are the key to
solving air pollution in the Davis-Sacramento area? Crrcle one.

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

3. Electric vehicles are not yet practical to replace gasoline fueled vehicles. (Circle one.)

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree , 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

4, What are the sources of reformation upon which you base your images of EVs? Please list
the three most influential sources of information m forming your Linage of EVs.
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APPENDIX D: RIDE-AND-DRIVE CLINIC

SURVEYS and FOCUS GROUP

OUTLINES

Surveys

During the ride-and-drive chnic itself participants completed three survey forms. One survey (Part

A) was completed prior to their review of the vehicles. An interviewer accompanied them through

thelr review of the vehicles, recording their answers to Part B. Lastly, the participants completed a

third section (Part C)after they had reviewed the vehicles. Two different versions of Parts A and 

were administered; one to the "innovators" the other to the "envzrortmentalists". This was done to

allow for differences in inforrnauon we already possessed on the two groups and to allow EV

owners in the "innovators" group to respond to some questions based on their experience with

their own vehicles. Page layouts have been changed to fit the format of this append1×.
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Look over the hst below. If tins list reminds you of any important information sources

which you did not list m your answer to the last questaon, please write them here.

Electric Utility (SMUD or PG&E)

Television or Radio news

Newspapers

Television shows or specials

Automotive magazines

Technology and science magazines

Environmental organizations

Seeing EVs on the road

Word of mouth

Automobile manufacturers

Science Fiction

Electric Vehicle Clubs

Other (specify).

o If EVs were widely available at auto dealers and you were in the market for a new car,

which of the following most closely describes what you would you do? (Mark one.)

1()

2()

3()

I would not consider an EV until they had been on the market for several years.

I would consider an EV, but would investigate carefully the costs and usefulness of

each vehicle type before making a commitment.

I would buy an EV immediately m spite the uncertainty.
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innovators Part A
I. We would like to start with some information about the EV(s) you now own. If you do not
currently own an EV, please skap to the third page of this questionnaire.

1. How many total vehicles does your household own?

How many of these are EVs?

How many of these EVs are currently operating?

The rest of the questions in this section will refer only to the EV that is driven most often.

2. What is the total system voltage?

3. Is this vehicle a:

1 ( manufactured car (Name: )

2 ( at car (Name: )

3 ( steel frame conversion (Name of body: )

4 ( other (specify:. )

® Which of the following body styles best describes this EV?

subcompact compact ~mid-size

~hght truck van ~sports car

full size

other

5. How long have you owned this vehicle? months

6. What is the (continuous) horsepower rating of this vehicle’s motor?

7. Is it a single or multi-speed vehicle?

8. How many seats does this vehicle have?
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9, Do you have as much luggage space as you want in ttus vebacle? yes
~.no

10. What is the top speed of this vehicle?

If the top speed is high enough for freeway travel, is the acceleration adequate for
freeway on-ramps?

~yes no

11. Do you ever use this vehicle on freeways? yes ~no

12. What do you consider to be the driving range of your EV when it is fully charged?
miles

13. Are the batteries in your vehicle:

lead-acid

Are they: 6 volt

other(specify

12 volt

What is the amp-hour rating of each battery" amp-hours

14. Do you carry your recharger on-board your vehicle? yes no

15. Do you try to recharge your batteries after every use?

If yes, why? (choose one)

yes

to always have maximum range

good for batteries

other (speclfy-

no

)

16. Do you recharge at: 110 volts

other (specify:

220 volts switchable

)
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I7. Does your charger have an automatic shut-off? yes no

18. Did you have to modify the wiring m your house to accommodate recharging?

yes no

19. What characteristic of your vebacle do you consider to be the single most ~mportant barrier
to your being able to use your EV for more of your driving?

driving range ~top speed acceleration body style

other (specify, 

20. Below are combinations of words joined by lines. Put a vertical mark through each line at
the point which indicates how your image of EVs compares to your image of the gasoline-powered
cars and trucks you actually buy. The middle point of the line re&cares you see no chfference.

Compared to the gasoline cars and trucks I usually buy, EVs are:

small ............ [ ........... large

slow ............ I ........... fast

unsafe ........... I ........... safe

non-polluting .I polluting

inco~verfient .I ............ convenient

cheap to run I expensive to run

cheap to buy ! expensive to buy

impractical ! practical

unstylish t styhsh

old fashioned [ futufisitic

21. According to what you know about EVs, do you agree or disagree that EVs are the key to
solvingair pollution in the Davis-Sacramento area? (Circle one.)

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree
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22. Electric vehicles are not yet practical to replace gasoline fueled vehicles. (Circle one.)

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

23. Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with the following statements.

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

Air quality is an important problem in my community. _

Reducing petroleum consumption will benefit the environment.

Compared to other sources, motor vehicles are a minor source of air pollution.

I buy environmentally "friendly" products whenever I can.

I do not support a gas tax to improve air quality.

Acuons taken by mchvlduals can affect at.," quality.

My household could use a vehicle with a 50 mile per day driving range.

24. What are the sources of information upon which you base your images of EVs? Please
list the three most influential sources of information in forming your nuage of EVs.

Electric Utility (SMUD or PG&E)

Television or Radio news

Newspapers

Television shows or specials

Automotive magazanes

Technology and science magazines

Environmental orgamzations

Seeing EVs on the road

Word of mouth

Automobile manufacturers

Science Fiction

Electric Vehicle Clubs

Other (specify)
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25. If EVs were widely available at auto dealers and you were in the market for a new car,
which of t2 allowing most closely describes what you would you do? (Mark one.)

!()

2()

3()

I w~ ~d not consider an EV until they had been on the market for several years.

I would consider an EV, but would investigate carefully the costs and usefulness of
each vehicle type before making a commitment.

I would buy an EV immediately in spite the uncertainty.
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Green Market and Innovator Part B:

Test Drive Phase (Repeat for Each Vehicle)

Indicate which Vehicle: 1 ( City-E1 4 ( Horlacher City 7 ( Kewet

2 ( Geo Storm 5 ( Hor]acher Sport

3 ( Geo Prism 6 ( Esoro

On-sight Impressions:

How close is this body style to your tastes and needs in vehicles?

1 ( ) Very different 2 ( ) Different 3 ( ) Similar 4 ( ) Very 

Show Features and briefl2~ describe attributes: Recharging point. Battery and motor. Safety

features and differences

WhalL are your ftrst impressions of the vehicle and motor?

Probes: Instrument location, Motor, Batteries, Entry/Egress, Seating Position, Controls

How does starting and driving feel?

Probes: Starting,Sound



Acceleration, Speed

Steering, Stability

Braking

Safety, including visibiUty - both how easy is it to see and be seen

This car performs

1( ) Worse than I expected

2 ( ) About as well as I expected

3 ( ) Better than I expected

Is there anything else about tiffs vehicle which you believe deserves comment?
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Green Market Part C: Post-Test Drive
Now that you have had an opportunity to drive a few examples of small EVs, please answer the
following questions.

1. Electric vebacles are not yet practacal to replace gasoline fueled vehicles. (Circle one.)

1 = ,,;trongIy agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

o Can you imagine replacing one of your gasoline vehicles with one of these EVs?

~yes

If yes, which one of these EVs would you most be interested in acquiring?

1 ( ) City-E1 2 ( ) Nordskog 3 ( ) Kewet El-Jet

4 ( ) Hodacher City 5 ( ) Hodacher Sport 6 ( ) 

If no, would you consider adding one of these EVs to your current set of vehicles9

~.no ~yes (Winch one? )

~.no

.
How often do you drive more than 10 miles from home?

1( ) Daily 2( ) Weekly

More than 30 rmles?

1( ) Daily 2( ) Weekly

3( ) Monthly 4( ) Less than monthly

3( ) Monthly 4( ) Less than monthly

5( ) Almost never

5( ) ALmost never

4~ Are any of the cars in your household consistently driven less than 20 miles per day?

yes no

If yes, please describe the use of that vehicle.

Primarily used for commuting to work

Primarily used for commuting to school

Primarily used for local errands

Used for many purposes, just not driven very far

Used only infrequently

Other

Is this the vehicle you are most likely to replace with an EV? .yes no
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®

o

e

Other than the vel’ucle you just described, are any of the cars in your household consistently
driven less than 56 miles per day?

yes no

If yes, please describe the use of that vehicle.

Primarily used for commuting to work

Primarily used for commuting to school

Primarily used for local errands

Used for many purposes, just not driven very far

Used only infrequently

Other

Is this the vehicle you are most likely to replace with an EV? yes no

You have driven a variety of EVs with driving ranges of 20 to 70 miles between charges
and top speeds ranging from 35 to 70 miles per hour. Which of these characterisncs,
driving range or top speed, seems like the more important barrier to your using an EV?

Driving Range Top Speed Body Styles

Electric vehicles can be recharged at your home over a few hours. What do you think of
this idea?

1 ( I don’t like the idea

2 ( I like the idea

3 ( I would have no place at my residence to recharge

If you answered "’1", please answer this: I don’t like the idea because (choose one)

a ( ) it sounds dangerous

b ( ) my driving habits are so varied I would not always be home to recharge

c ( ) having to plug and unplug the recharger all the time would be inconvenient

d ( ) other (please specify).

If you answered "2", please answer this: I like the idea because (choose one):

a ( ) I won’t have to go to gasohne stations

b ( ) I like the idea of a monthly utility bill rather than paying a gasoline station

c ( ) it seems like it might be cheaper

d ( ) I like the idea of a "full tank" each morning

e ( ) other (please specify).



,
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Some of the vehicles you drove or rode m today are intended to meet all US Department of
Transportation passenger vehicle safety standards and some are not. Considenng also how
you nught use one of these vehicles, which of the following statements most nearly
matches your feeling regarding the safety of these vehicles.

I would not consider buying any vehicle which is not fully safety certified as a
passenger vehicle.

__ I would consider buying a vehicle which meets some, but not all, safety standards
as long as I was informed about which standards were met and which were not.

I would consider buying a vehicle even if it were registered as a motorcycle and
thus was not required to meet passenger vehicle safety standards and thxs meant I
had to wear a helmet.

If you were buying a new car and believed EVs could improve air quahty, but EVs were
only offered in the small body styles you have seen today, which of the following
statements do you beheve most nearly describes how you would act? (Choose only one.)

I would consider buying a small EV.

I would not consider buying a small EV because the driving range between charges
is too short.

I would not consider buying a small EV because the top speed Is too slow.

I would not consider buying a small EV because I don’t believe they would be safe.

I would not consider buying a small EV because (specify)

10. If you were to choose one way you could improve air quality in tlns region, which would
you choose:

carpool to work

bicycle or walk instead of driving

buy an EV

use transit instead of my car

other

11° Are you proficient or handy in a way which you believe makes you more adaptable to
owning and using EVs? ~yes no
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12. Are you (check one): Employed outside my home

Work in my home

Temporarily not working

Student

Retired

If you are currently employed outside your home, what is the approximate location
of your workplace?

UCD

Elsewhere xn Davis

Woodland

West Sacramento

~mSacramento

Other

13. How many people in your household have valid drivers’ licences?

14. How many motor vehicles are available to your household members on a daily basis?
Please include vehicles your household owns or leases and vehicles which are "’company
cars" but are available for personal use.

15. Please describe these vehicles. If you have more than four, please provide this information
on the four vehicles which are most used in a typical week.

Vehic~ 1 Vehicle 2 VeNcle3 Vetch4

Make

Model

Model year

Acqutred New or Use d

Total Miles on this
Vehicle



16o Do you and other drivers in your household regularly swap vehicles?
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17o How long have you lived at your current residence?~years ,months

18. How long have you lived in the Yolo/Solano/Sacramento area? years
months

19. Do you plan on remaining in this area? ~yes no

20. When do you plan to purchase or lease your next new or used motor vehicle (choose one):

in the next 6 months

in the next 1 year

in the next 2 years

in the next 5 years

after 5 years or possibly never

This vehicle most likely will be acquired:

This vehicle most likely will be a:

new used

subcompact sedan with a trunk

subcompact hatchback

compact sedan with a trunk

compact hatchback

compact stationwagon

mid-size sedan

mid-size stationwagon

full size sedan

full size stationwagon

mini-van or full size van

~pickup truck

~.sport utility vehicle

~sports car
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21. Including yourself, how many people in your household are in these age categories:

under 6 years 6 to 15 years

16 to 24 years 25 to 64 years

65 years or older

12. Do you belong to the Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, Clean Air Coalition or any other
environmental organization?

yes no

13. In the past 12 months have you acuvely worked, either as a volunteer or a paid employee,
for an envn’onmental organization

yes ~ no

14. Is your residence a:

single family residence

multi-family residence (apartment, townhouse, mulU-plex)

dormitory

other

15. What was your households, total pre-tax income for this past tax year?

less than 25,000

25,000 to 40,000

40,000 to 60,000

60,000 to 80,000

80,000 to 100,000

more than 100,000

Thank you for your time, we hope you have enjoyed the ride/drive clinic. Please remember to
attend your group &scussion on Wednesday night. Please use the space below to add any
comments.



Innovators Part C: Post-Test Drive
Now that you have had an opportunity to drive a few examples of small EVs, please answer the
following questions.

1. Electric vehicles are not yet practical to replace gasoline fueled vehicles. (Circle one.)

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = indifferent 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

2A. If you own an EV, do any of the vehicles you rode in or drove during this clinic seem to be
improvements over your own EV? yes no

If yes, which ones:

2B.

o

If you do not now own an EV, can you imagine replacing one of your gasoline vehicles
with one of these EVs?

yes no

If yes, which one of these EVs would you most be interested in acquiring?

1 ( City-E1 4 ( ) Horlacher City

2 ( Nordskog 5 ( ) Horlacher Sport

3 ( Kewet El-Jet 6 ( ) Esoro

If no, would you consider adding one of these EVs to your current set of vehicles?

yes Which one?

no

What characteristics of these vehicles are better than your EV?

4. What characteristics of these vehicles are worse than your EV?

.
Independent of price, would you consider buying any of the vehicles in the drive climc?

~yes Which ones:
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.

no

How often do you drive more than 10 zmles from home?

1( ) Daily 2( ) Weekly

More than 30 miles?

I( ) Daily 2( ) Weekly

3( ) Monthly 4( ) Less than monthly

3( ) Monthly 4( ) Less than monthly

5( ) Almost never

5( ) Almost never

.
Are any of the cars in your household, including your EVs, consistently driven less than
20 miles per day?

If yes, please describe the use of that vehicle.

Primarily used for commuting to work

Primarily used for commuting to school

Primarily used for local errands

Used for many purposes, just not driven very far

Used only infrequently

Other

~yes no

o Other than the vehicle you just described, are any of the cars in your household consistently
driven less than 50 miles per day?

If yes, please describe the use of that vehicle.

Primafdy used for commuting to work

Primarily used for commuting to school

Primarily used for local errands

Used for many purposes, just not driven very far

Used only infrequently

Other

~3res no
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I0.

Some of the velucles you drove or rode in today are intended to meet all US Department of
Transportation passenger vehicle safety standards and some are not. Considering also how
you might use one of these vehicles, which of the following statements most nearly
matches your feeling regarding the safety of these vehicles.

I would not consider buying any vehicle which is not fully safety certified as a
passenger vehicle.

I would consider buying a vehicle which meets some, but not all, safety standards
as long as I was informed about which standards were met and which were not.

I would consider buying a vehicle even if it were registered as a motorcycle and
thus was not required to meet passenger vehicle safety standards and flus meant I
had to wear a helmet.

If you were buying a new car and believed EVs could improve air quality, but new EVs
were only offered in the small body styles you have seen today, which of the following
statements do you beheve most nearly describes how you would act? (Choose only one 

I would consider buying a small EV.

I would not consider buying a small EV because the driving range between charges
Is too short.

~_I would not consider buying a small EV because the top speed is too slow.

I would not consider buying a small EV because I don’t believe they would be safe.

11. If you were to choose one way you could improve air quality in this region, which would
you choose:

___. carpool to work

bicycle or walk instead of driving

~buy an EV

use transit instead of my car

other

Demographic, Household Vehicle InformaUon

1. Are you proficient or handy m a way which you believe makes you more adaptable to
owning and using EVs? ~yes no



® Are you (check one): ~.Empl, d outside my home Retired

Work ~: ,ny home Student

~Temporarily not workmg

If you are currently employed outside your home, what is the approximate location of your
workplace?

Davis

Downtown Sacramento

.______North Sacramento

~South Sacramento

any of the commtmJtJes east of Sacramento, for

example, Citrus Heights, Orangevale, Roseville

West Sacramento

Other ( )

3. How many people m your household have valid drivers’ licences?

How many motor vehicles are available to your household members on a daily basis?
Please include vehicles your household owns or leases and vehicles w~,t~:h are "company
cars" but are available for personal use.

o Please describe these vehicles. If you have more than four, please provide this information
for the four vehicles which are most used in a typical week. If you live in a household of
non-related adults who do not share cars, describe your vel-Acles(s).

Vehicle1 Vehic~ 2 Vehicle3 Vetch4

Make

Model

Model year

Acquired New or Use¢

Total MAles on this
Vehicle

.
Do you and other drivers in your household regularly swap vehicles?

yes no



.
Do you own or rent your residence? own
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rent

8. How long have you hved at your current residence?~years ~.months

9. How long have you lived in the Yolo/Sacramento area? ~years ~.months

10. Do you plan on remaining in tb2s area? yes no

11. Including yourself, how many people in your household are in these age categories:

under 6 years

16 to 24 years

65 years or older

6 to 15 years

25 to 64 years

12. Do you have a reserved or dedicated place to park at least one of your motor vehicles?

yes no

13. Is your residence a: single family residence

multi-family residence (apartment, towrthouse, multiplex)

dormitory

other ( 

14.

Tins vehicle most likely will be acquired:

When do you plan to purchase or lease your next new or used motor vehicle (choose one):

in the next 6 months

in the next 1 year

in the next 2 years

__ m the next 5 years

after 5 years or possibly never

new used
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This vehicle most hkely will be a: subcompact sedan with a trunk

subcompact hatchback

compact sedan wlth a trunk

compact hatchback

. compact stationwagon

mid-size sedan

mid-size stafionwagon

full size sedan

full size stationwagon

mini-van or full size van

~pickup truck

~.sport utility vehicle

__sports car

15. Do you belong to the Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, Clean Air Coalition or any other
environmental organizaUon?

5’es no

16. In the past 12 months have you acuvely worked, either as a volunteer or a paid employee,
for an environmental organization

__yes no

17. What was your households, pre-tax income for this past tax year?

less than 25,000

~.25,000 to 40,000

40,000 to 60,000

60,000 to 80,000

__80,000 to 100,000

more than 100,000

Thank you for your time, we hope you have enjoyed the clinic. Please remember to attend your
group discussion on Tuesday night. Please use the b, ~. ~ of this page to add any comments you
would like.
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FOCUS GROUP OUTLINE
I. Introduction

II.

A. ITS Davis

B. Discuss in greater detail the vebacles you saw on Saturday

C. Comments serve to:

1. inform manufacturers, vendors

2. inform SMUD

3. reform ITS EV marketing studies

4. inform you of the variety of opinions

D. Anonymous -- tape recorded and notes taken

E. Rules

- One at a time

- Every one needs to be heard from

- Specific outline of questaons to be considered, comments at the end

F. Roundtable Introduction

- Name

- How long a member of the Electric Automobile Club

- Do you own an EV?

Vehicle Use

A. Recalling the attributes of each vehicle, for what purposes can you imagine
using them? Be very personal -- can ~ drive to work in a City-El? Why or
why not? Can another member of your household make these trips in these
vehicles?

Bo

1. City - E1

2. Kewet

3. Geo Metro

4. Horlachers, Esoro

Prompts
I*

2.

3.

4.

5.

Travel m work or school

Travel to grocery store

Travel to doctor or dentist

Out to dinner

Emergency trips



II.

III.

Vehicle Use (continued)

C. What is the knportant characteristic of the vehicle which prevents you from
using one of these vehicles for a specific purpose?

1. Range

2. Top Speed

3. AccleraUon

4. Body Style

5. Safety

6. Other

D. Why does vehicle attribue apply?

1. Distances too far

2. Have to travel on freeway or other high speed route

3. Have to haul cargo or passengers

4. Vehicle not safe

5. Have to wear helmet

6. Other

E. How many of your activities can you travel to in this vehicie?

Vehicle Comparisons -- Based on your years of experience and learning, the test drives
and the discussion we just had about using these vehicles:

A. Compare the cars you saw Saturday to the EVs you now drive (for those that do
now drive EVs)

1. What trips can you make in the test drive vehicles that you can’t make in
your own?

2. What trips can you make in your vehicle that you would not make m one
of the test vehicles?

B. Compare the test vehicles to each other.

1. Independent of price, which vehicle would yon most like to own? next7
Least like to own?

a. why?

b. follow-up on vehicles between most and least favorite?

What is the value of special features of EVs? (Tell air bag story.)

A. Elicit list of special EV features, prompts (if necessary)

Home recharging. Emissions. Cost to run. Quiet. Other

B. How do you value these features?

Is home recharging really a convemence?
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V° Do you compare EVs to gasoline cars? Is your choice to own an EV driven by a
comparison to gasoline cars and trucks?

A. Is your rankang of the test vehicles based on comparisons to gasoline cars, or
just to the EVs?

B. What other standard might you use?

1. Transit or other modes of travel?

2. Changes in lifestyle?

VI. Purchase and Price

A° Do any of you see yourselves buying one of the test vehicles or a vehicle similar
to any of them?

.
Is your interest to own the best possible EV you can buy, or is the
process of building and converting your own vehicles the central interest
you have in EVs?

B° We have talked about vehicle use, you have your own experiences with EVs,
you have told me which vehicles you prefer independent of price. Now let us
imagine that the following prices apply to each of the vetucles (not counting tax
incentives),:

City-E1 $5,000

Kewet $10,000

Geo $15,000

Horlacher City $17,500

Esoro $20,000

Horlacher Sport $22,500

Would you buy any of these vehicles? Which? Why?

(Play with prices if necessary to cause initial purchase.

Adjust prices to cause switch to next lower and higher vehicle.)

*This is only an example of the sets of prices offered. Pnces were changed from

gro~,Jp to group to observe the effects of changes in prices on choices. The rank

order of the prices of the vehicles was preserved from group to group.
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APPENDIX E: HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE TRIALS
iNTERViEW FORM

NEV Household interview Log

version" 2.03

Household #:

Town/City:

Diary Week:

interview Date:

if found, please return to:

Ken Kurani

Inst=tute of Transportation Studies

University of California, Davss

Daws, CA 95616



INTRODUCTION

Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Demonstratmn and Marketing Study

WS-Davis, Caistart, PG&E, SMUD

Background Information

Household Information (pre-record available info.) All regular household members and
guests -~;taymg with household dunng the diary week.

First Name Relation Occup. Drivers
License

Female Household Head

Male Household Head

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Other

Housing Type:

T’~JLcal Week

Are thel e any trips you often make which you just happened to have not made during the
week you kept your diaries? (prompt for: non-car trips; personal business, errands --
banksr hair cuts; work errands; chauffeur t= ips. Locate these activities on the map.)

Destination Mode Distance How often?



Unusual Trips m the diary

Other than trips you made just to play we.’ the EV, are there any trips in the diary which
are extremely unusal? (prompt of non-car trips)

Destmat=on/Day Mode Distance How often?

The next few questions deal with trips you make by some mode other than one of your
households cars.

Regular travel in vehicles not belonging to the household

Car.pooling, van pocimg~ re q. ular sh, armq of rides for non-work urposes.

Destination Mode Distance How often9

Transit Use

Does household use transit? Yes / No

How many minutes walk to nearest transit stop?

Which transit service is available at that stop?

Do you beiseve there are places it Is easy to reach by transit from your home?

if yes, name a few

Yes / No
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Walking and Cvchng

Other than for recreation~ does anyone in ~’our household walk or bicycle regulary9

Destination Mode Distance How often?

Weekend Travel

What kinds of trips do you often make on weekends9 (out-of-town trips, hauling loads or
people, etc.)

Destination Mode Distance How often?

SeasonafNacatlon/Hohday Travel

Special trips for vacation or holidays9 M~ for seasonal trips - e~l. ski trips9

Destlnat|on Mode Distance How often?

]i



Car Rental

Do you ew rent cars for local travel?
other)

(prompts: family, friends visiting; car in the shop,

Where is your:

Usual Grocery Store

Doctor

Dentist

Emergency Medical Serv=ces

Local family or friends you regularly visit

Bank

Favonte coffee shop, cafe~ restaurant

Recreation spot (park, sports venue,
gym)

Other ( )

Refueling Behavior

When do each of you refuel? (prompts: gauge level; odometer miles, schedule)

Atso, context: when leaving town, on way home from work, etc.

How far do they think they can still drive when they typicaly refuel?

Where do you buy gasoline? (prompts: regular statIon, typical |ocatlons)
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Car Purchase Story

Descnbe vehicles household owns:

Make Model Year Bought new
or used

Which car was most recently purchased? Why did you buy this specific car? (How does
this vehicle reflect lifestyle choices?)

Tell us about Driving the NEV

(Briefly, we will cover details in later questions.)



NEV TOPICS

Range

Limit vehicle use?

Did the range of the vehicle ever limit your use of it9 Did you ever run out of charge?

Recharging

How did you feel about the state-of-charge gauge? Was it useful9 stressful~

Did you use it to decide when to recharge, or did you recharge on a schedule?

Recharging locations

Home:Tell-us about

Where?

recharging at home

When?

Time of Day~Depth of Discharge

Conventence/Inconven)ence of recharging



Away-from-Home:

WhereO

Did you ever recharge away from home?

When9

Time of Day~Depth of Discharge

Convenience~inconvenience

Safety

Were there any occasslons when you felt uneasy about your safety when driving this
vehtcle? Describe those occassions Why? Where’~ When? Was discomfort caused by
vehicle size, speed, both, other?

Speed

Minimum acceptable speed? Desired top speed? Describe those specific situations
(Iocat{on, speed, trip, traffic) in whtch speed was felt to be inadequate. Are they different
from those situations in which they felt unsafe? Where specifically were they’~ Single lane
or two Lanes of traffic? Was traffic light or heavy9 Even if they never felt speed was too
slow, would they still want higher top speed9



Traffic

Did you feel safe in the vehicle when in traffic?

Routes

Did you change your usual routes to destinatEons based on speed, safety perceptions?

Vehicle Size

Visibility

Being Seen, Heard

Did you feel the vehicle could be seen by other drivers, cyclists, pededstrians?

Did ~ ~ ever feel you had "snuck up on" a pedestrian or cylc=st who hadn’t heard you
coml~ ~?

Parking

Describe parking the vehicle.
out?

Easy/hard. Convenient/Inconvenient. Being seen backing



Occupancy/Cargo capacity

Did you ever make a tnp in a larger vehicle swmply because the NEV did not have enough
seats’~ cargo space? How much more space would you have needed in the NEV?

ACTIV|TY SPACE

is it usual for your trips out of town (prompt: off the map)to be planned well in advance?
When was the last time you made a last minute (prompt: did not know it the night before)
out-of-town trip’~

ACTIVITY SPACE DESCRIPTION

What are the modes you use to access various activities? (make I=st)

What are the things you do within the range of walking, cychng and the NEV? (prompts:
soc=alize, recreatmon, go to school, shop, work)

Where are these activit=es located on the map? (Record locations on map too.)



Draw boundaries around "Mode Spaces" =- walk space, bike space, small EV space, car
space

How flexible are these boundaries? What changes them == weather, who is taking trip,
etc.?

GAMING

Space Games

The household now owns a small EV. It replaces an existing car m the household fleet.

Which vehicle is replaced?

Reconstruct travel days ustng the new household fleet.

Household can change charactermstJcs of their act=vity space, but not of the vehmle in order
to accomplish mrs travel Prompt with positive and negative attributes of proxtmity --
shorter travel t=me vs increased nmse and traff=c, ability to walk vs attraction of others m
autos, etc.

(Find one diary day which creates problems in veh=cie use. Be able to trace all
travel for that day. Make table wh=ch summarizes travel for household.)

Who takes which vehicles where and when’~

Day/Trip Driver Actual Destination New Notes
Mode Mode

, r



How are, these decisions made?

Would the household prefer to contract or expand their actwity space given theNEV9 For
what mode does the NEV substitute?

Car Games:

if unable to replace one of the household vehicles, would you add th,s NEV to your household
stock? Yes / No

(Descnbe the replacementladdlt=on choice. How was it made? Who made =t? Who is most
affected by choice? Is there a pnmary driver of the NEV? To what actlwtles is it asslgned’~
What affected the cho=ce -- vehicle character=stlcs, travel characteristics, location of
actwitles?

DEBRIEFING

Anything we have not discussed which would make it easier for you to use such a vehcle?



Would a small electric vehicle like the one you drove handle all of your in-town travel needs
(include walk and bike trips)9 Yes/No

Would it increase your households local travel?

Cons~denng your experience with the vehicle and all we have discussed, this evemng, what
would you need in order to decide to buy such a vehJcleO (What other information? What
new or enhanced or improved attribute? What other vehIcle is the point of reference for the
NEV -- a car, or a bicycle’S)

Anectodes/Observat~qn~

What do cars mean to th~s household? image vs. function. Lifetyle choice.

How stable are the hfestyle choices of this household likely to be over the next few years?
Presence or absence of children? Housing choices? Job choices?



APPENDIX F: VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS in
the STATEWIDE SURVEY

The appendix contains the vehicle descriptions supphed to the statewide mail survey.
respondents in Part 4 of the questionnaire.

Neighborhood electric vehicle

Neighborhood electric vehicle is designed for around the town dnving. Easy parking,
hanoi;ling and use.

Comes as two passenger version or small rear seat for two additional passengers. Cargo room
for four bags of groceries.

Vehicle overall length is 11 feet, width is 5 feet. Can park in small places Turning radius
15 ft.

Top ;speed is 40 mph.

Accelerates 0-40 in 15 seconds.

The range before recharging is 40 miles.

The overall weight of the vehgcle is 1200 lbs.

Composite structure is fully crash tested and passes all federal crash safety.

Optional amrbags.

The neighborhood electdc is not intended for freeway and highway dnving.

Cost~s less than a penny per mile for electricity.

Plugs into any 110 volt plug.

Recharges in one to two hours depending on the charge level of the battery.

Replacement cost of battery back is just $500

Optional solar panels. Offers 7 mdes extra of range on sunny day.

Batteries are guaranteed for 20,000 miles.

Drive train and motor is warranteed for ten years or 60,000 miles.

Service is minimal.

Meets California Zero Emissions vehsc~e standards for small vehicles. Quahfies for some tax
credits.



Community electric vehicle

Do all of your refueling at home; no gasoline on your hands or fumes. Costs less than 2 cents
per mile to drive, when charged at night, 6 cents per mile for daytime charging.

Simply plug into any 110 volt wall socket for a slow charge (slow charge takes 8 - 10
hours if batteries fulty discharged), or

Install a special 220 volt quick charge circuit and outlet in your garage, carport or
driveway of your home, condominium or apartment* (quick charge takes 2-4 hours if
batteries fully discharged)

*(Utility rebates available for installing new circuit)

Community eiectnc does not have fast charging capabihtles

Features two battery ranges

60 miles per charge, lead acid gel ceils Warranteed to 25, 000 miles (replacement cost
$800).

80 miles per charge, lead acid gel ceUs. Warranteed to 25, 000 raises (replacement cost
$12oo).

New range instrumentation : Tells precisely how many miles are left on the vehicle.
(smart instruments estemate range based on how your dnve).

Drive train: 60 horsepower, three phase, alternating current motor.

Top speed 75 mph (speed is governed to reduce drain to batteries)

Accelerates 0-60 in 13 seconds (some sports models faster).

HEATING AND AIR CONDiTIONiNG

Standard interior of vehicle pre=air condit=oned or heated while recharging.

Options A. Heated and cooled seats.

B. Advanced heat-pump style air conditiomng. Minimal energy use.

Optional Solar panels for roof and hood. Provides 10 extra miles on sunny days or can
extend range by offsetting alr-conditeonmg load.

Maintenance: 10 minute battery and check up service each 10,000 miles.

Warranty: 2 years or 24, 000 miles warranty on electronics, 8 year or 100,000 mile
warranty on motor and drive train, 25,000 mite warranty on batter=es.



Regional electric vehicle

Do ,all of your refuehng at home; no gasoline on your hands or fumes. Costs less than 2 cents
per mile to drive, when charged at night, 6 cents per mile for daytime charging.

Simply plug into any 110 volt wall socket for a slow charge (slow charge takes 8 - 10
hours if batteries fully discharged), or

Install a specaal 220 volt quick charge circuit and outlet in your garage, carport or
dnveway of your home, condomimum or apartment* (qu,ck charge takes 2-4 hours if
batteries fulty dfscharged)

*(Ut=hty rebates available for installing new circuit)

Fast charging capabilities are standard equipment, recharge up to 80% of your
battery in around 20 minutes at special fast charge stations.

Features two battery ranges

100 miles per charge, woven lead acid "sandwach" ceils. Warranteed to 25, 000 miles
(replacement cost $2000 

130 miles per charge, nickel metal hydnde. Warranteed to 50,000 miles (replacement
cosi~ $5000).

New range instrumentation : Tells precisely how many miles are left on the vehicle.
(smart instruments estimate range based on how your drive).

Drive train: 140 horsepower, three phase, alternating current motor.

Top speed 85 mph (speed is governed to reduce drain to batteries)

Accelerates 0-60 in 8-9 seconds (some sports models faster).

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

Standard Interior of vehicle pre-air conditioned or heated while recharging.

O ptio n s A. Heated and cooled seats (Japanese style heating and air)

B. Advanced heat-pump style air conditioning. Minimal energy use.

Optional Solar panels for roof and hood. Provides 10 extra miles on sunny days or can
extend range by offsetting air-conditioning load.

Maintenance: 10 minute battery and check up service each 10,000 redes

Warranty: 2 years or 24, 000 miles warranty on electronics, 8 year or 100,000 mile
warranty on motor and drive train, 25,000 mile warranty on lead acid, 50,000 miles on
mckel metal hydride battenes.



f-iv

Hybrid elect: c vehicle

Hybrid vehicle extends range of battery powered electric, has on small sized on=board
reformulated gasoline engine to provtde extra miles and gasohne refuehng for long tnps.
Gasohne ragne extender automatically fires when batteris reach mimmum level. One
hundred and forty miles of range, depending on body types.

Two setups.

Type one: Minimal battery setup. 40 miles of advanced lead acid battery range, automated
switch to 40 horsepower range extender for 100 additional miJes on gasoline. Type two
battery pack replacement = $1000. Recharge time on 220 volt Js 1-3 hours depending on
level of battery charge.

Type two: Maximum battery setup. 80 miles of advanced lead acid batteries range,
automated switch to 40 hsp gasoline fired range extender 60 additional miles on gasohne.
Battery repalcement for type one =$1700. Recharge hme on 220 volt recharge circuit is
2-4 hours depending on level of battery charge.

Fast Charging available on Type 2 maximum vehicle only.

Standard pre-heating and cooling while charging.

Optional heat pump air-conditlomng.

Meets Cahfomia Ultra-Low Emissions Vehicle requlrements.(Does not qualify for Zero
Emissions vehicle standards because of emissions when range extender operating as well as
vapor emissions from gasohne refuehng).

Economy models come with AM FM radio, and manual transmission (air conditsoning is
optional)

Standard models come with AM/FM and Cassette, manuai or auto transmission (electrics
do not have transm=ssions) anti-lock brakes, drivers air-bag, power windows and cruise
control (air conditioning is optional)

Luxury models come also with CD Stereo sytem, automatic chmate control, dual airbags,
all power accessories, leather seats and sunroof, keyless entry

Maintenance: Oil change each 7,500 miles, Lube, safety check, belts, exhaust, minor
tune-up and safety check, every 25,000 miles, major service at 75,000 miles, replace
belts, coolants, catalytic converter on range extender.

Warranty : Four year or 50,000 mile on emissions system. Three year or 36,000 mile
power train warranty, two year or 24, 000 on rest of vehicle. 25,000 mile warranty on
the batteries.



Compressed natural gas vehicle

Natural gas: The same clean and safe fuel used for heating and cooking at your home.
Natural gas has been used for decades in New Zealand, Canada and other nations in place of
gasohne to power vehicles. Available in all sizes of vehicles through full sized vehicles.
Clean fuel and low engine wear. Impact resistant compression tanks, made of spun aluminum
and wrapped with fiberglass.

Refueled: at qumk-fill stations in about ten minutes.

Optional
empty.

Home Refueling Appliance: can be slow filled overnight, 6=8 hours when

Driving Range: Single cylinder (80 miles range)
Double cylmder (120 miles range)

Fuel price: the equivalent of paying 70 cents per gallon for gasohne

Dedicated: natural gas only vehicle -- not a dual-fueled conversion-- optimized for htgh
octane natural gas, same high performance as gasohne.

Powered: by 4, 6 or 8 cylinder fuel injected combustion engines

Meets California Ultra-Low Emissions Vehicles standards ($1000 tax
credits).

Annual smog check required

Maintenance: Fuel cyhnder safety test required every five years. Oil change each 7,500
mUes, lube, safety check, belts, exhaust, minor tune-up and safety check, every 25,000
mile,s, major service at 75,000 miles, replace belts, catalytm converter.

Warranty: Lifetime warranty on cyimders Four year or 50,000 mile on emissions
system. Three year or 36,000 mile power train warranty, two year or 24,000 mile
warranty on rest of vehicle (same as reformulated gasohne)

Economy: models come with AM/FM radio, and manual transmission (a,r conditioning is
optional).

Standard: models come with AM/FM and cassette, manual or auto transmission, anti-lock
brakes, dnvers air-bag, power windows and cruise control (air conditioning is optional).

Luxury: models come also with CD Stereo system, automatic cl,mate control, dual airbags,
air power accessories, leather seats and sunroof, keyless entry.



Reformulated GaFoline Vehicle

Fuel and mileage This vehicle runs on reforrhuiated gasoline, which is a less polluting
type of gasoline, =s not dffferent in any other ways from previous gasoline vehicles, gets
between 18 and 38 miles to the gallon dependang on the model. Available in all sizes and
models.

Powered: by 4,6, and 8 cylinder fuel rejected combustion engines.

Options: Four wheel drive, a=r condJt=oning (standard on luxury models) and automatic
transmission.

Meets Low Emissions Vehicle requirements for State of California (no tax
credit)

Annual smog check required

Maintenance: Oil change each 7,500 miles, Lube, safety check, belts, exhaust, minor
tune up and safety check every 25,000 miles, major service at 75,000

Warranty: Four year or 50,000 miles on emisstons system. Three year or 36,000 mile
power train (engine and transmission) warranty, two year or 24,000 mites on rest 
vehicle.

Economy: models come with AM/FM rad=o, and manual transmission (air cond=tioning is
optional)

Standard: models come with AM/FM and cassette, manual or auto transmission, anti-lock
brakes, drivers air-bag, power windows and cruise control (air condltiomng is optional)

Luxury: models come also with CD Stereo system, automatic chrnate control, dual airbags,
all power accessories, leather seats and sunroof, keyless entry




